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This report should be read in conjunction 
with the following reports in order to get 
a comprehensive view of SA Corporate’s 
performance	over	the	past	financial	year	
and its prospects: 

•  SENS announcements; 

•  Annual Financial Statements (“AFS”); 

•  Notice of Annual General Meeting (“AGM”);

•  Sustainability report; and

•  King IV™ compliance register.

BOARD RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

SA Corporate’s Board acknowledges its 
responsibility to ensure the integrity of the 
Integrated Annual Report. The board is of 
the opinion that the 2018 Integrated Annual 
Report addresses all material matters and 
offers a balanced view of the performance of 
the Group and its impact on its stakeholders.

The Board has approved this Integrated 
Annual Report.
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About this report

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited (“SA Corporate”) 
is pleased to present its Integrated Annual Report 
(“IAR”)	which	has	been	prepared	for	the	benefit	of	
all stakeholders. The aim is to provide a broad and 
succinct overview of the Group’s performance over 
the 12-month period ended 31 December 2018, 
by providing a holistic and integrated discussion of 
the Group’s performance.

The report covers the objectives and strategies 
of the Group and its performance in respect of 
the	 six	 capitals	 identified	 by	 the	 International	
Integrated Reporting Council (“IIRC”) as a basis of 
an	organisation’s	value	creation.	For	a	definition	of	
our capitals, please refer to the insert on the right. 

This	 report	 covers	 the	 financial	 information	 of	
all our operations, including wholly-owned and 
co-owned properties and joint ventures (“JVs”). 
In	respect	of	non-financial	information,	the	report	
covers the property-related fundamentals.

SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
The role of integrated reporting is recognised as 
being fundamental in demonstrating the Group’s 
ability to account for its commitment to creating 
and sustaining value across all sustainable 
components,	 ultimately	 for	 the	 benefit	 of	 its	
stakeholders.	As	a	diversified	REIT,	the	integrated	
reporting scope for SA Corporate differs from that 
of traditional businesses and organisations.

Where practical, the report is aligned with best 
practice and principles of King IV, the Global 
Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) guidelines, the 
Integrated Reporting Framework (“<IR>”) of the 
IIRC, International Financial Reporting Standards 
(“IFRS”) and the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, 
as amended. 

The scope and content of this report represents 
an	 alignment	 of	 identified	 stakeholder	 priorities,	
and social and environmental needs with the core 
objectives of SA Corporate’s strategy. There has 
been no change in the scope and boundary of 
this report relative to the 2017 report, other than 
through changes in our property portfolio. 

There have been no restatements of historical 
financial	information	in	the	2018	financial	year.

MATERIAL ISSUES
SA Corporate’s material issues are closely 
aligned with its strategic direction, its integrated 
sustainability	 commitments	 and	 the	 identified	
requirements of all its stakeholders. As these inform 
and shape SA Corporate’s strategic direction, they 
are	identified	and	endorsed	by	the	Group’s	Board	of	
Directors and management team via ongoing input 
from all of the Group’s stakeholders, employees, 
investors and shareholders, as well as analysts, 
regulators and the media. 

We	consider	 issues	 to	be	material	 if	 they	 reflect	
on the six capitals as detailed on this page in 
a manner which could substantially impact 
and	 influence	 the	 decisions	 of	 stakeholders	 in	
assessing the Group’s ability to create value in the 
short, medium and long term. As such, we have 
identified	the	following	as	our	key	material	issues:

Macroeconomic conditions affect our vacancies, 
reversions and property values, among others.

 Page 10

Value extraction within our portfolio is key to 
generating sustained shareholder returns.

 Refer to the Managing Director’s review

Transformation is a key imperative in our 
business.

 Page 6 |  Sustainability report

Sustainable development is key to our role as 
a responsible citizen.

 Page 4 |  Sustainability report

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The IAR contains certain statements that are 
forward looking. By their very nature such 
statements cannot be considered guarantees 
of future outcomes as they are dependent on 
events and circumstances, the predictability of 
which is uncertain and not necessarily within the 
Group’s control.

OUR CAPITALS 

Financial capital – debt and 
equity capital. Access to funding 
is intrinsic to the Group’s ability 
to create value. 

Manufactured capital – our 
properties and investments. 

Intellectual capital – our 
brand, knowledge, systems, 
procedures and protocols. 
We aim to grow the Affordable 
Housing Company (“AFHCO”) 
brand to become the residential 
property brand of choice.

Human capital – our employees’ 
competencies, capabilities and 
experienced management team. 

Social and relationship capital 
– our relationships with suppliers, 
tenants, property and asset 
managers, communities and 
other networks.

Natural capital – the natural 
resources of land, water and 
energy that we utilise in pursuit 
of our vision. 

ASSURANCE

Activity Company

External	Auditor	for	the	consolidated	financial	
statements

Deloitte & Touche

Assurance on internal controls BDO Advisory Services

B-BBEE	level	verification Platinum	Verifications

Property portfolio valuation Quadrant Properties 

Carbon footprint assessment Terra Firma Solutions

Valuation of swap derivatives Absa Bank Limited

No further external assurance has been sought.

FINANCIAL

MANUFACTURED

INTELLECTUAL

HUMAN

NATURAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP
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Who we are

SA CORPORATE IS ONE OF THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED PROPERTY COMPANIES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
MARKET. ITS DIVERSE INVESTMENTS SPAN INDUSTRIAL, RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES PRIMARILY 
IN THE MAJOR METROPOLITAN CENTRES OF SOUTH AFRICA, WITH A SECONDARY NODE IN ZAMBIA. 

In addition, in 2014 SA Corporate invested in the AFHCO Group, an innovative residential, retail and commercial property 
company with the properties primarily located in Johannesburg’s inner-city and in 2017 the Group invested in storage properties 
which it considers to be an extension to its retail portfolio. 

The	Company	is	listed	on	the	JSE	as	a	diversified	REIT	and	is	one	of	the	Sunday	Times	Business	Top	100	Companies	in	
South Africa (ranked No. 32).

OUR VISION AND VALUES

Our vision is to produce sustainable distribution growth and long-term capital appreciation for investors, through 
investment	in	a	well-diversified	and	balanced	property	portfolio.	We	will	remain	cognisant	of	our	role	as	a	responsible	
corporate	citizen	and	aim	to	achieve	our	vision	in	a	manner	that	benefits	all	our	stakeholders.

Integrity Innovation Accountability Respect

Pursuing the highest standards of ethical behaviour and accountability

Portfolio size

R17.8 billion

200* properties
*excluding three Zambian 

properties held in JVs, 
but including nine properties held 

as bulk for future development

GLA (m²)

1.5 million
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How we provided value in 2018

FINANCIAL MANUFACTURED

INTELLECTUAL HUMAN

NATURALSOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP

Investment property growth of R968m

NPI growth of 4.3%

Like-for-like portfolio NPI growth 1.0%

Retail property retention of 87.1% 

Traditional portfolio vacancy of 2.1% by GLA

•  MSCI award for:

	 —	 	Diversified	fund,	three-year	annualised	return

 — Retail market sector, three-year annualised return

 —  Overall winner in 2018 of the South African Direct 
Property Investment Awards, and

 —  Category winner in balanced fund and retail 
market sector

•  Sunday Times Business Times Top 100 Companies — 
ranked 32nd (2017: 49th and 2016: 73rd)

•   East Park Mall named Zambia’s best shopping mall 
2018 by Zambian Property Owners Association

25% of R370m participation facilitated in 
Umlazi Mega City redevelopment for Sizovuna

751 scholars at CityKidz, from 60 children in 2008. 
Multiple awards underscore educational excellence

8 705 affordable housing inner-city  
residential units developed over recent years

Acquisitions of R442m

Committed acquisitions of R618m

Redevelopments completed of R592m

Committed redevelopments of R637m

Disposals of R677m

92% of employees are from 
previously disadvantaged groups, of whom 

42% are female

80% of Directors are from 
previously disadvantaged groups, of whom 

50% are female

Almost four times more staff  
trained in 2018

Generated renewable energy of 3 151 MWh, 
a saving of R3.9m and 2 993 tonnes of CO2e

Electricity consumption tCO2e per m2 
saving of 13.7% in 2018 vs target of 5% 
over	five	years	commencing	in	2016

12 855 m2 (70% of waste) represents 
210 tonnes recycled at 

17 retail centres

7 solar installations at retail properties to date,  
12 more in progress

3SA Corporate Real Estate Limited 
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What we offer investors

A diversified and well-
balanced portfolio

Strong financial  
fundamentals

Attractive sub-Saharan 
growth opportunities

A solid  
asset base

Exciting exposure to 
residential property

1 A proven ability to extract or generate additional value from properties in the portfolio 
through active asset management

2 Strong exposure to community and neighbourhood shopping centres, being those with the 
greatest propensity for defensive growth in the retail segment

3 A high national grocer anchor base in the retail portfolio

4  Exposure to residential property in rapidly urbanising areas

5 A growing exposure to higher-yielding residential segment – this segment has also proven 
to be particularly resilient and defensive in economic downturns

6 Exposure to a quality industrial portfolio with below sector average vacancies forming the 
foundation	of	the	diversified	portfolio

7 Low	exposure	to	the	oversupplied	office	segment

8 An experienced management team, Board and its Committees with a strong track record 
of delivery

SIX-YEAR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2012 CAGR 2018

Property assets (excluding Zambian JV)  (Rbn) 8.1 13.9% 17.8

Market capitalisation  (Rbn) 7.5 2.2% 8.5

Distribution per share  (cents per share) 30.15 5.8% 42.22

Share price  (cents per share) 365 (1.4%) 336

NAV per share  (cents per share) 342 6.8% 508

Number of properties (excluding Zambian JV) 139 6.3% 200
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Our milestones

1995 Ukhozi Property Fund established as a PUT management company by Marriott. R68 million

1998 Ukhozi acquires the assets of Umdoni, Tamboti, Higate and Highstone and changes 
name to Marriott Property Fund.

R1.2 billion

2006 Old Mutual Group acquires Marriott business, including the management company. 
The Fund name is changed to SA Corporate Real Estate Fund.

R3.1 billion

2007 The Fund acquires SA Retail Properties Limited and the portfolios of Sharemax and 
Buffcol. Portfolio increases and weighting changed from industrial to retail.

R8.5 billion

2012 Turnaround strategy to improve quality of portfolio through development and capital 
expenditure progresses. Strategic objectives to deliver sustainable distribution growth.

R8.1 billion

2013 Platform established for sustainable growth through execution of the four-pillar 
strategy. 

R8.9 billion

2014 Further	diversification	through	investment	in	AFHCO.	Internalisation	of	the	ManCo	and	
introduction of performance-based management incentive structures. 

R10.7 billion

2015 Converted from a REIT Trust to a Corporate REIT. Launched an equity issuance via 
a	rights	offer	amounting	to	R1.2	billion.	Diversified	into	sub-Saharan	Africa	via	a	
Zambian JV. Distribution growth of 10.8% – highest in the Group’s history.

R12.4 billion

2016 Diversification	of	AFHCO	investment	to	include	three-storey	walk-ups	and	secured	
estates outside of the Johannesburg inner-city and in other metropolitan areas. 
Rerating of the share price. Joint initiatives with Calgro M3 Holdings and 
M&T Development to develop residential properties.

R15.0 billion

2018 Completion of industrial redevelopment of a state-of-the-art pharmaceutical 
distribution centre valued at R391 million. Recycled capital through executed disposals 
in the commercial and smaller industrial portfolios. Rebased the industrial portfolio. 
Increased AFHCO leasing capability to supplement 2017 initiatives to further enhance 
sustainability of this portfolio.

R17.8 billion

2017 Repositioned the traditional AFHCO inner-city portfolio by active asset management 
interventions, rebasing rentals and improved competitiveness through product 
enhancements. Bedding down the AFHCO business through structured Joint 
Initiatives and growing the suburban pipeline. Major retail developments totalling 
R908.8 million.

R16.8 billion

Investment
property value
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Our business model

A portfolio which is managed and developed to enhance value and sustainable returns.
An empowering culture in which team members can thrive.

 For more information on our outcomes, please refer to How we provided value in 2018, page 3.

Our outputs

Our inputs

FINANCIAL 
CAPITAL 

 Debt and equity

MANUFACTURED 
CAPITAL 

Our properties 
and investments

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL 

Our brand, 
knowledge, 
systems, 

procedures and 
protocols

HUMAN 
CAPITAL  

Our employees’ 
competencies, 
capabilities and 

experience

SOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP 

CAPITAL 
Our communities, 
suppliers, tenants 

and other 
networks

NATURAL 
CAPITAL 

Our land, water 
and energy 

usage and waste 
generation

Our business activities

Management  
and  

innovation

Our values  
and governance 

structures

Engage with our stakeholders

Identify attractive 
prospects

Acquire properties at 
accretive yields

Dispose of non-core 
and low-quality assets 

at yields below our 
cost of funding

Structure	financial	
transactions

Develop existing assets

Efficient	management	
of our portfolio

Our strategic objectives and key risks

OBJECTIVES KEY 
RISKS

Invest	in	a	diversified	portfolio

Improve the quality of the portfolio

Enhance returns

Enhance property fundamentals

Reduce impact on environment

A high-performing team

 For more information about our strategic 
objectives, please refer to page 12.

  For more information about our risks, 
please refer to page 70.

Investment returns: non-sustainable 
distribution growth

Transformation: Failure to meet 
B-BBEE targets
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How we manage our business

Regulated by: Managed by: A member of:

JSE:

Ensure 
compliance with 
JSE regulations

Provide market 
for trading of 
shares

All relevant 
South African 
legislation:

Including, but 
not limited to, 
the Companies 
Act and 
the Income 
Tax Act of 
South Africa

Board and 
Committees

 Refer to 
the Board of 
Directors and 
Governance 
and Compliance 
on pages 22 
and 62 to 68

Asset 
management:

SA Corporate 
Real Estate 
Fund Managers 
Proprietary 
Limited 
provides 
strategic 
management 
of the Group’s 
assets

Property 
management:

Broll Property 
Group 
Proprietary 
Limited and 
AFHCO Property 
Management 
Proprietary 
Limited manage 
the Group’s 
property 
portfolio

SA REIT 
Association:

Promote 
SA REITs as 
an investment 
class, while 
addressing 
issues and 
meeting 
challenges 
within the 
sector

Wholly-owned 
property investment 
subsidiaries

Management 
company

3 co-owned 
properties, 
Umlazi Mega City, 
50 Griffiths Mxenge 
Highway and 
Stellenbosch Square

JVs in Zambia (50%)

Partnering with 
Calgro M3 (51%) and 
M&T Development 
(60%)

REIT STATUS

SA Corporate was granted a REIT status by the JSE during 2015. The REIT investment structure is 
recognised globally and aligned with internationally recognised best practice, making it attractive to 
local and international investors.

Due to its legal structure as a REIT, the Group is required to distribute at least 75% of its distributable 
earnings as pre-tax net property income to its shareholders. This is achieved through distributions 
payment in April and October every year for the six-month periods ending 31 December and 30 June 
respectively. The Group has elected to distribute 100% of its distributable income. These earnings are 
taxable in the hands of the shareholders. A REIT is largely exempt from paying corporate income tax.

ASSET 
MANAGEMENT

With the REIT conversion in July 2015 the Management Company (“ManCo”) became a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Group. The ManCo employs the staff that provides the asset management 
function for the Group.

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

Broll is the current property manager for the traditional SA Corporate portfolio. The property 
management agreement concluded between SA Corporate and Broll regulates the provision of 
property and building management services for the property portfolio, including leasing and lease 
management, rental collections, tenant liaison, maintenance and the vendor management. 

The performance of the property manager is measured quarterly, on a balanced scorecard approach, 
against	 specific	 key	 performance	 indicators.	 In	 the	 event	 of	 underperformance	 SA	 Corporate	
has several options, including, but not limited to, terminating the entire contract. The property 
management for AFHCO is performed in-house through AFHCO Property Management.

7SA Corporate Real Estate Limited 
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About our properties

A particular strength of SA Corporate’s retail portfolio is the quantum of the grocer offering, which is in excess of 
30%	of	total	GLA.	We	emphasise	the	need	to	focus	the	grocer	offering	on	the	catchment	areas’	specific	demand	
and to achieve this, we encourage specialist grocer stores to enhance this.

An important component of our neighbourhood and community shopping centres is that they are an eat-out and 
fast-food destination. We therefore explore every opportunity to improve this and position this offering to meet 
the particular catchment’s preferences.

Country Meat Dirk’s Meat Market

New Burger King Drive Thru, Comaro Crossing

Providing amenities has been found to be successful in differentiating our product in the residential sector, so as 
to enhance our offering to residents; these include free Wi-Fi, recreational and gym facilities, laundry facilities 
and transport services.
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Our investment 
philosophy
With	diversified	investment	activities,	SA	Corporate	
is focused on achieving sustainable distribution 
growth by ensuring its portfolio comprises defensive 
assets that generate robust net property income. 
To achieve this, the Group embraces active asset 
management and uses acquisition developments, 
disposals and the recycling of capital to achieve 
its objectives. 

FUNDING PARAMETERS 

The Group is allowed to make use of debt and 
corporate guarantees up to a maximum of 
50% loan to value (“LTV”) as per the lenders’ 
covenant requirements. The long-term strategy 
of the Board is to maintain the borrowing limit 
at a maximum level of 40% of the underlying 
assets of the Group.

Shopping centres need to remain relevant 
and become social destinations. SA Corporate 
focuses on fun events, competitions, promotional 
campaigns and additional amenities to continue to 
attract customers.

For neighbourhood and community shopping 
centres	 to	 be	 successful,	 they	 need	 to	 fulfil	 the	
attributes of the old town square and our brief to the 
professional teams designing the redevelopment 
of our properties is that they are to create an 
environment to meet and be seen.

Cambridge Crossing

9SA Corporate Real Estate Limited 
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Operating context

A NUMBER OF INFLUENTIAL TRENDS IMPACT ON SA CORPORATE’S OPERATING CONTEXT AND STRATEGIC 
DIRECTION. THESE INCLUDE, AMONG OTHERS:

1 MALLS TO BECOME LIFESTYLE DESTINATIONS AS ONLINE SHOPPING COMPETES WITH BRICKS AND 
MORTAR

Convenience, online shopping, demanding consumerism and technological advancements all contribute to a 
rapidly changing face of shopping malls. Internationally shopping malls have been shrinking due to increasing 
competition from online shopping applications, as well as growing demand for convenience shopping close to 
home or work. Stores are generally smaller and more urban with a variety of experimental store formats and 
digital within-store applications, as well as experiential and social offerings. The latter has started to materialise 
in South Africa, but at a much slower pace than developed markets in the US and Europe. The convenience trend 
is evident in South Africa with vacancy rates of over 6% in the super regional segment, while the community and 
neighbourhood	centre	segments	have	both	seen	their	vacancy	rates	reduce	significantly	over	recent	years,	to	
3.6% and 4.9% respectively. The performance of these properties is underpinned by their defensive grocer and 
convenience offering and, over the longer term, is less susceptible to the impacts of e-commerce, provided they 
differentiate and/or dominate their catchment areas.

 [For more information please refer to the Retail report on page 44]

2 DEMAND FOR URBAN RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION ON THE INCREASE 

There is strong evidence that the increased mobility required of millennials will promote their demand for rental 
accommodation, while the next generation, so called “centennials” indicate that they would postpone important 
life decisions (e.g. buying a home and having children) in order to be able to work in new locations. Trends in 
growing rental accommodation demand in upper price brackets also indicate that demand for residential rental 
accommodation	is	not	necessarily	confined	to	those	unable	to	raise	funding	to	live	in	their	own	homes	but	is	also	
a choice as to how one lives one’s life. The outcome of these varying developments is that demand for rental 
accommodation, especially in urban areas close to work, is expected to increase materially over the medium term.

 [For more information please refer to the AFHCO report on page 52]

3 E-COMMERCE EXPONENTIALLY INCREASES THE DEMAND FOR GOOD-QUALITY LOGISTICS PROPERTIES

The	 growth	 in	 e-commerce	 and	 a	 renewed	 focus	 on	 cost-efficiencies	 have	 changed	 industrial	 property	 from	
an	 often-overlooked	 segment	 to	 one	 that	 is	 finding	 high	 favour	 with	 investors	 and	 retailers	 alike.	 The	 cost	
of e-commerce is forcing a reckoning, most online shoppers expect, or at least give their highest loyalty to, 
retailers that offer free shipping, free returns and speedy delivery. For retailers, modern logistics assets, close 
to	commercial	nodes	and	valuable	labour	pools,	as	well	as	efficient	supply	chains,	are	now	being	embraced	as	a	
competitive advantage, rather than an inescapable cost of doing business. This ultimately translates into growing 
demand for high-quality logistics real estate which will support the investment case for modern logistics assets 
for the foreseeable future.

 [For more information please refer to the Industrial report on page 40]
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4 SELF-STORAGE DEMAND INCREASING MARKEDLY

Growth in the self-storage market is expected to rise due to a variety of socio-economic factors. These include 
smaller urban living spaces and an increasing number of households; growth in South Africa’s emerging black 
middle class; increased population mobility and urban density; and an increased number of online retailers 
requiring	 flexible	 storage	 space.	 The	 ownership	 of	 self-storage	 properties	 is	 highly	 fragmented	 relative	 to	
the broader commercial property sector, which presents an opportunity for acquisitions at attractive yields. 
Underutilised or vacant space at shopping centres can also be converted into more productive self-storage space 
in	convenient	locations.	SA	Corporate	has	taken	advantage	of	this	growing	and	profitable	trend.

 [For more information please refer to the Retail report on page 44]

5 LAND REFORM UNCERTAINTY 

The debate around land reform in South Africa has raised investor concerns as to the impact this could have 
on local companies. The rhetoric has also assisted to increase the incidence of illegal occupation and annexing 
of land and/or buildings in some areas. These are important considerations for a property company and we are 
monitoring the developments carefully. We welcome the ruling party’s comments that any changes should not 
undermine future investment in the economy, damage agricultural production or food security, and that other 
sectors of the economy must not be harmed. Our philosophy is to centre our investment in areas that have 
a proven track record in respect of leasing, social stability and local authority commitment while exercising 
conservative exposure to any single area, thereby mitigating the risk of overtrading.

6 INCREASED COST OF CAPITAL 

Historically, a key driver of earnings growth in the property sector has been inorganic growth. High valuations 
have permitted companies to issue shares to fund acquisitions and developments at levels that were accretive to 
earnings. More recently, increasing cost of capital has been reducing corporate activity and limiting portfolio growth 
across the sector. In the near term, the emphasis has moved to unlocking value for investors by recycling capital 
and proactive asset management. SA Corporate will maintain its disciplined approach to portfolio management. 

 [For more information please refer to the Managing Director’s review on page 28]

7 GREENING OF PROPERTIES BUILDS RESILIENCE AND SAVES COSTS

In recent years drought-induced water shortages and unreliable energy supplies have added impetus to greening 
efforts in real estate. Solar, energy-saving devices and recycling of available water resources have made buildings 
less dependent on municipalities and have saved costs for both tenants and property owners. Greater awareness 
and pressure from investors, tenants and consumers, as well as the threat of carbon taxes, will serve to further 
strengthen this trend in coming years. 

  [For more information please refer to the Sustainability report on our website at http://www.sacorporatefund.co.za/
index.php/investor-relations/results-centre/annual-reports]
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Strategic objectives and performance

SA	Corporate’s	strategy	is	based	on	the	principle	that	optimal	capital	allocation	and	efficient	operations	drive	distribution	
growth and shareholder returns over the long term. Our objective for 2018 was to consolidate the Group’s asset base 
and position its portfolio for sustainable future growth.

Strategic objective Our progress

Investing in a 
diversified portfolio 
that generates stable 
and growing income 
and capital gains

SA Corporate has been concentrating on repositioning the portfolio by:
•  reducing the exposure to commercial buildings; 
•  refocusing the industrial portfolio towards superior logistics space to tenants with 

covenant strength; 
•  expanding its residential portfolio to include properties in the lower and middle income 
in	 surrounding	 metropolitan	 areas	 and	 refining	 the	 acquisition	 pipeline	 to	 focus	 on	
properties where sustainable income growth is assured; and 

•  repositioning retail towards neighbourhood and convenience centres that dominate and/
or differentiate their catchment areas.

Improving the quality 
of the portfolio 
through active asset 
management and 
redevelopments

In line with the repositioning of the portfolio, SA Corporate has acquired and contracted 
for 10 residential and retail property acquisitions, divested or contracted for 19 lower-
yielding mostly commercial and industrial property disposals and is undertaking several 
large redevelopments to enhance existing properties. The Group has also renegotiated 
several of the residential commitments. Executed acquisitions and the acquisition pipeline 
totals R1.1 billion, almost equalled by executed and contracted disposals of R816.5 million. 
Retail, industrial and AFHCO market value per square metre increased by 1.5%, 7.3% and 
10.0% respectively, in particular the higher-quality space developed and acquired in the 
industrial and AFHCO portfolios.

Enhanced returns by 
managing liquidity 
and interest rate risk 
through the effective 
use of debt, equity and 
hedges

The	LTV	increased	to	34.6%	with	over	73.1%	of	total	debt	fixed	for	2.5	years.	A	programme	
is	under	way	to	refinance	maturing	facilities.	

Efficient and effective 
property operations 
to enhance property 
fundamentals

Reduced vacancies in several portfolios, notably lower industrial and commercial vacancies 
and AFHCO’s like-for-like residential vacancies. Remaining vacant space is of relatively 
low value. Successfully retained 80.5% of tenants on the traditional portfolio albeit with 
reversionary pressure. Tenant retention of 87.1% was achieved in the retail sector. Arrears 
trended higher amid a tough economic climate and growing portfolio but remains within 
acceptable norms. Commensurate with this and mindful of the need to be prudent, the bad 
debt provision increased by 33%, strong rental reversions were achieved in the AFHCO retail 
portfolio,	supported	by	the	increasing	residential	densification	of	the	Johannesburg	inner-city.	
The introduction of more national tenants into our inner-city retail and improving the quality 
of tenants is resulting in longer lease terms.

Reducing the 
business impact on 
the environment and 
reducing costs through 
Green initiatives

We continue to roll out solar installations at our shopping centres to meet our environmental 
objectives. This is commercially attractive where savings are anticipated to reach R1.6 million 
per month and initial yields on capital expenditure exceed 13.5%. Current total energy 
production is 3.3 kWp from seven sites and a further 12 sites are to produce an additional 
7.2 kWp, bringing total production to 10.5 kWp by the end of 2019.

A highly motivated 
team, with 
performance and 
remuneration aligned 
to the stakeholder 
objectives

SA	 Corporate	 maintains	 a	 detailed	 balanced	 scorecard,	 encapsulating	 both	 financial	
and	 non-financial	 measures	 against	 which	 the	 Group’s	 performance	 is	 measured	 and	
remuneration is determined.  For more information refer to the Remuneration report 
on page 77.

•  Continuing to refresh and retenant its retail shopping centres to provide an attractive 
offering to the catchment areas they serve. 

•  Consolidating a quality industrial property portfolio. The Group will continue to 
dispose	 of	 those	 properties	 that	 are	 not	 assured	 of	 generating	 robust	 above-inflation	
net property income growth whilst investing in existing properties to provide superior 
logistics space to tenants with covenant strength.

•  Divesting from its remaining commercial properties given the continued weak 
prospects for this sector.

•  Establishing a quality residential rental portfolio	to	offer	investors	diversification	to	
other South African property sectors.

•  In the near term, the Group’s pipeline of acquisitions from developers is to be 
restructured to ensure focus.

PRIORITIES FOR 2019

In an environment of 
low economic growth 
in South Africa and 
challenging conditions 
in the property sector, 
SA Corporate’s strategy 
is to refocus its portfolio 
to establish a platform for 
sustainable distribution 
growth into the future. 
This is to be achieved by:
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Stakeholder engagement

Every aspect of SA Corporate’s business interacts with stakeholders on a regular basis. 
These stakeholder relationships impact directly and indirectly on its business, its reputation 
and	its	ability	to	create	value	for	stakeholders.	For	this	reason	the	Group	has	identified	
and prioritised all individuals and entities who might affect, or be affected by, the Group’s 
investments, operations and activities, as well as its property sectors. Engaging with 
stakeholders forms a critical part of the business strategy and SA Corporate invests in 
understanding its stakeholders’ views and needs. The Group recognises that the quality 
of these relationships impacts the success of its business. 

SA Corporate has formalised a stakeholder engagement and communication process 
which is aimed at ensuring that transparent information is accessible to all its 
stakeholders. This process is documented in an information policy which sets clear 
guidelines for the disclosure of information, particularly price-sensitive information, 
at presentations and meetings with shareholders, the media and investment analysts. 
The Board and Executive team also monitor and ensure that all communication is 
accurate, transparent and complies with JSE Listings Requirements.

SA Corporate’s stakeholder-inclusive approach balances the needs and expectations 
of all stakeholders in the best interest of the Group over time. The Social, Ethics and 
Environmental Committee assists the Board in carrying out this responsibility by 
considering	 and	 discussing	 specific	 stakeholder	 issues	 at	 its	 meetings.	 During	 2018	
The Stakeholder Engagement and Communication Policy, which assists the Group with 
strategic and sustainable decision-making, was reviewed and approved by the Board.

The primary stakeholder engagement opportunities and engagements encountered 
during the course of 2018 are provided overleaf. These stakeholder groups will remain 
a valuable future area of focus.

Stakeholder groups

A stakeholder –
inclusive approach 

that balances 
needs, interests and 
expectations of all 

stakeholders

INVESTORS 
AND ANALYSTS

DEBT 
PROVIDERS

EMPLOYEES

REGULATORS, 
INDUSTRY 

AND BUSINESS 
ORGANISATIONS

COMMUNITIES

PROPERTY 
MANAGERS

TENANTS

LOCAL AND 
NATIONAL 

GOVERNMENT
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Our 
stakeholders 

Quality of 
relationship Engagement methods Stakeholder priorities Our response Risks Opportunities

Contribution to value 
creation

INVESTORS 
AND ANALYSTS

Mutually	beneficial	
relationship with 
robust and healthy 
engagement

•  Results presentations
•  One-on-one meetings with major 

shareholders and analysts
•  JSE SENS announcements
•  Press articles
•  Media announcements
•  Roadshows
•  Pre-close webinars
•  Conferences
•  Annual Financial Statements
•  Corporate website
•  Integrated Annual Report

•  Acceptable and sustainable 
growth in distributions

•  Appropriate return on 
investment

•  Sound corporate 
governance, compliance and 
risk management

•	 	Consistent	financial	
performance

•	 	Accurate	financial	reporting	
•  Good corporate citizenship
•  Executive remuneration and 

incentives 

•  We aim to deliver 
sustainable, quality 
returns, which deliver 
both	profit	and	cash	to	
our shareholders. 

•  Robust engagement 
keeps us abreast of 
shareholder needs and 
preferences. 

•  Reputational damage
•  Increased cost of capital
•  Slowing distribution 

growth

•  A strengthened 
investment case

•  A share price valuation 
that	reflects	appropriate	
value for the Group

•  Identifying opportunities 
for improved disclosure 
and value add

•  Capacity to raise and 
deploy capital in a 
competitive environment

•  Investors provide capital 
to facilitate growth in the 
business

•  Analysts provide 
market intelligence on 
opportunities and peer 
comparisons

PROPERTY 
MANAGERS

Good-quality, value-
adding relationship

•  Monthly meetings with Executives and 
asset managers

•  Communication of the Group’s strategy 
•  Developing business plans, budgets and 

forecasts to NPI level 
•  Quarterly review of key performance 

indicators (“KPIs”)

•  Performance of property 
managers

•  Security of contractual 
arrangement

•  Clear service level 
agreement	with	well-defined	
KPIs

•  Clarity around longer-term 
strategy

•  Compliance with laws and 
regulations

•  We maintain strong 
relationships with well-
defined	expectations	
and regular interaction 
to ensure acceptable 
performance and ongoing 
healthy relationships.

•  Increased vacancies
•  Reputational damage
•  Properties that are not 

well managed, nor well 
maintained

•  Well-managed and well-
maintained properties 
attract tenants and 
improve retention

•  Drive effective and 
efficient	operations	
through improved 
property fundamentals

•  Ensure the maintenance 
of the properties are well 
planned and executed

•  Ensure the safety of the 
tenants, customers and 
employees

TENANTS

We have a strong and 
loyal tenant base, as 
evidenced by our high 
retention rates 

•  Meetings with centre managers and 
on-site staff

•  Strategic relations with national 
retailers   

•  Partnering with tenants
•  Property manager meetings 
•  On-site marketing consultants at retail 

centres
•  Tenant visits

•  Loyalty and retention of 
tenants

•  Reasonability of cost of 
occupancy

•  Quality of property 
•  Location of property 
•  Tenant mix improvements 
•  Client service excellence
•	 	Increasing	foot	traffic	
•  Increased competition
•  Environmental pressure as far 

as it impacts the tenant cost
•  Accurate measuring of water 

and electricity
•  B-BBEE rating
•  Administrative accuracy

•  We continuously strive 
to accommodate tenant 
requirements within 
acceptable parameters.

•  Improving the level of 
amenities will receive 
focus in order to raise 
the quality of affordable 
housing for residential 
tenants.

•  Tenant concerns may 
damage our reputation

•  Inability of tenants 
to afford the cost of 
occupation

•  Lack of tenant retention

•  Early warning system 
to protect against 
reputational damage

•  Resolving tenant 
complaints quickly and 
effectively leads to 
increased tenant loyalty

•  High retention reduces 
costs of sourcing new 
tenants

•  The renting of available 
space enabling 
SA Corporate to grow its 
business

COMMUNITIES

Generally mutually 
beneficial	relationships

•  Variety of social outreach programmes 
at our shopping centres

•  Uplifting the community in the inner-
city by providing infrastructure and 
educational facilities

•  Adopt a school programme at our malls
•  Involvement in City Improvement 

Districts
•  Facilitating broad-based community 

participation through corporate social 
investment initiatives

•  Environmental impact
•  Job creation
•  Safety, security and 

cleanliness
•  Responsible corporate 

citizenship

•  We partner with our 
communities and strive 
to play our part to help 
ensure the success 
and well-being of the 
communities in which we 
operate.

•  SA Corporate has 
this year, as part to 
help ensure our social 
investment, invested in 
funding skills development 
for disabled and previously 
disadvantaged people.

•  A breakdown in 
relationships in a 
community could harm 
our reputation and 
increase vacancies

•  A deterioration in the 
environment surrounding 
our properties will 
ultimately impact on 
their value

•  Strong community 
relationships will support 
mutually	beneficial	
outcomes for community 
developments, as well 
as increased footfall in 
our malls and higher 
value for our residential 
properties

•  Encourages community 
support for the business

•  Better understanding 
of the needs of the 
community aligns the 
business to communities’ 
needs

•  Positive impact on the 
communities

Strategic objectives and performance | continued
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Our 
stakeholders 

Quality of 
relationship Engagement methods Stakeholder priorities Our response Risks Opportunities

Contribution to value 
creation

INVESTORS 
AND ANALYSTS

Mutually	beneficial	
relationship with 
robust and healthy 
engagement

•  Results presentations
•  One-on-one meetings with major 

shareholders and analysts
•  JSE SENS announcements
•  Press articles
•  Media announcements
•  Roadshows
•  Pre-close webinars
•  Conferences
•  Annual Financial Statements
•  Corporate website
•  Integrated Annual Report

•  Acceptable and sustainable 
growth in distributions

•  Appropriate return on 
investment

•  Sound corporate 
governance, compliance and 
risk management

•	 	Consistent	financial	
performance

•	 	Accurate	financial	reporting	
•  Good corporate citizenship
•  Executive remuneration and 

incentives 

•  We aim to deliver 
sustainable, quality 
returns, which deliver 
both	profit	and	cash	to	
our shareholders. 

•  Robust engagement 
keeps us abreast of 
shareholder needs and 
preferences. 

•  Reputational damage
•  Increased cost of capital
•  Slowing distribution 

growth

•  A strengthened 
investment case

•  A share price valuation 
that	reflects	appropriate	
value for the Group

•  Identifying opportunities 
for improved disclosure 
and value add

•  Capacity to raise and 
deploy capital in a 
competitive environment

•  Investors provide capital 
to facilitate growth in the 
business

•  Analysts provide 
market intelligence on 
opportunities and peer 
comparisons

PROPERTY 
MANAGERS

Good-quality, value-
adding relationship

•  Monthly meetings with Executives and 
asset managers

•  Communication of the Group’s strategy 
•  Developing business plans, budgets and 

forecasts to NPI level 
•  Quarterly review of key performance 

indicators (“KPIs”)

•  Performance of property 
managers

•  Security of contractual 
arrangement

•  Clear service level 
agreement	with	well-defined	
KPIs

•  Clarity around longer-term 
strategy

•  Compliance with laws and 
regulations

•  We maintain strong 
relationships with well-
defined	expectations	
and regular interaction 
to ensure acceptable 
performance and ongoing 
healthy relationships.

•  Increased vacancies
•  Reputational damage
•  Properties that are not 

well managed, nor well 
maintained

•  Well-managed and well-
maintained properties 
attract tenants and 
improve retention

•  Drive effective and 
efficient	operations	
through improved 
property fundamentals

•  Ensure the maintenance 
of the properties are well 
planned and executed

•  Ensure the safety of the 
tenants, customers and 
employees

TENANTS

We have a strong and 
loyal tenant base, as 
evidenced by our high 
retention rates 

•  Meetings with centre managers and 
on-site staff

•  Strategic relations with national 
retailers   

•  Partnering with tenants
•  Property manager meetings 
•  On-site marketing consultants at retail 

centres
•  Tenant visits

•  Loyalty and retention of 
tenants

•  Reasonability of cost of 
occupancy

•  Quality of property 
•  Location of property 
•  Tenant mix improvements 
•  Client service excellence
•	 	Increasing	foot	traffic	
•  Increased competition
•  Environmental pressure as far 

as it impacts the tenant cost
•  Accurate measuring of water 

and electricity
•  B-BBEE rating
•  Administrative accuracy

•  We continuously strive 
to accommodate tenant 
requirements within 
acceptable parameters.

•  Improving the level of 
amenities will receive 
focus in order to raise 
the quality of affordable 
housing for residential 
tenants.

•  Tenant concerns may 
damage our reputation

•  Inability of tenants 
to afford the cost of 
occupation

•  Lack of tenant retention

•  Early warning system 
to protect against 
reputational damage

•  Resolving tenant 
complaints quickly and 
effectively leads to 
increased tenant loyalty

•  High retention reduces 
costs of sourcing new 
tenants

•  The renting of available 
space enabling 
SA Corporate to grow its 
business

COMMUNITIES

Generally mutually 
beneficial	relationships

•  Variety of social outreach programmes 
at our shopping centres

•  Uplifting the community in the inner-
city by providing infrastructure and 
educational facilities

•  Adopt a school programme at our malls
•  Involvement in City Improvement 

Districts
•  Facilitating broad-based community 

participation through corporate social 
investment initiatives

•  Environmental impact
•  Job creation
•  Safety, security and 

cleanliness
•  Responsible corporate 

citizenship

•  We partner with our 
communities and strive 
to play our part to help 
ensure the success 
and well-being of the 
communities in which we 
operate.

•  SA Corporate has 
this year, as part to 
help ensure our social 
investment, invested in 
funding skills development 
for disabled and previously 
disadvantaged people.

•  A breakdown in 
relationships in a 
community could harm 
our reputation and 
increase vacancies

•  A deterioration in the 
environment surrounding 
our properties will 
ultimately impact on 
their value

•  Strong community 
relationships will support 
mutually	beneficial	
outcomes for community 
developments, as well 
as increased footfall in 
our malls and higher 
value for our residential 
properties

•  Encourages community 
support for the business

•  Better understanding 
of the needs of the 
community aligns the 
business to communities’ 
needs

•  Positive impact on the 
communities
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Our 
stakeholders 

Quality of 
relationship Engagement methods Stakeholder priorities Our response Risks Opportunities

Contribution to value 
creation

EMPLOYEES

Strong relationship 
of trust and mutual 
understanding

•  Staff meetings
•  Intranet and e-mails 
•  Performance review and career 

planning discussions
•  Team-building events

•  Job security
•  Fair remuneration and 

incentives 
•  Conducive work 

environment 
• Group values
•  Financial sustainability 

including Group performance
•  Training and career 

development opportunities

•  We invest in skills 
development to ensure 
that our people are 
equipped to provide 
excellent service. 

•  We also strive to 
remunerate our staff well 
and provide an appealing 
employee proposition to 
attract high-calibre staff. 

•  A staff satisfaction survey 
will be done during the 
course of 2019.

•  Negative perceptions 
from employees might 
cause disruption 
of operations and 
unproductive behaviour

•  Lack of staff retention 
leads to disruptions and 
increased costs

•  Ensuring a committed 
and engaged workforce 
will	lead	to	a	satisfied	
tenant base and 
profitable	growth

•  Highly skilled staff 
who are adequately 
remunerated and 
incentivised and 
motivated to execute our 
strategic objectives 

•  Staff retention

DEBT 
PROVIDERS

Good-quality, value-
adding relationship

•  Regular meetings 
•  Personal relationships 
•  Property inspections 
•	 	Cash	flow	projections	
•  Reporting on covenant requirements

•  Competent treasury function 
•  Ability to service debt
•  LTV ratio 
•	 	Adequate	financial	security	
•  Adhering to covenants 
•  Credit rating 
•  Hedging

•  We keep our funders 
informed through 
regular reporting and 
engagement and manage 
the organisation within 
the required parameters 
to reduce risk for 
ourselves and funders 
alike.

•  Lack of capital
•  Reputational damage
•  Inappropriate LTV
• Breaching covenants

•  Identifying opportunities 
for improved disclosure 
and value add

•  Launching additional 
funding instruments 
to broaden the base of 
potential funders

•  Provision of funding 
to facilitate business 
objectives

REGULATORS, 
INDUSTRY 

AND BUSINESS 
ORGANISATIONS

Mutually	beneficial	
relationship

•  Attendance and participation at 
property industry conferences

• Liaise with JSE through sponsor

•	 	Sector-specific	issues	
•  Introduction of new 

legislation

•  We keep abreast of latest 
trends.

•  Non-compliance with 
industry regulations

•  Co-operation with peers 
may lead to outcomes 
that	benefit	all	parties

•  Guidance on matters 
affecting the property 
industry and sharing of 
experiences

•  Savings through lessons 
learnt

•  Joint lobbying on matters 
of mutual interest

LOCAL AND 
NATIONAL 

GOVERNMENT

SA Corporate’s 
belief in strong and 
ethical leadership 
and collaboration 
for sustainable 
development assists 
with the relationship 
with government

•  Regular meetings and consultations
•  B-BBEE scorecard
•  Employment equity reports 
•  Johannesburg Property Owners and 

Managers Association’s interactions 
with the City of Johannesburg 

•  Lobbying 
•  Legal action

•  Compliance with all legal 
and regulatory requirements

•  Service delivery
•  Contribution to economic 

development
•  Urban regeneration 
•  By-law enforcement 
•  Elimination of illegal 

dumping
•  Fight against poverty and 

unemployment
•  Transformation
•  Collection of billings
•  Maintenance of public open 

space and infrastructure
•  Broad-based black economic 

empowerment

•  We are committed to 
ethical business and 
governance practices and 
are willing to collaborate 
to improve service 
delivery for tenants.

•  Non-compliance or 
a deterioration in 
relationship with 
regulators may 
jeopardise SA Corporate’s 
licence to operate

•  Our established track 
record assists us to 
obtain access and 
co-operation from the 
relevant authorities

•  Partnering to encourage 
good service delivery 
for our tenants and 
community elevation

•  Providing regulatory 
frameworks which are 
transparent and fair to 
all parties

•  Enforcing local and 
national laws and 
regulation to ensure 
compliance

Strategic objectives and performance | continued
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Our 
stakeholders 

Quality of 
relationship Engagement methods Stakeholder priorities Our response Risks Opportunities

Contribution to value 
creation

EMPLOYEES

Strong relationship 
of trust and mutual 
understanding

•  Staff meetings
•  Intranet and e-mails 
•  Performance review and career 

planning discussions
•  Team-building events

•  Job security
•  Fair remuneration and 

incentives 
•  Conducive work 

environment 
• Group values
•  Financial sustainability 

including Group performance
•  Training and career 

development opportunities

•  We invest in skills 
development to ensure 
that our people are 
equipped to provide 
excellent service. 

•  We also strive to 
remunerate our staff well 
and provide an appealing 
employee proposition to 
attract high-calibre staff. 

•  A staff satisfaction survey 
will be done during the 
course of 2019.

•  Negative perceptions 
from employees might 
cause disruption 
of operations and 
unproductive behaviour

•  Lack of staff retention 
leads to disruptions and 
increased costs

•  Ensuring a committed 
and engaged workforce 
will	lead	to	a	satisfied	
tenant base and 
profitable	growth

•  Highly skilled staff 
who are adequately 
remunerated and 
incentivised and 
motivated to execute our 
strategic objectives 

•  Staff retention

DEBT 
PROVIDERS

Good-quality, value-
adding relationship

•  Regular meetings 
•  Personal relationships 
•  Property inspections 
•	 	Cash	flow	projections	
•  Reporting on covenant requirements

•  Competent treasury function 
•  Ability to service debt
•  LTV ratio 
•	 	Adequate	financial	security	
•  Adhering to covenants 
•  Credit rating 
•  Hedging

•  We keep our funders 
informed through 
regular reporting and 
engagement and manage 
the organisation within 
the required parameters 
to reduce risk for 
ourselves and funders 
alike.

•  Lack of capital
•  Reputational damage
•  Inappropriate LTV
• Breaching covenants

•  Identifying opportunities 
for improved disclosure 
and value add

•  Launching additional 
funding instruments 
to broaden the base of 
potential funders

•  Provision of funding 
to facilitate business 
objectives

REGULATORS, 
INDUSTRY 

AND BUSINESS 
ORGANISATIONS

Mutually	beneficial	
relationship

•  Attendance and participation at 
property industry conferences

• Liaise with JSE through sponsor

•	 	Sector-specific	issues	
•  Introduction of new 

legislation

•  We keep abreast of latest 
trends.

•  Non-compliance with 
industry regulations

•  Co-operation with peers 
may lead to outcomes 
that	benefit	all	parties

•  Guidance on matters 
affecting the property 
industry and sharing of 
experiences

•  Savings through lessons 
learnt

•  Joint lobbying on matters 
of mutual interest

LOCAL AND 
NATIONAL 

GOVERNMENT

SA Corporate’s 
belief in strong and 
ethical leadership 
and collaboration 
for sustainable 
development assists 
with the relationship 
with government

•  Regular meetings and consultations
•  B-BBEE scorecard
•  Employment equity reports 
•  Johannesburg Property Owners and 

Managers Association’s interactions 
with the City of Johannesburg 

•  Lobbying 
•  Legal action

•  Compliance with all legal 
and regulatory requirements

•  Service delivery
•  Contribution to economic 

development
•  Urban regeneration 
•  By-law enforcement 
•  Elimination of illegal 

dumping
•  Fight against poverty and 

unemployment
•  Transformation
•  Collection of billings
•  Maintenance of public open 

space and infrastructure
•  Broad-based black economic 

empowerment

•  We are committed to 
ethical business and 
governance practices and 
are willing to collaborate 
to improve service 
delivery for tenants.

•  Non-compliance or 
a deterioration in 
relationship with 
regulators may 
jeopardise SA Corporate’s 
licence to operate

•  Our established track 
record assists us to 
obtain access and 
co-operation from the 
relevant authorities

•  Partnering to encourage 
good service delivery 
for our tenants and 
community elevation

•  Providing regulatory 
frameworks which are 
transparent and fair to 
all parties

•  Enforcing local and 
national laws and 
regulation to ensure 
compliance
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Nurturing our capitals SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP

 For more on these activities, please refer to SA Corporate’s Sustainability report on www.sacorporatefund.co.za.

SA Corporate’s Support our Schools (“SOS”) Education Campaign was created to help improve the quality of 
education,	specifically	targeting	communities	around	our	retail	properties.	The	intention	is	to	“adopt”	a	school	for	the	
next three years where all corporate social investment (“CSI”) initiatives will be focused on the selected school as the 
primary	beneficiary	in	an	effort	to	make	a	sustainable	and	measurable	impact.

CityKidz has been ranked in the top ten 
schools in its region in the government’s 
Annual National Assessments in 2013 
and won the Wits Spelling Bee in 
2017. In 2018 CityKidz won both the 
District Inter School Spelling BEE and 
Maths Olympiads, a clear indication of 
educational excellence.

IN 2018 A TOTAL OF R103 879 WAS RAISED AND DONATED TO THESE PROJECTS. 

CityKidz	was	created	as	a	social	 initiative	by	AFHCO	to	address	 the	poor	state	of	education	and,	more	specifically,	
educational facilities for inner-city children. The school opened its doors in 2008 with 60 children and today hosts 
751 learners and a teaching staff of 28 and two interns. Its 10-year existence was celebrated in 2018. The school 
provides quality care and education to children from Grade RR to Grade 7.
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 For more on these activities, please refer to SA Corporate’s Sustainability report on www.sacorporatefund.co.za.

Albert Street Boulevard
During 2018 AFHCO, with the support and assistance of the City of Johannesburg, Johannesburg City Parks and Zoo 
(“JCPZ”), Johannesburg Development Agency and the Johannesburg Property Company, completed the works to the 
Albert Street park, situated between two AFHCO properties, namely Atkinson House and Cambalala House.

AFHCO CONTRIBUTED AN ESTIMATED R1.5 MILLION TO THE PROJECT.

Retail centre initiatives
Through its property manager, Broll, and in conjunction with our tenants SA Corporate encourages and supports a wide 
range of social and community events at its retail shopping centres. Some of these initiatives are aimed at raising funds 
for charities or community upliftment and relief while others are educational in nature.

FUNDS IN EXCESS OF R680 000 WERE RAISED IN 2018 ACROSS THE PORTFOLIO.

Mega Fun Run
Umlazi Mega City encouraged healthy 
living	 by	 hosting	 a	 health	 and	 fitness	
expo and fun run. The centre assisted 
with marketing support and the 
sponsorship of T-shirts. Funds raised 
were donated to the local sports club 
and a community crèche. The value of 
the sponsorship was R57 500.

Mandela Day
Many of the shopping centres 
held activities around Mandela 
day which included donating 
books and stationery to 
schools, painting one of the 
Berea Primary aftercare 
classrooms and school 
passages, renovating the 
playroom at a paediatric 
ward of a hospital, donating 
benches for schools and repair 
of jungle gyms and swings on 
the	Hayfields	Primary	School	
playground. The amount 
raised exceeds R195 000.

CANSA Shavathon & Shades of Pink Fun Run
Five shopping centres across the 
portfolio participated to raise awareness 
about cancer and support those affected. 
The campaign included the Shavathon 
and a fun run. Over R75 000 was raised 
with these events.

Rise against hunger
The Foschini Group hosted a food packing initiative in the Red Square court of the 
Musgrave Centre. R30 515 was raised. Umlazi Mega City and Montana Crossing 
also hosted events where 10 000 meals were packed for two crèches in the area 
and over R46 000 was raised.

To complement its residential 
developments on either side of the 
road, AFHCO has transformed this once 
poorly used street into a multipurpose 
recreational space which serves adults 
and children alike. The park has a 
floodlit	 soccer	 field/basketball	 court;	
kiddies play area; an outside gym for 
the adults; seating for people to relax; 
lighting; and trees. This is a safe 
boulevard which enhances the living 
experience of the people in the area.
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Nurturing our capitals NATURAL

SA Corporate subscribes to proactive efforts to reduce 
its impact on natural resources and the environmental 
footprint. Through the leadership of its Social, Ethics 
and Environmental Committee, it aims to measure and 
minimise the impact of its own operations, and that of 
its property portfolios in all geographical areas in which 
it operates, including outside South Africa’s borders 
where	 sustainability	 legislation	 may	 be	 insufficient.	
The	Group	firmly	believes	 that	proactive	environmental	
management ultimately reduces operating costs and 
minimises vulnerability to extreme weather conditions, 
electricity shortages, and disrupted water and municipal 
services, while enabling responsiveness to climate change 
and reducing impact and demand on the environment.

IN 2018 SA CORPORATE GENERATED 3 151 MWH OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, RESULTING IN AN ELECTRICITY 
SAVING OF R3.9 MILLION AND SAVING 2 993 TONNES OF CO2e.

 For more on these activities, please refer to SA Corporate’s Sustainability report on www.sacorporatefund.co.za.

 SA Corporate’s environmental policy is available on www.sacorporatefund.co.za.

Carbon footprint
As a further measure to monitor its ongoing impact on the 
environment, SA Corporate calculates its annual carbon 
footprint, based on the equity share approach. Under this 
approach, the Company accounts for its greenhouse gas 
(“GHG”) emissions from operations according to its share 
of equity in the operations. 

In 2018, 198 (2017: 203) properties were included in the 
assessment. These include 130 traditional properties and 
68 AFHCO properties. 

Emissions associated with electricity sold to tenants 
were the highest contributor to the carbon footprint at 
202 201 tCO2e (91% of emissions). 

Electricity consumed by SA Corporate and AFHCO in 
vacancies and common areas follow at 18 575 tCO2e (8% 
of emissions).

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION CO2e PER M² SAVING 
OF 13.72% IN 2018 VERSUS TARGET OF 5% OVER 
FIVE YEARS COMMENCING IN 2016

Total greenhouse emissions for 2018

220 564
tCO2e for the period 2018 following the Greenhouse Gas Protocol
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MSCI AWARDS 
The MSCI South Africa Direct Property Investment 
Awards recognises top-performing property funds, as 
measured over three- and 10-year periods. At the 
annual function in November 2018, SA Corporate 
won the following awards:

•  Highest total return annualised over three years 
to June/December 2017 in a balanced fund

•  Highest total return annualised over three years to 
June/December 2017 in the retail market sector

•  Overall highest total return annualised over 
three years to June/December 2017

Human capital comprises the people SA Corporate Group 
employs and they are regarded as a key resource for 
the organisation. Their knowledge and skills, as well as 
their positive attitude, commitment and motivation are 
essential to meeting our strategic objectives, maintaining 
relationships with stakeholders and suppliers. SA Corporate 
enables leadership development and encourages employee 
growth and engagement through training, recognition 
and rewards. 

HUMANNurturing our capitals 

INTELLECTUAL

Our brand, knowledge, systems, procedures and protocols 
are viewed as our intellectual capital. We also aim to 
grow the SA Corporate brand as a property investment 
brand for prospective investors and for the AFHCO brand 
to become the residential property brand of choice.

SA Corporate was again included in the 2018 Sunday 
Times Top 100 companies in South Africa. The Company 
ranked number 32 (up from number 49 in 2017 and 73 in 
2016). The ranking is based on wealth and value created 
for shareholders.

Some or our key performance indicators are listed below:

Description 2018 2017 % change

Number of employees 191 178 7%
Average age of employees 38.9 38.7 0%
Average tenure of employees 8.8 9.9 (11%)
Total staff turnover % 31% 25% 23%
Number of staff trained during the year 65 17 282%
Number of employee training interventions 37 23 61%
Black employees as a % of employees trained 86% 76% 13%
Total spent on training during the year R653 196 R184 537 254%
Total remuneration R51 448 216 R51 708 634 (1%)
Black employees as a % number of employees 92% 90% 2%

SA Corporate’s staff is employed by the management 
company and AFHCO staff through various entities 
within the AFHCO Group. SA Corporate adopted its 
own remuneration policy and incentive scheme aligned 
to shareholder interest measured against a business 
scorecard (refer to page 82 of the Remuneration report 
for the 2018 performance). 

The AFHCO team has grown along with the expansion 
in the residential business and further enhancements 
made to the IT infrastructure to ensure that we maintain 
AFHCO as a fully integrated business. 

  Please refer to the Broll Property Management against 
KPI table on page 15 of the Sustainability Report found 
online at http://www.sacorporatefund.co.za/index.php/
investor-relations/results-centre/annual-reports.

East Park Mall, one of our joint venture properties in Lusaka, was voted Zambia’s best shopping mall in 2018 by the 
Zambian Property Owners Association.

79% African

7% Coloured

8% White

6% Indian

Male 56%

Female 44%

RACE GENDER
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Chairman’s  
statement

JEFF MOLOBELA

South Africa’s economic growth of 
just 0.8% in 2018, which included 
two quarters of negative growth, 
created a challenging environment 
for business. Low growth levels, 
problems with key State-owned 
enterprises, high unemployment 
and increasing costs put pressure 
on investment and consumer 
spending. The property sector was 
significantly	affected.	

“ It is our objective for our residential 
property business to be the leader in 
the listed sector.”

The listed property sector had a particularly turbulent 
year and recorded its worst performance since the FTSE-
JSE South African Listed Property Index (“SAPY”) was 
launched in 1992. The index declined by 25.2% in 2018, 
a year in which property was the worst-performing asset 
class, substantially worse than equity, which was also 
negative, and cash and bonds, which both increased by 
over 7%. This performance compares to a 17.15% return 
in 2017, when property outperformed bonds and cash, 
but underperformed equities. On a rolling 12-month basis, 
SAPY continues to underperform other asset classes. 

While	 the	2018	decline	partly	 reflects	 company-specific	
issues faced by several sector constituents, it also speaks 
to	the	poor	economy	and	low	level	of	investor	confidence	
in the property sector, exacerbated by market uncertainty 
on the process and outcome of land reform.

After two negative quarters, South Africa’s economy 
bounced back in the third quarter, but only marginally, and 
property fundamentals have remained weak. The sector 
continues to be characterised by oversupply, increasing 
vacancy levels and discernible pressure on rentals.
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SA CORPORATE’S STRATEGY 

The Group’s strategy, under these circumstances, 
has been to refocus its portfolio to position itself for 
sustainable distribution growth. 

This has included the disposal of low-income commercial 
and industrial properties while investing in those with 
sustainable yields and tenants with covenant strength. 
The Group has been focusing on refreshing and 
retenanting shopping centres and focusing the retail 
portfolio on defensive services and convenience. 

It continues to build a quality residential rental portfolio 
to	offer	investors	diversification.	

The Group is constantly realigning its strategy with trends 
which include the rise of e-commerce, which is forcing 
malls to position themselves as lifestyle destinations and 
which is resulting in demand for good-quality logistics 
properties. 

The Group is positioning itself to take advantage of 
increased demand for urban residential accommodation. 

Drought-induced water shortages, unreliable energy 
supply and consumer demand have added impetus to our 
efforts to increase usage and implementation of solar, 
energy-saving devices and recycling of water.

THE YEAR AHEAD 

The property sector showed early signs of improvement 
in January with SAPY growing 9.18%, only to be followed 
by a 5.7% decline in February. We remain cautious 
about the sector’s performance in 2019, particularly 
given uncertainty and volatility as the economic outlook 
remains weak and land reform issues remain unresolved. 

The economy is expected to recover marginally in 2019 
and	 it	 remains	 under	 significant	 pressure.	 Government	
expects real GDP growth of 1.5% in 2019, to strengthen 
to 2.1% by 2021.

This is likely to continue to put pressure on vacancies, rental 
reversions and renewals. Once again, cost containment 
and differentiation remain key performance drivers.

The issue of land reform continues to provide challenges 
for the property sector and it is essential that South Africa 
addresses the imbalance while ensuring that a solution is 
reached with as little disruption as possible and within 
the law. 

While local REITs continue to look for opportunities 
offshore to diversify and grow earnings, SA Corporate 
remains committed to its largely South African-focused 
investment strategy. Its aim is to diversify its portfolio 
and continue with redevelopments that will enhance 
distribution growth. 

The Group’s 2019 performance will be adversely affected 
by the substantial negative reversions in the renewal of 
historic long-term leases to blue-chip logistics tenants 
in the latter part of 2018. This will, however, contribute 
to sustainable growth in net property income from the 
industrial portfolio’s income post-2019. The Board 
expects	 the	 distribution	 growth	 for	 the	 2019	 financial	
year	to	be	flat.

GOVERNANCE 

The Board is aware of perceptions of lack of governance 
in the sector and governance failures at major companies 
on the broader JSE. These instances have negatively 
affected the sector and heightened scrutiny from the JSE. 

I would like to assure all of our stakeholders that 
SA Corporate takes governance and transparency very 
seriously. As a board we pride ourselves on compliance 
with King IV, transparency and disclosure. We have been 
praised for having one of the best transparency track 
records in the sector and for our disclosure and we will 
continue to aim to do so.

BOARD CHANGES 

Mr Ken Forbes retired on 29 May 2018 and we would like 
to thank him for his contribution and his long service to 
the Group. We welcome Ms Ursula Fikelepi, who joined 
the Board on 30 October 2018.

APPRECIATION 

On behalf of the Board, I wish to express my gratitude to 
all our stakeholders for their interest and involvement in 
the SA Corporate business. 

I would like to thank our investors for their continued 
support, collaboration and guidance. 

I would also like to thank my fellow Directors and 
SA Corporate staff for their continued hard work and 
extraordinary contributions in a challenging economic 
environment. 

 
Jeff Molobela 
Chairman
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Managing Director’s  
review

RORY MACKEY

2018	proved	to	be	a	difficult	
year, with challenging economic 
conditions, negative reversions on 
lease renewals in our industrial 
portfolio and a poorer-than-expected 
retail performance. As a result 
SA Corporate’s full-year distribution 
decreased by 6.0% to 42.22 cents 
per share (2017: 44.92 cents 
per share).

Total net property income (“NPI”) growth was 4.3%, 
or 1.0% on a like-for-like basis. 

With 21.8% of the traditional portfolio having expired 
in 2018, the Group successfully retained 80.5% of its 
tenants at a total reversion of -9.1%, largely due to 
negative reversions in the industrial portfolio and at 
East Point Shopping Centre. AFHCO’s retail/commercial 
portfolio expiries were 8.8%, of which 62.6% were 
retained with a positive reversion of 7.7%.

The Group’s net asset value per share of 508 cents 
decreased by 1.2% (December 2017: 514 cents), 
of which a decrease of 0.5% and 0.3% are attributable 
to the revaluation of investment property and investment 
in listed shares respectively and 0.4% to the decrease of 
distributable income from 2017 to 2018.

At year end the Group’s portfolio comprised 200 properties 
(2017: 196), excluding three Zambian properties held as 
a 50% joint initiative investment.

Properties under management increased by 5.8% to 
R17.8 billion (R18.8 billion if Zambia is included) comprising 
43% retail, 28% industrial, 23% AFHCO, 5% commercial 
and less than 1% storage, with the bulk of the portfolio in 
Gauteng (65%) and KwaZulu-Natal (30%).

The traditional portfolio like-for-like valuation increase over 
the prior year was 1.6% while AFHCO’s was 2.2%. Looking 
at market value per square metre, the commercial portfolio 
declined by 3.7% while retail, industrial and AFHCO’s 
portfolios increased by 1.5%, 7.3% and 10% respectively, 
reflecting	in	particular	the	higher-quality	space	developed	
and acquired in the industrial and AFHCO portfolios.
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RETAIL 

The success of the Group’s repositioning of its retail 
portfolio through redevelopment and retenanting has 
enabled it to remain defensive in the face of increasing 
competition and demanding trading conditions. 

Retail NPI growth of 6.8% (excluding the impact of 
disposals) was underpinned by strong tenant retentions 
of 87.1% and weighted average lease escalations of 
7.6%. The retail like-for-like (excluding developments) 
portfolio	grew	by	2.9%,	depressed	by	specific	negative	
lease renewal reversions. Without these, like-for-like 
growth	would	have	been	closer	to	inflation.

Retail vacancies by GLA were 4.1% at the end of December 
compared to 3.1% at the end of 2017 and 4.5% at the end 
of 2016. Efforts to address vacancies include negotiations, 
which are at an advanced stage, to introduce a dominant 
national pharmaceutical retailer at Musgrave Centre while 
good progress is being made to close the remaining 
vacancies at Umlazi Mega City and the conversion of the 
2 000 m² food court and common area into a 2 500 m² 
value sports apparel offering at East Point. 

The redevelopment of the Morning Glen Mall will result in 
a	significant	reduction	in	vacancies.

Retail rental reversions were -4.6%, but would have 
been 1.8% excluding the downsizing of a national retailer 
at East Point. Trading density at the Group’s shopping 
centres increased by 2.4%, despite the pressure that 
consumers are under. 

INDUSTRIAL 

Industrial	 NPI	 remained	 flat	 while	 like-for-like	 NPI	
declined by 2.7%. The negative 13.5% rental reversions 
in the industrial portfolio largely represent the substantial 
reversions in respect of longer-term logistics facility 
leases renewed in the second half of 2018. In particular, 
these included a -15.0% reversion in the rental for the 
17 500 m² facility in Tygerberg, the -25.0% reversion for 
the 30 000 m² warehouse and the -34.0% reversion for 
the 9 500 m² warehouse, both in Jet Park. In all these 
cases	leases	were	renewed	for	five	years	with	escalations	
of between 7.0% and 7.5%. The industrial performance 
was further impacted by exponential increases in ground 
rentals from leasehold properties.

Industrial vacancy by GLA reduced to 0.6% at the end 
of December due to the sale of vacant properties and 
competitive leasing. Over 78% of tenants were retained 
despite industrial tenants being under pressure. 

We continue to recycle capital from industrial properties 
that do not meet our investment criteria in line with the 
objective to have a portfolio of properties that provide 
superior space to tenants with covenant strength. 
More than 65% of our industrial facilities are in excess 
of 10 000 m2.

AFHCO 

AFHCO portfolio’s NPI grew by 25.4% due to positive 
investment activities and the success of decisive 
interventions to reposition the portfolio. Like-for-like NPI 

January 2017 January 2018 January 2019
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grew by 5.9%, mainly due to a 1.0% reduction in annual 
average vacancies, 62.6% retail retentions, escalations 
of 8.9% and average residential increases of 4% on 
the back of rental rebasing and/or discounting, as well 
as the introduction of other lifestyle and marketing 
interventions. 

It is the objective of our residential property business to 
be the leader in the listed sector. As leasing capability 
is a key competence in a residential property business, 
we have appointed an Operations Director and a new 
Suburban Leasing Manager. We have also substantially 
increased our leasing team’s marketing knowledge and 
capacity. The primary portal for leasing is now online, 
where we have shown exponential growth in leads and 
the conversion of these leads to leases.

Recent experience, particularly of the developments 
being undertaken by Calgro M3 for the JV with them, has 
influenced	us	to	be	even	more	discerning	in	our	selection	
of residential rental nodes and properties. The residential 
rental	 pipeline	 criterion	 has	 been	 refined	 to	 include	 that	
areas of investment need to have a proven track record 
in respect of leasing, social stability and local authority 
commitment, including that in respect of infrastructure 
of the particular development. Furthermore, AFHCO is to 
have conservative exposure to areas to mitigate the risk 
of overtrading.

As part of the interventions to ensure that residential 
acquisitions are focused on investments with robust 
sustainable and growing income we are in negotiation 
with Calgro M3 to restructure the relationship we have 
with them. 

The restructuring includes divesting of properties 
presenting risk by cancelling the acquisition of those 
properties where we have experienced operational 
difficulties.	 This	 relates	 to	 two	 developments:	 Fleurhof,	
due to delays in the provision of power to the development; 
and Scottsdene, which has experienced threats of land 
invasions, preventing the tenanting of the units. 

The restructuring transactions envisage the cancellation of 
AFHCO’s purchase of Scottsdene and Fleurhof units and 
South Hills Res 1 freestanding houses, and for these units 
to be transferred back to Calgro M3 together with the 
cancellation of the remaining pipeline. AFHCO will acquire 
Calgro M3’s 49% interest in the joint initiative company, 
thereby acquiring 100% ownership of all Jabulani and 
South Hills Res 3 apartments that the joint initiative 
company had purchased from Calgro M3. Upon conclusion 
of the transactions AFHCO will be in a position to achieve 
robust sustainable NPI growth from an initial yield of 10% 
from the properties acquired from Calgro M3.

AFHCO’s retail portfolio recorded strong rental reversions 
at 7.7%. 

Managing Director’s review | continued
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Johannesburg inner-city retail is driven by residential 
densification	and	an	area	of	strong	growth.	This	is	further	
supported by its unique positioning to capture cross-
border trading estimated to represent over R10 billion 
of trade annually. AFHCO currently owns in excess of 
88 000 m2 of retail GLA in Johannesburg inner-city with 
escalations of 8.2% and lease expiry renewal reversions 
of 7.7%. Retail performance is acutely sensitive to 
location	and	AFHCO’s	strategy	is	to	capture	foot	traffic.

Recent retail property acquisitions and development 
in the inner-city include African City, Jeppe Street Post 
Office	retail	and	51	Pritchard	Street	each,	being	located	
in dominant retail nodes, achieving double-digit yields.

COMMERCIAL 

The commercial sector is by design underrepresented in 
the portfolio with circa 5% exposure by value.

The commercial portfolio’s NPI grew 1.7% on a like-
for-like	 basis	 following	 the	 sale	 of	 a	 number	 of	 office	
properties with low growth prospects. 

Commercial vacancies reduced to 6.2% but the 
Green	Park	Office	Tower,	the	largest	commercial	property	
in	this	portfolio,	continues	to	be	challenged	by	the	office	
oversupply in Sandton, where vacancies are on average 
over 20% and where some property companies are 
offering	as	much	as	the	first	year	of	a	five-year	lease	rent	
free. Commercial reversions were -1.5%, with the decline 
arrested	by	the	Group’s	divestment	of	a	number	of	office	
properties. The Group will continue to actively dispose of 
commercial properties.

ZAMBIA 

Income from the investment in the Zambian JV increased 
by 4.6% with an overall annual average vacancy reduction 
of 3.2%. The Zambian investment is holding its own in 
a relatively volatile environment in the absence of an 
International	Monetary	Fund	(“IMF”)	deal	and	weak	fiscal	
discipline. Vacancies are under control, aided by First 
National	Bank	taking	up	all	vacant	space	at	Acacia	Office	
Park	and	the	filling	of	a	large	box	vacancy	at	Jacaranda	Mall. 

The 35 000 m² East Park Mall extended its dominance in 
Lusaka and was named Zambia’s best shopping mall at 
the 2018 Zambia Property Owners Association awards. 

The 12 000 m² extension to the mall is under construction. 
SA Corporate will acquire a 50% interest in the extension 
at a 9% USD yield adjusted for any movement in the 
five-year	swap	rate.	The	Group’s	JV	partner	is	assuming	
all the development risk. 

ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSALS 

Executed acquisitions in the period totalled R442 million 
at a 10.3% yield. Two-thirds of these were residential 
properties and the remainder retail. The highest-yielding 
acquisitions included a convenience community centre in 
Ermelo and a retail property in the Johannesburg inner-
city. Executed and contracted disposals of R817 million 
almost equalled the acquisition pipeline of R1.1 billion. 

In	 the	 current	market	 conditions,	 the	Group	 is	 refining	
its acquisition pipeline to focus on properties where 
sustainable income growth is assured and contracted 
acquisitions have decreased accordingly. Contracted 
acquisitions of R618 million, at an aggregated initial 
yield of 9.8%, represent new residential stock from our 
development partners. 

Executed disposals of R677 million include, in addition to 
smaller commercial and residential properties, the sale 
of eight smaller industrial properties for R357 million, 
two hospitals with reversionary/renewal risk for 
R165 million, two retail properties for R139 million, a 
portion of a commercial property for R12 million and one 
residential property of R4 million, which do not meet the 
Group’s strategy of convenience offerings dominating 
their catchment area. We are pleased with the aggregated 
exit yield of 8.6% being achieved for properties that do 
not meet our investment criteria.

A further R139 million disposals of smaller industrial and 
commercial properties were contracted at year-end at 
an exit yield of 8.9%, two of which transferred in 2019 
valued at R96 million in the industrial portfolio.

EXPIRIES 

The 16.7% traditional portfolio expiries in 2019 are 
made up of 17.6% for industrial, 15.2% for retail and 
14.1% for commercial. The Group does not have the 
same exposure to substantial negative reversions as it 
did in 2018. Retail lease renewal reversions are expected 
to	be	below	 inflation.	We	are	mitigating	 the	substantial	
downward	pressure	on	office	rentals	by	further	reducing	
our exposure in this sector.

The rebasing of over-let industrial properties experienced 
in 2018 is anticipated to continue, albeit to a lesser 
extent in 2019, during which lease renewal reversions are 
forecast to be approximately -6%. Thereafter, in 2020, 
our expectation is that lease renewal reversions will 
become positive. Having rebased over-let rentals from 
long leases at high escalations, the Group’s industrial 
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portfolio	 will	 be	 on	 a	 firm	 foundation	 to	 deliver	 strong	
income growth into the future.

Approximately 16.0% of AFHCO’s retail and commercial 
leases expire in 2019. The introduction of more national 
tenants into our inner-city retail and improving the quality 
of tenants are resulting in longer lease terms.

STRATEGICALLY ALIGNED DEVELOPMENTS 

The Group made a bold R391 million redevelopment 
investment in South Africa’s largest pharmaceutical 
logistics	 facility	 under	 one	 roof.	 This	 had	 a	 significant	
negative effect on this year’s distribution, but is in line with 
our strategy to establish a quality industrial portfolio that 
generates sustainable income into the future.

In 2018, AFHCO completed R201 million of developments, 
at a 10.8% forecast yield, at the End Street Precinct and 
Jeppe	 Street	 Post	 Office.	 Almost	 300	 apartments	 were	
introduced into the market together with 3 000 m² of 
prime retail space. In 2019, we continue with R460 million 
committed, at a 10.8% forecast yield, to a 976-bed 
student accommodation facility on the doorstep of the 
Doornforntein Campus of the University of Johannesburg, 
and 382 residential apartments and almost 8 000 m² 
of retail at the End Street Precinct and Jeppe Street 
Post	Office.	

In repositioning the retail portfolio to ensure its 
competitiveness and defensiveness two properties 
require particular attention. At East Point the 2 000 m² 
food court is to be converted, with common areas, into a 
2 500 m² value sports apparel offering. 

We are also redeveloping Morning Glen Mall, and 
the securing of a national grocer as a further anchor 
has triggered substantial potential tenant interest. 
The redevelopment includes access improvements and 
improved vertical circulation, new façades and internal 
finishes	 to	 migrate	 the	 shopping	 centre	 to	 truly	 be	 a	
convenience offering dominating its catchment area.

The rise of e-commerce 
With increasing competition from e-commerce, 
shopping centres’ success will depend on their 
becoming a lifestyle destination. One example 
of the Group’s efforts in this regard is a Mega 
Summer campaign at Umlazi Mega City, which 
resulted in a 6.4% increase in footcount, 20.0% 
increase in turnover and 12.4% increase in spend 
per head during December. 

Environmental considerations 
The roll-out of solar installations at our shopping 
centres is aimed at meeting our environmental 
objectives, but is also commercially attractive, with 
monthly savings anticipated to reach R1.6 million 
and initial yields on capital expenditure to exceed 
13.5%. The Group’s current total energy production 
is 3.3 MW from seven sites and a further 12 sites 
are to produce an additional 7.2 MW, bringing total 
production to 10.5 MW by the end of this year.

Cassper Nyovest 
Celebrity partnership

Mega Shape – 
Fitness event with Mabliza

Mega Spend and Win 
R115 000 in prizes

DJ Sox 
Celebrity event
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and negative NPI from the industrial portfolio due to the 
negative renewal reversions of 2018. 

AFHCO	is	expected	to	achieve	above	inflationary	like-for-
like NPI growth. 

The	 additional	 interest	 cost	 associated	with	 refinancing	
our debt and increasing its tenor will have an estimated 
-0.5% impact on distribution.

Our focus is on establishing a defense portfolio of 
properties, placing ourselves in a position where we have 
strong sustainable growth from 2020 onwards.

APPRECIATION 

I would like to express my appreciation for the dedicated 
efforts of the SA Corporate team during a challenging year. 

I am deeply grateful to the Board and investors for the 
continued guidance and support extended to my team 
and me. 

Rory Mackey 
Managing Director

STRATEGY 

In an environment of low economic growth and challenging 
conditions in the property sector, SA Corporate’s strategy 
is to refocus its portfolio to establish a platform for 
sustainable distribution growth. This is to be achieved by:

•  Continuing to refresh and retenant retail shopping 
centres to provide an attractive offering to the 
catchment areas they serve. In the next year this 
will include the redevelopment of Morning Glen Mall, 
51 Pritchard Street and the food court at East Point. 
The Group’s retail portfolio will focus on food services 
and convenience as a defensive strategy against the 
rising competition that e-commerce is posing to bricks 
and mortar retail. 

•  Consolidating a quality industrial property portfolio. 
The Group will continue to dispose of properties that 
are	not	generating	robust	above-inflation	NPI	growth.	
The Group will invest in existing properties to provide 
superior logistics space to tenants with covenant 
strength.

•  Divesting from remaining commercial properties 
given the continued weak prospects for this sector.

•  Establishing a quality residential rental portfolio to 
offer	 investors	diversification	 to	other	South	African	
property sectors.

•  In the near term, the Group’s pipeline of acquisitions 
from developers is to be restructured and focused.

LOOKING AHEAD 

Distribution	growth	for	the	2019	financial	year	is	expected	
to	be	flat,	reflecting	the	substantial	negative	reversions	in	
the renewal of historic long-term leases to logistics tenants 
in the latter part of 2018. This will, however, contribute to 
strong NPI from the industrial portfolio’s NPI post-2019. 

We are forecasting 2.8% like-for-like NPI growth for 
the	year,	with	 inflationary	 like-for-like	NPI	growth	 from	
the retail portfolio, pedestrian growth from commercial 
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DISTRIBUTIONS HISTORY AND PERFORMANCE
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Financial Director’s  
review

ANTOINETTE BASSON

INTRODUCTION

The	financial	review	is	reflective	of	the	way	Management	
analyses the information related to the business and 
represents a condensed view of SA Corporate’s annual 
financial	results	for	2018.	

This review should, therefore, be read in conjunction with 
the full Group Annual Financial Statements available on 
the SA Corporate website in which Deloitte & Touche, the 
Group’s	Auditors,	expressed	an	unmodified	audit	opinion.	
The	accounting	policies	as	set	out	in	the	audited	financial	
statements for the year ended 31 December 2018 have 
been consistently applied.

SA Corporate’s distributions for 2018 amounted to 
R1.068 billion (2017: R1.137 billion) or 42.22 cents per 
share (2017: 44.92 cents), which represents a decrease 
of	 6.0%	 compared	 to	 2017.	 The	 decline	 reflects	 non-
recurring income and base effects in the prior year, 
increased	property	rates	expenses,	additional	refinancing	
costs and economic pressure negatively affecting portfolio 
performance.

FINANCIAL FEATURES 

Distribution

Full year 6.0% lower than 2017 

Capital structure

Effective fixed debt of 73.1%

LTV of 34.6%

Property performance

NPI growth of 4.3% 
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DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS

 Notes
2018

Rm
2017

Rm
%

variance

Net property income – like-for-like 2  945.168  936.192  1.0 

Net property income – developments 3  296.675  277.661  6.8 

Net property income – acquisitions 4  132.330  67.805  95.2 

Net property income – buildings sold 5  55.168  88.858  (37.9)

Net property income 1  1 429.341  1 370.516  4.3 

Investment in JVs 6  61.668  58.960  4.6 

Distribution-related income –  11.631  (100.0)

Net	finance	costs	 7  (391.958)  (308.443)  (27.1)

Dividends from investments in listed shares 8  13.954  23.783  (41.3)

Distribution-related expenses  (44.789)  (45.766)  2.1 

Antecedent distribution –  26.029  (100.0)

Distributable earnings  1 068.216  1 136.710  (6.0)

Distribution per share

Shares in issue at the end of the year (’000) 2 530 689 2 530 689 0.0

Weighted shares in issue 2 530 689 2 473 310 2.3

Distribution (cents per share) 42.22 44.92 (6.0)

Interim 21.70 22.38 (3.0)

Final 20.52 22.54 (9.0)

Notes
1.  Total NPI excluding NCI increased by 4.3%. This was a function of an increase in rental revenue of R195.7 million set 

off by an increase in net property expenses of R133 million. 

2.  The like-for-like NPI increased by 1.0%. The AFHCO portfolio performed well with like-for-like growth of 5.9% 
following proactive initiatives instituted in 2017. The retail portfolio delivered NPI growth of 2.9% depressed by 
specific	negative	reversions	without	which	the	like-for-like	growth	would	have	been	closer	to	inflation.	The	commercial	
portfolio achieved NPI growth of 1.7% as a consequence of divestments from properties with low growth prospects. 
The industrial like-for-like NPI retracted by 2.7% due to negative reversions in respect of logistic leases coming off 
long tenors and increased ground rentals at Maydon Wharf leasehold properties.

3.  NPI from developments increased by 6.8%, contributing R19 million to distributions, assisted by several inner-city 
developments in the AFHCO portfolio that were completed in the last 18 months.

4.  NPI from acquisitions contributed R64.5 million to distribution, the result of R1.9 billion of property acquisitions made 
over the last two years at a weighted average yield of 10.5%.

5.  Proceeds from disposals of R677 million were reinvested at higher yields.

6.	 	The	 income	from	the	Zambian	JV	 increased	by	4.6%,	benefiting	from	increased	 letting	at	Acacia	Office	Park	and	
Jacaranda Mall in Ndola, with annual average vacancies reducing by 3.2%.

7.	 	Net	finance	costs	increased	by	27.1%	due	to:
 •  higher debt to fund acquisitions and developments;
 •  a reduction in capitalised interest relating to work-in-progress on development being capitalised to investment 

property; and 
	 •	 	increased	margins	in	respect	of	debt	refinancing	of	R1.2	billion	at	a	weighted	average	margin	increase	of	45	basis	

points in December 2017.

8.  Dividends from investments in listed shares comprise distributions from Transcend Residential Property Fund and 
Safari Investments RSA Limited inclusive of accruals based on their latest guidance. These reduced by R9.8 million, 
due to base effects in the acquisition of Safari shares and deviations from distribution guidance. 
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RECONCILIATION OF PROFIT AFTER TAX TO HEADLINE EARNINGS AND DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO SHAREHOLDERS

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

Profit	after	taxation	attributable	to	shareholder 847 850 1 525 629

Capital loss on disposal of investment properties and property, plant and equipment 9 242 8 430

Revaluation of investment properties 88 384 (407 465)

Revaluation of investment properties in JVs 17 375 (68 329)

Non-controlling interest in revaluation of investment properties (15 825) –

Headline earnings 947 026 1 058 265

Antecedent distribution – 26 029

Depreciation 6 201 4 126

Dividend from investment in listed shares not yet declared (2 092) 7 645

Foreign exchange adjustments 94 075 (37 176)

Non-distributable expenses 22 450 18 401

Non-distributable expenses on investment in JVs 7 417 491

Non-distributable taxation (1 815) 3 396

Revaluation of swap derivatives (24 874) 52 380

Revaluation of investment in listed shares 41 300 34 540

Straight-line rental adjustment (21 472) (31 387)

Distributable earnings attributable to shareholders 1 068 216 1 136 710

Investment property

Portfolio growth over the past year was underpinned by 
acquisitions, development expenditure and revaluation. 
Investment property increased by R968 million with the 
like-for-like portfolio increasing by R205 million or 1.8%. 
The independent valuer has increased the weighted 
average discount and cap rates for the traditional portfolio 
by 24 bps and AFHCO portfolio cap rates by 5 bps.

Investment property growth analysis

Total property acquisitions of R442 million had a weighted 
average yield of 10.3% and comprised one-third retail 
and two-thirds residential acquisitions. 

Non-controlling interest relates to Calgro M3’s 49% share 
of the acquisitions held in the AFHCO Calgro Consortium, 
the joint initiative with Calgro M3.
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Acquisitions

442

Improvements/
development 

costs

895

Non-controlling 
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INVESTMENT PROPERTY GROWTH ANALYSIS
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CASH FLOW GENERATION

1.  Cash generated from operations, excluding distributions 
to shareholders, amounted to R1 billion.

2.  Distributions paid represents the December 2017 
and June 2018 declarations of R570 million and 
R549 million respectively.

3.	 	The	reduction	in	other	financial	assets	of	R48	million	
largely represents the settlement of the prepayment 
made by AFHCO to Calgro M3 against units transferred 
into the AFHCO Calgro M3 Consortium.

4.  Net loan to developers represents the repayment 
of advances made through a combination of cash 
received and residential units transferred to AFHCO.

5.  The R162 million NCI shareholder loan increase 
relates to Calgro M3’s 49% investment to fund their 
proportionate share of units acquired by the AFHCO 
Calgro Consortium.

6.  The net increase in local borrowings represents debt 
drawn	of	R936	million	(inclusive	of	the	debt	financing	
in respect of the AFHCO Calgro M3 Consortium 
amounting to R236 million) and settlements of 
R250 million relating to net transfers to revolving 
credit facilities.

Developments and operational capital expenditure 
included R741 million of development and R154 million of 
operational capital expenditure and mini refurbishments. 

SA Corporate disposed of 14 properties with a net 
book value of R627 million, at a gross selling price of 
R677 million and a weighted average yield of 8.6%. 

R31 million of the fair value adjustment relates to the 
reduction of the value of the Scottsdene property where 
performance was curtailed by illegal occupation and resulting 
tenant defaults with the balance being the resultant impact 
of movements in the capitalisation and discount rates.

Net asset value progression

Total net asset value reduced by 5.9 cents per share 
(“cps”) (1.1%), mainly due to

•  negative fair value adjustments in investment property 
of 2.6 cps (0.5%); 

•  an impairment in the fair value of investments in listed 
property shares of 1.6 cps (0.3%);

•  a positive contribution from mark-to-market adjustment 
in respect of interest rate swap derivatives of 1.0 cps 
(0.2%); and

•  a reduction in the declared distributions of 2.0 cps 
(0.4%).
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GEARING AND HEDGING

OUR LTV RATIO ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 AT 
34.6%, WITH OVER 73.1% BEING FIXED FOR AN 
AVERAGE PERIOD OF 2.5 YEARS.

The weighted average cost of debt, including the cross-
currency swaps, was 8.8%. The weighted average swap 
margin was 0.24% and the weighted average debt 
margin was 1.7%. 

Funding	is	well	diversified	across	banks	and	institutions.	

Group debt structure excluding the impact of interest rate swap fixes

The R6.1 billion of debt drawn before interest rate swaps are at a weighted average rate of 8.4%, weighted average 
margin of 1.7% and tenor of 1.8 years. This includes R1.8 billion of facilities expiring in 2019, without which the weighted 
average	tenor	would	be	2.5	years.	A	process	is	under	way	to	refinance	maturing	facilities	into	the	Mega	Pool	syndication	
based	on	current	financial	information	and	security	pool	valuations.

Undrawn facilities at 31 December 2018 amount to R825 million, with distributions invested in the revolving credit 
facilities and the balance available to fund acquisitions and developments.

DEBT FINANCE SOURCES ARE DIVERSIFIED BETWEEN 
BANKS AND INSTITUTIONAL BORROWINGS

Equity 66.9%

Standard Bank – Calgro M3 JV 0.6%

Institutional and DFI debts 3.1%

Syndicated loans 29.4%

(Excluding NCI)

Absa 12.0%

Standard Bank 10.7%

Investec 2.9%

Nedbank 2.8%

State Bank of India 1.0%
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Group debt structure including the impact of interest rate swap fixes
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SWAP PROFILE

We are cognisant of interest rate risk and the need for 
funding sources to be supportive of the sustainable NPI 
growth. Against this background, 73.1% of total debt 
drawn	was	fixed	through	a	combination	of	fixed	rate	debt	
and interest rate swaps. In respect of its variable debt of 
R6.1	billion,	R4.3	billion	was	fixed	via	interest	rate	swap	
derivatives for a period of 2.5 years. 
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POST YEAR-END EVENTS

Subsequent to year-end the Group has entered into a 
binding term sheet with Edcon in terms of which the 
Group will incur a rental reduction of R4.8 million for the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2021 or R2.4 million per 
annum, representing 0.1% of annual revenue.

Covenants  The covenant with lenders limits the LTV 
to 50% inclusive of guarantees and 40% exclusive of 
guarantees. The Board has however elected to impose a 
debt funding limit of 40% to align itself with SA Corporate’s 
long-term strategic level. SA Corporate has remained 
well	within	its	agreed	covenant	ratios	under	its	financing	
arrangements. The most restrictive material ratios which 
are the same under various facilities, are as follows:

Covenant ratios
Ratio

 requirements Actual

Interest cover ratio >2.00 2.8

LTV <50% 34.6

APPRECIATION 

My thanks to my team for their dedication and hard work 
during a very challenging year and in the preparation of 
the	 year	 end	 results	 and	 financial	 statements.	 I	 would	
also like to extend my appreciation to the Board and, 
in particular, the Audit Committee, for their guidance and 
continued support.

Antoinette Basson
Financial Director

* Includes $27 million swap at 1.79% (based on US Libor).
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Property review:
INDUSTRIAL  
PORTFOLIO

2018 AT A GLANCE 

Number of properties  
78 

Total GLA:  
684 478 m² 

Total portfolio value:  
R4.7 billion 

Weighted average discount rate:  
15.6%

Weighted average capitalisation rate:  
9.6%

Net cost to income ratio:  
9.1%

Average value per m²:  
R6 922

Weighted average contractual escalation:  
7.8%

Vacancies by GLA:  
0.6%

Tenant retention rate:  
78.4%

Rental reversions:  
(13.5%)

INDUSTRIAL SEGMENT AS A % OF TOTAL PORTFOLIO

% OF GLA

Industrial 45%

% OF MARKET VALUE

Industrial 28%

OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
MARKET

Industrial vacancies have been maintained below the 
industry average. This has been achieved through 
competitive rentals with negative reversions and the 
divestment of poorer-quality properties. More than 
25% of the industrial portfolio was renewed during the 
financial	year	with	a	retention	rate	of	over	78%	and	the	
retention of key blue-chip clients. The high retention rate, 
as well as some cyclical rebasing, came at a cost in terms 
of substantial negative reversions in respect of longer 
leases renewed in the second half of 2018. 

Our longer-term strategy for the industrial portfolio is 
to leapfrog from the assortment of industrial buildings 
we acquired as a collection, to a focused portfolio of 
sophisticated high-tech industrial buildings, predominantly 
focused on e-commerce logistical support. Our recent 
development at 57 Sarel Baard in Centurion is a prime 
example of the type of property we will pursue in this 
portfolio. In line with this strategy SA Corporate has 
divested of eight smaller industrial properties totalling 
R356.7 million during the year. Several of the industrial 
properties were smaller than 5 000 m² and none of the 
disposed properties meets the requirements of modern 
logistics facilities. 
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% BY MSCI TYPE OF VALUE
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INDUSTRIAL EXPIRY PROFILE

The disposals include:

DISPOSALS

Property
Exit yield 

%
Gross price

 R’000
Transfer 

date

21 Pomona Road, Pomona 8.0  18 250 Jun 2018

9/15 Lanner Road, New Germany 7.9  36 000 Jul 2018

1/5 Stockville Road, Westmead 7.7  53 600 Sep 2018

11 Coconut Grove, Shakashead 7.6  2 400 Oct 2018

6	Cedarfield	Close,	Springfield	Park 12.11  57 000 Oct 2018

24 Westmead Road, Westmead 6.7  26 000 Nov 2018

1 Marconi Street, Montague Gardens 8.2  45 000 Dec 2018

Table Bay Industrial Park, Paarden Eiland 8.3  118 450 Dec 2018

Total  356 700  

1. Exit yield in year two is 6.8% due to a negative reversion.

INDUSTRIAL PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

The portfolio generated a negative 2.7% like-for-like NPI growth for the year. Negative reversions of 13.5% were 
mainly as a result of logistics leases with long tenors and 7.8% escalations, reverting to market. Market value per 
square	metre	increased	by	7.3%,	reflecting	the	higher-quality	space	developed	and	acquired.	Industrial	vacancy	by	GLA	
reduced to 0.6% at the end of December 2018 as a consequence of the sale of vacant properties and aggressive leasing. 
We continue to engage in proactive asset management in our industrial portfolios.
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EXTRACT FROM SEGMENTAL REPORT

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

Revenue  613 494  605 400 

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)  514 705  516 069 

Net property expenses  (46 804)  (46 328)

Property expenses  (159 171)  (145 263)

Recovery of property expenses  112 367  98 935 

Net property income  467 901  469 741 

Straight-line rental adjustment  (13 578) (9 604) 

Headline earnings  454 323  460 137 

Segmental growth rates 2018
%

Rental income (0.3)

Property expenses 9.6

Recovery of property expenses 13.6

NPI (0.4)

TOP 10 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS BY VALUE 

Property name

2018
value 
R’000

2018
GLA 

m 2

% of
 sector
 value

57 Sarel Baard Crescent, Centurion  542 500  34 460 11.4

112 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park  342 000  30 299 7.2

Beryl Street, Jet Park  338 000  27 681 7.1

37 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park  285 000  39 738 6.0

The Eveready Building, Port Elizabeth  160 000  56 412 3.4

Tygerberg Business Park, Parow Industria  154 000  17 408 3.3

1 Baltex Road, Isipingo  135 000  9 964 2.9

111 Mimets Road, Denver  120 800  18 051 2.5

5 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park  113 000  17 552 2.4

Whirlprops 25 Proprietary Limited, Durban  102 000  16 703 2.2

Total top 10 industrial  2 292 300  268 268 48.4

Total industrial  4 738 222  684 478  

% top 10 of industrial portfolio 48.4% 39.2%  

Total portfolio1  17 011 824  1 517 885  

% top 10 of total portfolio 13.50% 17.67%  

The top ten industrial properties by value are well-located properties in major industrial nodes.

1. Excluded from the total portfolio is 49% attributable to non-controlling interest and development bulk.

Property review: Industrial portfolio | continued
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DEVELOPMENTS

SA Corporate has redeveloped the existing 34 460 m² 
facility situated at 57 Sarel Baard Crescent, Centurion to 
a modern pharmaceutical logistics facility on a new 10-
year lease from 1 October 2018, at a capital cost of circa 
R391.0 million. The redevelopment has several attractive 
features, including:

•  an additional 9 000 m2 high-tech warehouse with 
the underside of the truss at the lowest level being 
19.5	metres,	then	inclined	at	five	degrees	to	achieve	
an overall external height of 25 metres; 

•	 	significantly	 increased	 capacity	 of	 cold	 room	 with	
3 500 pallet positions; cold rooms total 2 500 m2, 
with eaves height at 14 metres;

•  extended bond store facilities, with 4 950 pallet 
locations; 

•  30 280 bulk storage positions, 4 550 high-risk locations, 
900 positions for Schedule 6 medicines; 

•  north dispatch totals 1 600 m2, with eaves height at 
12 metres;

•  additional 800 m2 of bulk storage; and

•	 	additional	office	building	of	circa	1	200	m2.

LOOKING AHEAD

We expect that 2019 will still present a tough trading year, 
with further negative reversions anticipated as tenant 
affordability	levels	continue	to	face	significant	headwinds.	
SA Corporate manages this adversity by partnering with 
our tenants in an endeavour to accommodate their 
changing operational requirements. 

We continue to recycle capital from industrial properties 
that do not meet our investment criteria with an objective 
to have a portfolio of properties that provide superior 
logistics space to tenants with covenant strength. 
The redevelopment investment in the Logistics Health 
Science’s distribution centre at Sarel Baard Crescent, 
Centurion,	 had	 a	 significant	 negative	 impact	 to	 the	
Group’s distribution this year but is in keeping with our 
strategy to establish a quality industrial portfolio that 
generates sustainable income into the future.
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Property review:
RETAIL  
PORTFOLIO

2018 AT A GLANCE

Number of properties  
26 

Total GLA:  
364 801 m² 

Total portfolio value:  
R7.2 billion 

Weighted average discount rate:  
14.9%

Weighted average capitalisation rate:  
8.9%

Net cost to income ratio:  
1.9%

Average value per m²:  
R19 967

Weighted average contractual escalation:  
7.6%

Vacancies by GLA:  
4.1%

Tenant retention rate:  
87.1%

Rental reversions:  
(4.6%)

RETAIL SEGMENT AS A % OF TOTAL PORTFOLIO

% OF GLA

Retail 24%

% OF MARKET VALUE

Retail 43%

OVERVIEW OF THE RETAIL PROPERTY MARKET

The strength of SA Corporate’s retail portfolio lies in 
its focus on convenience and neighbourhood centres 
in urban areas that are dominant in their catchment 
areas, coupled with a major grocer offering and branded 
outlet strategy. Convenience implies key features such 
as smaller formats, easy access, free parking and food 
outlets and these properties have proven themselves to 
be more resilient through economic cycles. This is driven 
by consumers’ preference for convenience and the fact 
that convenience centres carry larger proportions of daily 
shopping and fewer luxury items, thereby maintaining 
steadier footfall and shopping patterns.

Consumers	have	faced	significant	challenges	in	the	past	
year with low economic growth, high unemployment, 
a VAT increase, record fuel price increases and pressure on 
discretionary income. They have reacted by deleveraging 
debt and reducing spending. Retail sales growth per 
the	 latest	Stats	SA	figures	 showed	December	 sales	 fell	
1.4%	year	on	year	–	the	first	negative	growth	rate	since	
February 2017. For the whole of 2018 retail trade grew 
by 2.1%, down from annual growth of 3.1% in 2017 and 
up from 1.7% in 2016.

One of the challenges is to remain relevant and 
SA Corporate has added Wi-Fi in its centres, facilitated 
tenant refurbishments and installed solar power to keep 
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% BY MSCI TYPE OF VALUE

Small regional centres 38%

Community shopping centres 35%

Neighbourhood centres 23%

Other retail 4%

its centres attractive for tenants and the public alike. 
Solar installations also protect the environment and has 
improved recoveries. In addition, the redevelopment 
programmes	undertaken	have	unlocked	significant	value	
in the portfolio. Some of the initiatives include addressing 
traffic	 congestion,	 sight	 lines	 and	 flow	 to	 enhance	 the	
convenience offering, providing an eat-out and fast-
food destination for the community and the creation 
of an aesthetically pleasing design. SA Corporate won 
four awards for marketing campaigns launched at some 
of our centres, indicating the success of our efforts to 
keep our centres relevant. 

RETAIL PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

The retail portfolio delivered like-for-like growth of 2.9%. 
Although retentions of over 87% were achieved, the 
challenge remains to balance market-related rental with 
vacancies and the high retentions did not translate into 
positive renewal reversions. These were a negative 4.6%, 
significantly	 skewed	 by	 the	 downsizing	 of	 a	 national	
retailer from 11 000 m2 to 6 000 m2 at East Point. If this is 
excluded, the remaining renewals had a 1.8% reversion 
in aggregate and like-for-like growth that would have 
been	closer	to	inflation.

Market value per square metre in the retail portfolio 
increased by 1.5%, while trading density at our shopping 
centres increased by 2.4%. 

Retail vacancies by GLA were 4.1% at the end of 
December 2018 – relative to 3.1% at the end of the 
prior year. This was largely due to increased vacancy at 
East Point, Morning Glen Mall, Kempton Park and Umlazi 
Mega City. SA Corporate is well advanced with negotiations 
at Musgrave Centre and Umlazi Mega City and the 
redevelopment of Morning Glen Mall in 2019, which will 
substantially reduce vacancies. 

In our storage portfolio the acquisition of Vaxirox, 
the self-storage business, has provided a platform to 
roll out a self-storage rental business at a measured 
pace. The extent of our roll-out of storage at this time 
will be limited to existing shopping centres within the 
SA Corporate fold where we have dead mothballed 
space which can be unlocked and converted into self-
storage units. In addition, the Group owns two freehold 
properties, Erand (Kyalami/Midrand area) and Milnerton, 
with commercialisation potential. The performance of the 
portfolio in the current year has been below expectation. 
Management	 has	 identified	 a	 self-storage	 specialist	 to	
operate the day-to-day business and with the roll-out of 
a new online management system with the rebranding of 
the	brand,	we	are	confident	that	this	portfolio	 is	set	for	
future growth.
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EXTRACT FROM SEGMENTAL REPORT

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

Revenue  953 028  932 048 

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)  563 094  555 598 

Net property expenses  (10 623)  (1 770)

Property expenses  (364 481)  (341 165)

Recovery of property expenses  353 858  339 395 

Net property income  552 471  553 828 

Straight-line rental adjustment  36 076  37 055 

Headline earnings  588 547  590 883 

Segmental growth rates 2018
%

Rental income 1.3

Property expenses 6.8

Recovery of property expenses 4.3

NPI (0.2)

TOP 10 RETAIL BUILDINGS BY VALUE 

Property name

2018
value 
R’000

2018
GLA 

m 2

% of
 sector
 value

East Point Shopping Centre, Boksburg  1 220 000 45 346 16.7

Musgrave Centre, Berea  1 130 000 39 470 15.5

Umlazi Mega City, Umlazi2  685 000  36 181 9.4

Springfield	Value	Centre,	Springfield  493 000  20 317 6.8

Bluff Shopping Centre, Bluff  463 000 24 551 6.4

Morning Glen Mall, Sandton  337 000 17 470 4.6

Montana Crossing, Montana  330 000 23 225 4.5

Comaro Crossing, Oakdene  283 000 14 566 3.9

Hayfields	Mall,	Hayfields  272 000 12 114 3.7

Davenport Shopping Centre, Glenwood  205 000 8 348 2.8

Total top 10 retail1  5 418 000 241 588 74.4

Total retail1 7 283 850  364 801  

% top 10 of retail portfolio 74.4% 66.2%  

Total portfolio3 17 011 824 1 517 885  

% top 10 of total portfolio 31.8% 15.9%  

1.  Excluded from the total retail above is development bulk with a market value of R63 900 000 and a total area measuring 25 435 m².
2.  Ownership share.
3.  Excluded from the total portfolio is 49% attributable to non-controlling interest and development bulk.

Property review: Retail portfolio | continued
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ACQUISITIONS

Property 

Forward
 yield 

%

Purchase
 price 
R’000

Transfer 
date

The Oaks, Ermelo 10.7  105 000 Mar 2018

African	City	Mall	(final	phase),	Johannesburg	CBD 11.6  32 873 Apr 2018
 – Jun 2018

Total  137 873  

DISPOSALS

Two retail properties of R139 million, not meeting our strategy of being convenience offering dominating its catchment 
area, were disposed of during the period.

Property
Exit yield

 %
Gross price 

R’000
Transfer

 date

Atterbury Décor, Pretoria 8.5  86 786 Jan 2018

Rhodesdene Shopping Centre, Kimberley 8.8  52 000 Mar 2018

Total  138 786  

REDEVELOPMENTS

In repositioning our retail portfolio for sustainable 
growth, two properties require particular attention. 
The	first	is	East	Point	where	the	2	000	m2 food court is to 
be converted, also using common areas, into a 2 500 m2 
sports apparel store. It is exciting to introduce this global 
value sports brand in the space previously occupied by 
the food court. The latter experienced challenging trading 
conditions, in a catchment area with limited affordability 
for sit-down dining. It should be noted that this is 
contradictory to the extremely strong growth achieved at 
two fast-food outlets.

We are pleased with the progress we have made with the 
redevelopment of Morning Glen Mall, having secured a 
further grocer anchor and this has triggered substantial 
interest from other tenants. The upgrade and downsizing 
of the existing grocer anchor has been agreed. 
The redevelopment includes access improvements and 
improved vertical circulation which, in particular, will 
facilitate cross-trading between the two grocers, one of 
which	 is	on	 the	ground	floor	and	 the	other	on	 the	first	
floor.	 The	 current	 lift	 in	 the	middle	 of	 the	 centre	 is	 to	
be relocated, thereby opening the visibility in the mall 
on	 the	 first-floor	 level	 between	 the	 new	 grocer	 and	 a	
national	retailer.	New	façades	and	internal	finishes	are	to	
enhance the retail experience. The retail redevelopment 
has commenced initiating the migration of this shopping 
centre to truly be a convenience offering dominating its 
catchment area.

51 Pritchard Street

We are enthusiastic that this will be the dominant shopping 
centre in the most densely traded retail area, in close 
proximity to Park Station. This is to be achieved from the 
downsizing of a national retailer. We have already secured a 
national	grocer	to	anchor	the	ground	floor.	The	lower-level	
shops are to be serviced by escalators, such that we have 
a vertical circulation node at the entrance of the building 
which will then allow visibility of the grocer and the retail 
above, with ease of access and visibility to the lower-level 
retail. A gym has been secured for the basement level 
and we anticipate development to commence with this 
property early in 2019, having progressed substantially in 
terms of obtaining planning approvals from the city.

LOOKING AHEAD

Management will continue to focus on delivering strategic 
imperatives in order to resume the positive trend in retail 
performance, which include meeting changing consumer 
needs and behaviours, differentiating the value proposition 
by way of securing unique tenancies, providing supportive 
technologies such as Wi-Fi and furthering environmentally 
conscious initiatives which are income enhancing.

We anticipate retail lease renewal reversions to continue 
to	be	below	inflation.	Inflationary	like-for-like	NPI	growth	
is expected from the retail portfolio, albeit that we enter 
the new year with greater optimism, the need to ensure 
the competitiveness and defensiveness of SA Corporate’s 
retail portfolio has heightened.
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Property review:
COMMERCIAL  
PORTFOLIO

2018 AT A GLANCE 

Number of properties  
11 

Total GLA:  
55 241 m² 

Total portfolio value:  
R1.0 billion 

Weighted average discount rate:  
15.4%

Weighted average capitalisation rate:  
9.4%

Net cost to income ratio:  
20.1%

Average value per m²:  
R15 917

Weighted average contractual escalation:  
8.0%

Vacancies (as % of GLA):  
6.2%

Tenant retention rate:  
78.8%

Rental reversions:  
(1.5%)

COMMERCIAL SEGMENT AS A % OF TOTAL PORTFOLIO

% OF GLA

Commercial 4%

% OF MARKET VALUE

Commercial 5%

OVERVIEW OF THE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
MARKET

Portfolio vacancies have been contained by achieving 
a slight vacancy reduction at Green Park Corner as a 
result of aggressive campaigns and attractive rentals at 
negative reversions. Sandton, in particular, continues to 
have	an	oversupply	of	office	space	and	tenants	have	taken	
advantage of the opportunity to negotiate favourable 
terms. 

The strategy remains to reduce SA Corporate’s commercial 
exposure, as the commercial property market remains in 
a	downward	trend.	The	GreenPark	Office	Tower	continues	
to be challenged. Vacancies in Sandton exceed 20%. 
The Company has registered sectional titles at GreenPark 
Corner	in	an	effort	to	reduce	exposure	to	its	largest	office	
building. Furthermore, SA Corporate is in the process 
of	 executing	 office	 to	 residential	 conversions	 at	 office	
buildings at corner Old Pretoria and Alexandra Roads and 
252 Montrose Avenue. 

Progress has been made in terms of divesting from the 
office	 sector,	 with	 the	 disposal	 of	 two	 hospitals	 facing	
renewal risk which were sold to the operators, as well as 
two	office	buildings.	
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% BY MSCI TYPE OF VALUE

City	decentralised	offices 89%

Provincial	offices 11%

A list of the 2018 disposals is provided below:

DISPOSALS

Property
Exit yield 

%
Gross price

 R’000
Transfer 

date

22 Voortrekker Road, Vredenburg 8.8  78 500 May 2018

Lebombo Road, Garsfontein (Portion) 6.2  12 000 Jun 2018

28 Durham Street, Mthatha 8.8  86 500 Sep 2018

Total 177 000  

COMMERCIAL PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

The commercial like-for-like portfolio NPI growth of 1.7% 
was supported by strong retentions of 78.8%, off-set by 
negative reversions of 1.5%, protected by divesting of a 
number	of	 office	properties	with	 low	growth	prospects.	
Commercial vacancies by GLA have reduced to 6.2%. 

The commercial portfolio’s value per square metre 
declined by 3.7% to R15 917 from R16 532 over the 
previous year, further evidence of the declining prospects 
of this sector.

LOOKING AHEAD

Vacancies are expected to remain high within the sector. 
Landlords continue to offer substantial incentives to 
attract new tenants, from tenant installation allowances, 
rent-free periods of up to one year in the greater Sandton 
area, as well as rental discounts. Real business activity 
and	 a	 take-up	 of	 office	 vacancies	 are	 likely	 to	 remain	
subdued. It is our intention to mitigate the substantial 
downward	pressure	on	office	rentals	by	further	reducing	
our exposure in this sector. Management also continues 
to focus on tenant retention given these challenging 
conditions and low like-for-like NPI growth which is 
expected for 2019. We anticipate vacancy levels to 
remain at current levels.
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EXTRACT FROM SEGMENTAL REPORT

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

Revenue  117 923  128 889 

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)  91 653  96 945 

Net property expenses (18 435) (19 062) 

Property expenses (48 360) (49 682) 

Recovery of property expenses  29 925  30 620 

Net property income  73 218  77 883 

Straight-line rental adjustment (3 655)  1 324 

Headline earnings  69 563 79 207

Segmental growth rates
2018

%

Rental income (5.5)

Property expenses (2.7)

Recovery of property expenses (2.3)

NPI (6.0)

TOP 10 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BY VALUE 

Property name

2018
value 
R’000

2018
GLA 

m 2

% of
 sector
 value

GreenPark Corner, Sandton  349 000 15 660 39.7

1 Holwood Park, Umhlanga Ridge  113 000  7 504 12.9

12 Sookhai Place, Westville  24 400  2 513 2.8

Nobel	Street	Office	Park,	Mthatha  83 000 6 713 9.4

Garsfontein/Lebombo Roads, Pretoria  27 100  1 637 3.1

102 Essenwood Road, Berea  59 700  4 670 6.8

Cnr Handel and Crownwood Roads, Ormonde  52 500  6 131 6.0

21 Fricker Road, Illovo  52 000  2 800 5.9

252 Montrose Avenue, Randburg2 61 344 – 6.9

31 Allen Drive, Bellville  27 600  3 255 3.1

Total top 10 commercial1 849 644 50 883 96.6

Total commercial1 879 259  55 240  

% top 10 of commercial portfolio 96.6% 92.1%  

Total portfolio3 17 011 824  1 517 885  

% top 10 of total portfolio 5.0% 3.4%  

1.  Excluded from the total commercial above is development bulk with a market value of R24 541 400 and a total area measuring 
5 287 m².

2.  Under development conversion to residential.
3.  Excluded from the total portfolio is 49% attributable to non-controlling interest and development bulk.

Property review: Commercial portfolio | continued
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Property review:
AFHCO  
PORTFOLIO

2018 AT A GLANCE 

Number of properties  
62 

Total GLA:  
381 907 m² 

Total portfolio value:  
R4.0 billion 

Weighted average capitalisation rate:  
10.5%

Bulk to be developed:  
86 040 m²

Residential vacancy by GLA:  
13.4% 

Commercial vacancy by GLA:  
4.8%

Average residential contractual 
escalation:  

4%

Residential tenant retention rate:  
70.2%

Commercial tenant retention rate:  
62.6%

Average value per m²:  
R10 565

Average residential occupancy period:  
18 months

Net cost to income ratio:  
28.9%

AFHCO SEGMENT AS A % OF TOTAL PORTFOLIO

% OF GLA

AFHCO 25%

% OF MARKET VALUE

AFHCO 23%

OVERVIEW OF THE AFHCO RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY MARKET

Residential property accounts for 81.4% of the AFHCO 
portfolio by GLA, up from 75.8% in the prior year, largely 
due	to	significant	acquisitions	in	suburban	areas.	These	
include the AFHCO Calgro M3 joint initiative, as well as 
two inner-city developments that were completed during 
the	 year,	 Jeppe	 Post	Office	Residential	 (High	Rise)	 and	
Station View. 

The residential sector in the Johannesburg inner-city 
experienced a robust year, particularly when considering 
the challenges of 2017 and the resultant increased 
residential vacancies that arose. In 2018, residential 
vacancies stabilised, with AFHCO achieving its lowest 
vacancies in the inner-city in a few years, reducing to as 
low as 4.8% in August 2018.

Vacancies were 5.7% on average for 2018, down from 6.4% 
in 2017. Seasonal vacancies were once again experienced 
towards the end of 2018, with vacancies peaking at 
13.4% at the end of 2018, up from 7.3% in 2017. Vacancy 
calculated on number of units includes 571 units in the 
tenanting-up phase of the joint initiative with Calgro M3. 
Excluding the latter, the vacancy was 7.1%.

Rental escalations during 2018 were approximately 4%, 
with future escalations expected to be between 4% and 
inflation.	

Arrears increased from 2017, excluding the high 
percentage of tenants who pay their rent in advance. 
We believe the suppressed economic climate will continue 
to place pressure on overburdened consumers, however 
we do not expect arrears to deteriorate further in the 
year ahead. 
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EXPIRY PROFILE

OVERVIEW OF THE AFHCO RETAIL/COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY MARKET

Retail/commercial property forms approximately 18.6% 
of the AFHCO portfolio by GLA, down from 24.2% in the 
prior year, due to the contracted residential pipeline.

Vacancies by GLA of 4.8% at the end of 2018 were 
unfavourable from 2.1% in 2017, however the increase 
is not an indication of headwinds in the inner-city retail 
space, as the vacancy was attributed to a few large box 
spaces	of	low	value	on	first	floor	and	basement	levels.	This	
is	reflected	by	the	fact	that	vacancies	by	rental	 income	
were only 3.3%. The beginning of 2019 has already seen 
an improvement to the year end vacancies as the high 
demand for scarce, well-located commercial premises in 
the ever-densifying inner-city continues unabated.

The sector has demonstrated its resilience during 
tough economic times with key performance indicators 
remaining largely positive. Weighted average escalations 
for 2018 were 8.9%, with tenant retentions of 62.6% and 
rental reversions of 7.7%.

Residential

The residential sector has attracted a lot of publicity 
and interest over recent years, given the investment by 
several listed entities into the sector, and particularly 
as it is an asset class that has not been substantially 
represented in listed property funds until recently.

THE HIGH DEMAND FOR AFFORDABLE, QUALITY 
AND SAFE BUILDINGS CLOSE TO WORK CONTINUE 
TO MAKE THE JOHANNESBURG INNER-CITY 
PROPERTY SECTOR AN ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENT 
PROPOSITION.

The Johannesburg inner-city, in particular, remains an 
area of interest and high growth, evidenced by substantial 
continued investment into the area by the private sector 
and the commitment given by Mayor Herman Mashaba 
to turn the city into a construction site for affordable 
housing, amongst others. Given the continued rapid 
urbanisation	 taking	 place,	 and	 resultant	 densification,	
we remain bullish that the high demand for affordable, 
quality, safe buildings, and the desire for people to stay 
close to work and have access to public transport, will 
persist for the short and medium term at least.

AFHCO’s suburban portfolio has increased substantially 
over the past two years and is performing well. Careful 
attention has been paid to resourcing of the suburban 
team,	with	the	ability	to	let	units	identified	as	the	most	
critical element to the portfolio’s success. Increased 
competition may arise in certain quarters from large 
developers holding units for rental stock, as opposed to 
selling,	 to	 benefit	 from	 the	 stronger	 rental	market	 and	
the softening of the sales market.
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Coupled with this is the fact that TPN Credit Bureau have 
reported an increase in the number of people renting due 
to declining disposable income as the weak economic 
climate persists. The outlook in the short term is set 
to remain unchanged and therefore the rental market 
should	benefit	from	this	situation.	

The underperforming economy continued to place 
overburdened consumers under further pressure. Despite 
this, AFHCO delivered pleasing results and on the back 
of an extremely challenging 2018. This performance is 
expected to continue in 2019 and beyond.

HISTORICALLY THE PORTFOLIO HAD A STRONGER 
WEIGHTING TOWARDS FAMILIES AS TENANTS, 
BUT THAT HAS CHANGED RAPIDLY TO YOUNGER 
PEOPLE, AND SPECIFICALLY MILLENNIALS, WHO 
TEND TO MOVE MORE FREQUENTLY. 

The AFHCO portfolio as at the end of 2018 comprised 
8 705 residential units and approximately 70 862 m2 

of retail space, with the increase in residential units 
attributable to two completed mixed-use developments 
in	the	inner-city,	Jeppe	Street	Post	Office	(High	Rise)	and	
Station View, which added an additional 143 residential 
units to the portfolio, as well as the acquisition of several 
suburban	properties	which	contributed	significantly	to	the	
residential portfolio. No acquisitions took place within the 
inner-city during the year.

Executed acquisitions were less than anticipated as a 
result of AFHCO’s decision to refocus its pipeline, which 
saw the cancellation of the acquisition of 135 units from 
M&T in phases 1, 2 and 3 of Etude.

Executed acquisitions were: 

Units

Etude, Midrand 72

Fleurhof, Randburg* 102

Jabulani, Soweto* 147

Northgate Heights, Randburg 46

Scottsdene, Cape Town* 50

South Hills, Johannesburg* 377

794

*   Reflects AFHCO’s 51% share of the AFHCO Calgro M3 
Consortium.

The Group expects to take delivery of further units within 
suburban areas during 2019 in terms of contracted 
acquisitions, but is in negotiations to restructure the joint 
initiative with Calgro M3.

The anticipated acquisitions represent a decline in the 
AFHCO pipeline as previously reported, as AFHCO will 
continue	 to	 refine	 its	 investment	 criteria	 to	 include	 the	
following: 

•  areas that have a proven track record; 

•  assured social stability; 

•  local authority commitment, including bulk services; 
and

•  conservative exposure to mitigate overtrading. 

The Group furthermore commenced with the sale of 
units in the Burgundy sectional title scheme situated in 
Centurion and will seek to divest of all 121 units held over 
time. This is in line with an earlier decision to exit the area 
due to excessive competition and high council charges.

The AFHCO student portfolio of circa 900 beds performed 
exceptionally well in 2018, with low vacancies due to the 
high demand and a constrained supply. The completion of 
the Mpumelelo building (formerly Sidelsky) during 2019 
will add a further 976 beds, thus effectively doubling the 
AFHCO student portfolio. Due to the shortage of quality 
student accommodation and the location of Mpumelelo, 
AFHCO is well placed to deliver on this promising 
asset class.

Retail 

AFHCO’s inner-city retail portfolio is expected to perform 
well in 2019 and beyond as a result of substantial 
continued investment, as well as due to the limited 
availability of premises. 

Albeit that contracted escalations for 2018 approximated 
8.9%, we do believe that over time these escalations 
will	migrate	closer	towards	inflation	given	the	high	rental	
rates achieved in some quarters.

Vacancies are expected to remain low throughout 2019 
as well.

RETAIL/COMMERCIAL AFHCO PORTFOLIO 
PERFORMANCE

Performance area
2018

%
2017

%

Vacancies by % of GLA 4.8 2.1

Tenant retentions 62.6 70.2

Rental reversions 7.7 0.2

Expense ratio 40.8 39.3 

Property review: AFHCO portfolio | continued
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EXPIRY PROFILE — AFHCO RESIDENTIAL

The	residential	expiry	profile	reflects	the	nature	of	residential	leases	in	that	these	leases	are	subject	to	the	Consumer	
Protection Act (“CPA”) and are cancellable on 20 business days’ notice, subject to a reasonable penalty being charged. 
Whilst 12-month leases are concluded in the majority of cases, with the exception of student leases where 10-month 
leases are typical, these leases convert to monthly leases after 12 months. In reality, all leases are effectively monthly 
leases due to the CPA. AFHCO’s average tenancy is, however, approximately 18 months at present.

EXPIRY PROFILE — AFHCO RETAIL/COMMERCIAL

The	retail	expiry	profile	has	remained	largely	unchanged	from	2017,	with	approximately	73%	of	leases	expiring	in	2020	
and beyond. Leases expiring in the short term are largely expected to be renewed, alternatively retenanted. 

EXTRACT FROM SEGMENTAL REPORT

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

Revenue  604 827  437 652 

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)  501 236  331 541 

Net property expenses  (144 688) (67 487) 

Property expenses (245 650) (170 986) 

Recovery of property expenses  100 962  103 499 

Net property income  356 548  264 054 

Straight-line rental adjustment  2 629  2 612 

Headline earnings  359 177  266 666 

Segmental growth rates
2018

%

Rental income 51.2

Property expenses 43.7

Recovery of property expenses (2.5)

NPI 35.0
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TOP 10 AFHCO BUILDINGS BY VALUE 

Property name

2018
value 
R’000

2018
GLA 

m 2

% of
 sector
 value

120 End Street, Doornfontein  326 000 33 644  8.1 

Calderwood, Boksburg  168 800  20 032  4.2 

Newgate, Newtown  156 700  12 716  3.9 

South Hills, Johannesburg  501 382 23 878  12.4 

Jeppe	Post	Office,	Johannesburg 211 343 16 041  5.2 

Greatermans, Johannesburg  126 900  12 387  3.1 

Frank & Hirsch & Merchandise Centre, Johannesburg  113 800  10 255  2.8 

Atkinson House, Johannesburg  110 300 8 795  2.7 

Mpumelelo (formerly Sidelsky), Doornfontein2 – – 0.0

Jabulani Lifestyle Estate, Soweto  108 177 5 875  2.7 

Total top 10 AFHCO1 1 823 402 143 623 45.1

Total AFHCO1  4 034 893  381 907 

% top 10 of AFHCO portfolio 45.1% 37.6%

Total portfolio 17 011 824  1 517 885 

% top 10 of total portfolio 10.7% 9.5%

1.  Excluded from the total above is development bulk with a market value of R298 517 300 and a total area measuring 86 040 m2 and 
49% attributable to non-controlling interest amounting to R361 716 530.

2.  Under development with a bulk value of R188 889 000.

DEVELOPMENTS

Two developments are expected to be completed during 
2019 which would further strengthen the residential, 
student and retail portfolios.

Jeppe Street Post Office, Johannesburg

Situated in the heart of the inner-city in a high pedestrian 
node adjacent to the South Gauteng High Court, 
the redevelopment of Phase 2 (retail) and Phase 3 
(residential) of this Heritage building is expected to be 
completed during 2019. 

With Phase 1 having been substantially completed in the 
last quarter of 2018, Phase 2 will be the redevelopment 
of the retail portion of the building situated on the ground 
and	 first	 floors	 of	 the	 low-rise	 building.	 Approximately	
30% of Phase 2 was completed during 2018 and a grocer 
took occupation of approximately 2 300 m² in July 2018. 
The introduction of another grocer to the inner-city 
demonstrates a desire by national grocers to participate in 
the	highly	densified	environment	that	the	inner-city	offers,	
with trading densities superior to that experienced in 
traditional malls or convenience centres. In turn, the quality 
grocery offering provides much-needed variety to AFHCO’s 
residential tenants and other city dwellers alike. 

There are future plans to convert the vacant basement 
area into storage space for cross-border shoppers, given 
the building’s ideal location for such trade and lack of 
facilities currently available. 

Phase	 3	 will	 see	 floors	 2	 to	 5	 of	 the	 low-rise	 building	
converted into approximately 382 units comprising 
bachelor, one, and two-bedroom units, similar in nature 
to the units constructed in Phase 1. Demolition work on 
Phase 3 commenced in late 2018.

Property review: AFHCO portfolio | continued
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Mpumelelo (formerly Sidelsky), End Street 
Precinct, Doornfontein

Development	of	this	brownfields	site	into	a	purpose-built	
15-storey high-rise student accommodation building 
started in 2017 and is expected to be completed during 
the second quarter of 2019, with phased handover having 
commenced in late February 2019. Once complete, 
the building will house some 976 student beds in 
232 apartments.

Mpumelelo will offer world-class facilities at affordable 
rentals akin to those offered abroad at top universities. 
The offering will include quality rooms with furniture 
provided,	 free	 uncapped	 internet	 access,	 five	 study	
rooms, a computer room, a lecture room, canteen with 
hot meals served, dining areas, vending machines, 
recreational areas with pool and foosball tables, gym, 
TV room, cinema room, games room, laundry room, 
outdoor braai facilities, outdoor open-air relaxation areas 
and more. Mpumelelo will offer an environment that is 
conducive to learning.

The building is strategically located within the End Street 
Precinct, adjacent to several of AFHCO’s other buildings, 
including 120 End Street, Hayani and Station View, and 
furthermore is near Frank and Hirsch and Khan Corner. 
Even more strategic is its location to the University 
of Johannesburg’s Doornfontein campus, which is 
within 500 metres of the building, with access via the 
Doornfontein Metro Station.

In addition to the student facility, approximately 2 365 m2 

of retail space will complement the offering for residential 
and student tenants in the area, with negotiations 
currently taking place with several national and non-
national tenants. The area will also see the introduction 
of a quality medical centre and accompanying pharmacy.

WE CONTINUOUSLY TRACK KEY STATISTICS SUCH 
AS LOCAL VERSUS FOREIGN TENANTS, AGE, 
GENDER AND AVERAGE TERM OF OCCUPANCY, 
TO KEEP ABREAST OF CHANGING TRENDS AND 
UNDERSTAND THE NEEDS OF OUR TENANTS.

State-of-the-art CCTV cameras will monitor the precinct 
which will be linked to a control room with armed response, 
to create a haven for those utilising the precinct.

The feasibility to redevelop the remaining buildings 
situated within the Doornfontein Precinct, namely 
Hartmann and Keppler and Rockey Retail, is being 
considered and a decision will be taken in due course.

LOOKING AHEAD

We	 remain	 confident	 that	 AFHCO’s	 existing	 portfolio	
and reduced pipeline will deliver sustainable growth into 
the future, albeit that new entrants are set to enter the 
market and competition will increase. 

AFHCO’s proven track record and managerial expertise 
stand it in good stead to manage the portfolio to deliver 
on the solid performance of 2018. 

We believe the residential sector will grow from strength 
to strength notwithstanding the short-term economic 
difficulties	 due	 to	 the	 defensive	 nature	 of	 this	 portfolio	
and that as an asset class it will deliver sustainable 
results. 
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Property review:
REST OF AFRICA  
PORTFOLIO

2018 AT A GLANCE 

Number of properties  
3 

Total GLA:  
62 269 m² 

Investment in JV:  
R1.0 billion (50% ownership)

Weighted average discount rate:  
11.5%

Weighted average capitalisation rate:  
8.5%

Vacancies by GLA:  
2.3%

REST OF AFRICA

% BY MSCI TYPE OF VALUE

Retail 80%

Commercial 20%

OVERVIEW OF THE ZAMBIAN MARKET

OUR ZAMBIAN INVESTMENT IS HOLDING ITS OWN 
IN A RELATIVELY VOLATILE ENVIRONMENT IN THE 
ABSENCE OF AN INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
DEAL AND WEAK FISCAL DISCIPLINE.

Zambia had one of the world’s fastest-growing economies 
for the ten years up to 2014, with real GDP growth 
averaging roughly 6.7% per annum. The economy is 
very reliant on resources (particularly copper) as well 
as agriculture. Growth slowed from 2015 onwards, due 
to falling copper prices, reduced power generation, and 
depreciation of the Kwacha. Despite a further moderation 
in the mining and quarrying sector in 2018, annual GDP 
growth climbed to 5.0% by Q3 2018, but is expected to 
moderate to 3.5% for the next year amid slowing global 
growth. Private sector activity has been muted, with 
higher fuel costs and weakness in the Kwacha weighing 
on demand. 
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EXPIRY PROFILE
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REST OF AFRICA COMMERCIAL EXPIRY PROFILE

BUILDINGS BY VALUE 

Property name

2018
property 

value 
R’000*

2018
GLA 

m 2

% of
 sector
 value

East Park Mall 670 347  34 999  67.0 

Acacia	Office	Park 198 342  12 564  19.8 

Jacaranda Mall 131 774  14 706 13.2

Total Rest of Africa 1 000 463 62 269 100.0

*  SA Corporate’s 50% ownership. The investment is a joint venture which has been equity accounted in SA Corporate’s Group Annual 
Financial Statements. 

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE
East Park Mall’s vacancy was a negligible 0.4% at the end 
of 2018. The mall has achieved consistent low vacancy 
due to high demand for the increasingly dominant retail 
node. 72% of expiring leases were retained in the year 
with only a single lease of 467 m2 not being retained. 
Whilst renewal reversions were -9%, if a single large 
over-let lease was excluded the lease renewal on all the 
other leases was +3%. Rentals for all but one lease are 
indexed in US Dollars and income growth is approximating 
US	inflation.	

Vacancy	at	Acacia	Office	Park	was	substantially	reduced	
and was only 1.1% on 31 December 2018. This was 
achieved by extending a national bank’s leased premises 
to incorporate the majority of vacant space. This did, 
however, need to be very competitively priced, resulting 
in a -24% renewal reversion for the space previously 
occupied.	 100%	 of	 all	 leases	 expiring	 at	 Acacia	 Office	
Park were renewed with existing tenants in 2018.

With consistent leasing of space vacated by national 
retailer at Jacaranda Mall in Ndola vacancy was reduced 

to 6.8% at the end of the 2018 year. Improved tenant 
mix contributed to strong tenant retention with all 100% 
of expiring leases being renewed. Furthermore, a high 
renewal reversion of 10% was achieved on the expiring 
leases as a consequence of the improved tenant mix.

LOOKING AHEAD

The growth rate of the Zambian economy is expected 
to decrease, with growth of approximately 3% to 4% 
expected for 2019 and 2020. The Zambian Government 
is expected to increase mining duties in an effort to curb 
the burgeoning public debt. 

We can expect continued robust performance from 
East	 Park	 Mall,	 being	 the	 flagship	 of	 the	 Zambian	
investment, as it continues to establish itself as the 
dominant retail mall offering in Lusaka. The retenanting 
of Jacaranda Mall in Ndola has shown considerable 
success and the enhanced tenant mix has contributed to 
the	 centre’s	 ongoing	 attractiveness.	 Acacia	 Office	 Park	
currently has negligible vacancy with a quality tenant mix 
of substantially blue-chip tenants. 
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Governance and compliance

APPLICATION OF KING IV
SA Corporate is committed to applying the principles 
of the King IV Report which was published by the King 
Committee on 1 November 2016 and became effective 
in	 respect	 of	 financial	 years	 commencing	 on	 or	 after	
1 April 2017. The JSE issued amendments to the JSE 
Listings Requirements relating to the application of 
King IV with an effective date of 1 October 2017. 

In applying the recommendations of King IV the Board 
seeks to achieve the following governance outcomes:

• An ethical culture

• Good performance

• Effective control

• Legitimacy

The Board, through Management, assesses SA Corporate’s 
compliance with every principle of King IV. The Board is 
satisfied	that	the	Group	complies	with	all	 the	corporate	
governance requirements applicable to listed entities as 
set out in section 3.84 of the JSE Listings Requirements.

In line with King IV’s “apply and explain” approach the 
Company discloses the extent to which SA Corporate 
applies the King IV principles. This disclosure is available 
on the Group’s website at www.sacorporatefund.co.za .

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AND CORPORATE 
CITIZENSHIP
The Board is the custodian of the Group’s ethical 
leadership and corporate governance and its responsibility 
in this regard is set out in the Board charter. Further, 
a code of ethics is in place which requires all Directors 
and employees to apply moral standards in all business 
dealings. This includes standards of good, right and fair 
conduct which are supported by the Company’s values. 
The code outlines guidelines on stakeholder engagement 
and is supported by a code of conduct and various policies 
and	procedures	relating	to	specific	matters.	Directors	are	
required	to	annually	confirm	compliance	with	the	codes	of	
ethics and conduct. King IV Pr1

The codes are reinforced in the values of the Group, which 
are integrity, respect, accountability and innovation. 
The values are integrated into the performance 
management process and shape the way the Group 
behaves and conducts business.

The codes of ethics and conduct are available on the 
Group’s website at www.sacorporatefund.co.za/index.
php/about-us/corporategovernance#moi-charters-
policies-and-checklists . Both policies are planned to 
be reviewed in 2019.

SA Corporate subscribes to the Deloitte Tip-offs 
Anonymous fraud and ethics hotline which enables 
Directors, employees, suppliers and other parties to 
report irregular and unethical behaviour without fear of 
retribution or victimisation. Reports received are tabled 
at the Risk and Compliance Committee meetings for 
discussion and are investigated and actioned by the 
Board, as required.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD 

The Board is guided by a charter that has been aligned 
with the principles of good governance as set out in 
King IV. It sets out rules for its composition, frequency 
of meetings, the roles and responsibilities of the Board 
(including those of individual Directors), the establishment 
of Committees, policies and procedures to be adopted, 
Directors’ fees and performance appraisals. 

The principles of good governance make allowance for 
the	 specific	 responsibilities	 to	 be	 discharged	 by	 Board	
members collectively, while at all times acting in the best 
interests of the Group. An approvals framework sets out 
matters reserved for the Board and those delegated to 
Committees and Management. The approvals framework 
applies to the Group as a whole including all subsidiaries 
and the JVs in which the Group has an interest. 

King IV Pr16

The	 Board	 is	 satisfied	 that	 the	 delegation	 of	 authority	
framework contributes to role clarity and contributes 
to an effective arrangement by which authority and 
responsibilities are exercised. King IV Pr10

The Board reviews its charter annually and in 
December 2018 the charter was reviewed and approved 
by the Board. The Board has established an annual work 
plan to ensure that all its duties and responsibilities are 
covered by the agendas of the meetings planned for 
the year. 

The charter is available on the Group’s website at  
www.sacorporatefund.co.za .

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

The Chairman is an Independent Non-executive Director 
appointed in May 2013 and the roles of the Chairman and 
Managing Director are separate so that no individual has 
unfettered powers of decision-making. The Chairman is 
appointed on a biennial basis and his tenure is documented 
in the Board charter. A Lead Independent Director has 
been appointed and the role and responsibilities of the 
Chairman and Lead Independent Director have been 
documented. King IV Pr7
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INDEPENDENCE OF THE DIRECTORS

The independence of the SA Corporate Board is ensured 
by the following means:

•  The Board and all Committees are chaired by 
Independent Non-executive Directors.

•  The majority of the Board members are Non-executive 
Directors and all the Non-executive Directors are 
independent.

•  The remuneration of Non-executive Directors is not 
linked to the performance of the Group.

•  Non-executive Directors do not receive share options 
from the Group.

•	 	The	 independence	 of	 all	 Directors	 classified	 as	
independent was reviewed by the Nomination 
Committee in December 2018 against the King IV 
indicators, on a substance-over-form basis. 

•  The independence of Mr Ebrahim Seedat, who has 
served on the Board for more than nine years, 
was subjected to a rigorous review and the 
Nomination Committee agreed that he applies his 
mind independently and had shown no signs of 
untoward	 influence.	 The	 Committee	 concluded	 that	
his independence and judgement were not affected 
or impaired by his length of service and that he is 
therefore independent. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

As legally required, members of the Board must make 
full and timely disclosures of their other business and 
financial	interests.	Particular	disclosure	of	those	interests	
that	conflict	or	might	conflict	with	those	of	the	Group	are	
required.	Potential	conflicts	of	interest	are	appropriately	
managed.	 The	 Directors	 confirm	 these	 disclosures	
annually to the Company Secretary and the Board. 
Declarations	of	conflicts	of	interest	is	a	standard	agenda	
item and, in addition, individual declarations are made at 
each meeting and recorded in the minutes. If there are 
none, it is also recorded in the minutes. Directors adhere 
to	the	conflicts	of	interest	policy	as	adopted	by	the	Board	
and	are	required	to	annually	confirm	that	they	have	read	
and	understood	the	contents	of	the	policy.	The	conflicts	of	
interest policy is planned to be reviewed in 2019.

APPOINTMENTS AND ROTATION

The Nomination Committee is responsible for identifying 
suitable candidates and recommending nominations to 
the Board. Appointments to the Board are considered 
by the Board as a whole. Procedures for appointment 

to the Board are transparent and formal, and include 
background and reference checks. Appointments of new 
Directors	are	approved	by	 the	shareholders	at	 the	first	
AGM following their appointment. All Non-executive 
Directors have appointment letters. 

In terms of the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation 
(“MOI”), at least one-third of the Non-executive Directors 
are subject to retirement by rotation and re-election at 
each AGM. Directors who have served on the Board for 
more than nine years are required to stand for re-election 
each year. 

The compositions of the Board and the various Board-
appointed Committees are reviewed on an annual basis 
or when Directors change. Consideration is given to, 
amongst	other	criteria,	skills,	knowledge,	qualifications,	
diversity, experience and balance of power. 

DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECTORS

All new appointees to the Board are required to undergo 
the induction programme approved by the Board 
and managed by the Company Secretary. Directors 
are provided with all the necessary information 
and documentation to familiarise themselves with 
SA Corporate and issues typically facing the Board. 
Ongoing training and development include Sponsor 
updates on JSE Listings Requirements; site visits; 
attendance at investor presentations, seminars and 
workshops; formal training; and reading material 
circulated by the Company Secretary. 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

The Board evaluates its effectiveness and that of its 
Chairman, Committees, Committee Chairpersons, individual 
Directors and Company Secretary. The Company Secretary 
facilitated the formal questionnaire-based effectiveness 
evaluations for the reporting period. The evaluation 
reports were considered by the Nomination Committee 
and the Board. The overall conclusion of the reports was 
that the Board and Committees are functioning well and 
effectively,	with	a	confident	and	strong	team	of	Board	and	
Committee members. Although the overall results were 
good,	certain	aspects	of	performance	were	identified	that	
require	attention	and	action.	Deficiencies	or	shortcomings	
in performance will continue to be addressed in 2019 
through training, development and other initiatives. The 
Board	is	satisfied	that	the	evaluation	process	leads	to	an	
improvement in its performance. Performance evaluations 
are conducted at least every two years. King IV Pr1&9
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SUCCESSION PLANNING

The Board considers the current composition to be suited 
to the business of the Group. The Nomination Committee 
considers Non-executive Director succession each year. 
Overall,	the	Board	is	confident	that	it	has	the	right	level	of	
knowledge, experience and skill to ensure objective and 
effective governance and the depth of skill among current 
Directors to meet succession requirements. Where Board 
members retire the opportunity is seized to rejuvenate 
the	Board	based	on	skills	profiling	and	any	shortcomings	
identified	from	Board	assessments.

Similarly, the Committee considers succession planning 
for Executive Directors every year. Progress has been 
made in this regard and, where necessary, appointments 
would be made with that in mind. King IV Pr10

GENDER AND RACIAL DIVERSITY

The Board has adopted policies on the promotion of 
gender and race diversity and supports the principles and 
aims of gender and race diversity at Board level. It has 
set a voluntary target that at least 40% of the Board 
should comprise women and 60% of the Board should 
comprise black persons. These targets will be reviewed 
annually. King IV Pr7

Eight (80%) of the Directors are from previously 
disadvantaged groups. Five of the Directors (50%) are 
female, all of whom are from previously disadvantaged 
groups.

The	 Board	 is	 satisfied	 that	 its	 composition	 reflects	 the	
appropriate	 mix	 of	 skills,	 knowledge,	 qualifications,	
diversity, experience and independence. King IV Pr7

BOARD AND COMMITTEE CHANGES

On 30 October 2018 Ms Ursula Fikelepi was appointed 
to the Board, Investment Committee and Social, Ethics 
and Environmental Committee. Mr Ken Forbes retired as 

a Director at the AGM held on 29 May 2018, however he 
still serves as a member on the Investment Committee 
and the Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee.

The following changes were made in compliance with the 
King IV recommendations:

•  Mr Rory Mackey stepped down as a member of 
the Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee 
on 1 January 2018 to ensure that the majority of 
members are non-executive and now attends as an 
invitee.

•  Ms Antoinette Basson stepped down as a member of the 
Risk and Compliance Committee on 1 January 2018 
to ensure that the majority of members are non-
executive and now attends as an invitee.

•  Mr John Biesman-Simons no longer serves as an ex-
officio	member	of	the	Risk	and	Compliance	Committee	
with effect from 1 January 2018, as the Chairman of 
the Audit Committee is no longer required to be a 
member of the Risk and Compliance Committee.

•  Mr Arthur Moloto was appointed as Lead Independent 
Director on 23 February 2018.

DIRECTORS

Details of the current Directors can be found on page 22 
of this report. 

DEALING IN SECURITIES

A formal information and share dealing policy is in place, 
outlining the requirements for Directors’ dealings in 
securities. A Director may not deal in any SA Corporate 
shares without obtaining written clearance to trade from 
the Chairman (or the Chairman of the Audit Committee if 
the Board Chairman is not available) in consultation with 
the Company Secretary. A Director must not deal and 
must prohibit his associates and investment managers 
from	dealing	in	shares	during	a	closed	period	(as	defined	

COMPANY SECRETARY
The Company Secretary provides the Board and the individual Directors with guidance as to their duties, 
responsibilities and powers, and also ensures that all administrative requirements relating to the AGM, Board 
and Committees are met. The Company Secretary provides guidance to the Board in terms of risk, ethics, good 
governance and changes in legislation. 

Directors have unlimited access to the advice and services of the Company Secretary. The performance of the 
Company	 Secretary	 was	 evaluated	 as	 part	 of	 the	 performance	 evaluation	 process.	 The	 Board	 is	 satisfied	 that	
the	Company	Secretary	has	the	appropriate	qualifications,	competence	and	experience	to	perform	the	role.	The	
Company Secretary is not a Director and maintains an arm’s length relationship with the Directors. King IV Pr10

The Company Secretary also acts as Secretary to the Board Committees, monitors Directors’ dealings in securities 
and ensures adherence to prohibited and closed periods for share trading.

Governance and compliance | continued
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by the JSE Listings Requirements). Directors acknowledge that they have read and understood the contents of this policy 
annually. The information and share dealing policy is planned to be reviewed during 2019.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN SHARES

The Directors’ interests in shares as at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017 are detailed in the following table. 

2018 Beneficial shares 2017 Beneficial shares

Director Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

A M Basson 562 005 – 395 450 –

– 1 385 828 (FSPs) – 1 282 100

– 132 794 (CIPs) – 77 276

R J Biesman-Simons – 100 000 – 71 500

K J Forbes* – – 300 000 –

T R Mackey 1 492 535 1 541 253 945 433 1 541 253

– 2 413 048 (FSPs) – 2 248 108

– 163 677 (CIPs) – 491 031

J Molobela 76 117 – 51 117 –

M A Moloto 23 546 – 23 546 –

E S Seedat 72 000 – 62 000 –

Total 2 226 203 5 737 200 1 777 546 5 711 268

* Retired 29 May 2018. 

INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE

King IV Pr12

The Board appreciates that technology and information 
can create and unlock value in the business. Information 
and technology governance is the responsibility of the 
Board and this function is discharged through the IT 
Steering Committee, which is a sub-committee of the 
Risk and Compliance Committee. 

Bytes Systems Integration is the Group’s IT support 
and infrastructure service provider. SA Corporate has 
a software licence agreement with Broll to utilise their 
software. In terms of this agreement, Broll also provides 
maintenance and support. The payroll and related 
HR administration is outsourced to Greatsoft. AFHCO uses 
MDA as their property and accounting system and Atlas, 
which is an in-house residential leasing system. The most 
critical applications used by the Group are cloud-based, 
via the internet, ensuring that risks of downtime are 
minimised.

The key focus areas are: 

•  Formulating an IT strategy 

•  Implementing an integrated IT platform 

•  Developing a business intelligence tool 

•  Ensuring there is a robust disaster recovery system 
in place

There have been no changes to the directors’ 
shareholdings	between	the	end	of	the	financial	year	and	
the date of approval of this Integrated Annual Report.

FSPs: Performance shares awarded to the Executive 
Directors in terms of the Forfeitable Share Plan. Directors 
receive distributions on these holdings, but have to 
pledge 40% of the post-tax value of the distributions 
back to SA Corporate. These pledged distributions may 
be released or forfeited, subject to actual performance 
achieved on vesting. These shares vest after three years, 
subject to the Directors remaining employed by the Group 
and the meeting of agreed performance measures, the 
latter determining what percentage of the shares vests.

CIPs: Matched shares awarded to Executive Directors in 
terms of the Co-Investment Plan. Directors receive 100% 
of the distributions in respect of these holdings. The shares 
vest	equally	over	a	period	of	three	to	five	years,	subject	
to the Directors remaining in employment and minimum 
holding requirements relating to the underlying matched 
shares.

One-third of Mr Rory Mackey’s CIPs awards vested in 
December 2018 and 163 677 shares were transferred to 
his personal direct holdings.
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COMMITTEES

The Board has delegated certain functions without 
abdicating its own responsibilities to various Committees 
as set out below. These Committees assist the Board in 
discharging its duties and responsibilities. All Committees 
are appropriately constituted with regards to the skills 
and experience required. The Board may appoint 
additional committees from time to time to deal with 
specific	matters	that	fall	outside	the	scope	of	the	standing	
Committees. 

All	 Committees	 were	 satisfied	 that	 they	 have	 fulfilled	
their responsibilities as set out in their terms of reference 
for 2018. King IV Pr8  The Committees’ terms of 
references were amended to align with King IV and 
approved by the Board on 6 December 2018. 

Audit Committee
Chairman Meetings
R J Biesman-Simons* 8/8

Members
A Chowan* 6/8
G P Dingaan* 4/8
E Seedat* 8/8

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Considered and applied the JSE’s feedback on proactive 
monitoring	of	financial	statements

•  New accounting standards adopted in the current year

Future focus
•  Adoption of new accounting standards effective from 

1 January 2019
•	 	Integration	of	technology	into	the	financial	reporting	process
• VAT attribution dispute with SARS

Responsibilities
The Committee has an independent role with accountability to 
both the Board and stakeholders. Its responsibilities cover the 
following:
• internal audit
• external audit
•  conclude on the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal 

controls in the Group
•	 financial	reporting
• oversight of integrated reporting
• oversight of risk management
• combined assurance
•	 competence	of	the	finance	function
• other statutory and delegated duties

Risk and Compliance Committee
Chairman Meetings
E Seedat* 3/3***

Members
E M Hendricks* 3/3***
T R Mackey 3/3***

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Annual insurance renewal
•  Review of the risk management policy and plan and the risk 

appetite and tolerance levels
•  Review of the effectiveness of the systems and processes of 

risk management and compliance with laws and regulations
•  Review of the risk log and Management’s responses
•  Updates on litigation matters
•  Review of the approval framework

Future focus
•  Oversee the establishment and implementation of business 

continuity arrangements
• Technology and information governance

Responsibilities
•  Ensure that SA Corporate has implemented an affective risk 

management framework and processes
•  Oversee the integration of risk management into the strategy 

and business planning processes and day-to-day operations 
of the Group

•  Monitors compliance with all relevant statutory and regulatory 
requirements

Board

Chairman Meetings

J Molobela* 5/5

Members

T R Mackey 5/5

A M Basson 5/5

R J Biesman-Simons* 5/5

A Chowan* 5/5

G P Dingaan* 3/5

K J Forbes*# 3/3

E M Hendricks* 5/5

M A Moloto* 4/5

E Seedat* 5/5

U Fikelepi* ## 1/1

#  Retired 29 May 2018.
##  Appointed 30 October 2018.
*  Independent Non-executive Director. 
** Non-voting member.
*** Includes an annual risk workshop.

 See page 68 for further detail on the Committees.
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Nomination Committee
Chairman Meetings
J Molobela* 4/4

Members
M A Moloto* 4/4
E Seedat* 4/4

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Considering candidates for nomination to the Board and 

recommending that Ms Ursula Fikelepi be appointed
•  Reviewing the Committee compositions
•	 	Assessing	 the	 independence	 of	 Directors	 classified	 as	

independent
•  Approving Director changes to the subsidiary boards
•  Approving the tenure of the Chairman
•  Considering succession planning

Future focus
•  Re-election of retiring Non-executive Directors at the AGM
•  Performance appraisals

Responsibilities
•  Assist in ensuring that the composition of the Board and 

Committees in terms of structure, size, skills, experience 
and diversity are regularly reviewed, maintained at a level 
deemed appropriate and meet sound corporate governance 
practices

•	 	Identifies	suitable	candidates	to	fulfil	vacancies
•  Considers succession planning for Directors and key 

management

Remuneration Committee
Chairperson Meetings
G P Dingaan* 3/3

Members
R J Biesman-Simons* 3/3
J Molobela* 3/3
M A Moloto* 3/3

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Approval of business and Executive Directors’ performance 

scorecard
•  Approval of FSP vesting and 2018 issuance
•  Approval of CIPS vesting and issuance
•  Approval of STI
•	 	Consideration	of	Company	staffing	organogram
• Approval of the percentage annual increase for employees

Future focus
•  Review and approve the business and Executive Directors’ 

performance scorecard
•  Approval of FSP and CIPS vesting and new issuances
•  Review and approve STIs
•  Salary benchmarking for Non-executive Directors
•  Salary benchmarking for Executive Directors and employees

Responsibilities
•  Monitor the implementation of the remuneration policy to 

ensure that it promotes the strategic objectives, encourages 
individual performance and supports the Group’s long-term 
strategy and stakeholder interests

•  Considers the business and personal scorecards of the 
Executives and oversees and advises on the remuneration of 
Non-executive Directors

Investment Committee
Chairman Meetings
M A Moloto* 14/14

Members
R J Biesman-Simons* 14/14
K J Forbes** 14/14
T R Mackey 14/14
N Mbiza* 9/14
U Fikelepi*# 3/3

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Investment strategy formulation and implementation
•  Evaluation of investment opportunities
•  Approval and recommendation of property developments, 

sales, acquisitions and other investments
•  Reviewing property valuations
•  Reviewing portfolio performance, forecasts and budgets
•  Reviewing the property manager’s performance against its 

KPIs
•  Tenant concentration risk

Future focus
•  Monitoring developments in progress
•  Post-acquisition and development reviews

Responsibilities
•  The Executive Directors have authority to approve property 

acquisitions, disposals, developments, extensions and 
refurbishments up to R100 million per transaction. The 
Investment Committee has authority up to R500 million. 
Transactions and development costs above R500 million 
require Board approval.

Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee
Chairperson Meetings
E M Hendricks* 6/6

Members
A M Basson 6/6
K J Forbes** 6/6
U Fikelepi*# 1/1

Initiatives undertaken in 2018
•  Energy optimisation plan and savings
•  Carbon emissions
•  Compliance with environmental, competition, health, safety, 

advertising and consumer protection laws and regulations
•  Education, training and development of employees
•  Employment equity plan
•  Impact of the amended Property Sector Code on the 

Company’s B-BBEE score
•  To complete the school infrastructure
•  Discussion of stakeholder matters
• Allocate unclaimed dividends of over three years

Future focus
•  Developing a corporate social responsibility programme and 

budget
•  Improving the Group’s B-BBEE score

Responsibilities
•  Statutory duties
•  Considering and being accountable for the Company’s impact 

on the marketplace, the workplace, the social environment 
and the natural environment

•  Assist the Board in governing ethics

# Appointed 30 October 2018.
* Independent Non-executive Directors.
** Non-voting member since 29 May 2018.
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Audit Committee 
The Committee comprises four independent, appropriately 
qualified,	 Non-executive	 Directors	 and	 is	 chaired	 by	
Mr John Biesman-Simons. The composition of the Audit 
Committee is approved by the shareholders at each AGM 
and the Executive Directors, Financial Managers and 
representatives of the external and internal Auditors 
attend by invitation.

The Committee meets at least three times per annum 
and	there	are	also	confidential	meetings	with	the	external	
Auditors and internal Auditors at least once a year without 
Management being present. 

The statutory report from the Audit Committee in 
respect of the Group, including more detail on how it 
carried out its responsibilities, is included in the Annual 
Financial Statements which are on the Group’s website  
www.sacorporatefund.co.za . King IV Pr8

Risk and Compliance Committee 
The Committee comprises the Managing Director and two 
Independent Non-executive Directors, Mr Ebrahim Seedat, 
who chairs the meeting (he is also a member of the Audit 
Committee), and Ms Emily Hendricks. The Financial 
Director attends by invitation and assists the Committee 
with	the	functions	of	the	Compliance	Officer.

The Committee meets at least twice a year and holds 
an annual risk workshop. All the Directors of the Board, 
the Financial Director, General Managers and Asset 
Managers are invited to the Risk Workshop. 

Nomination Committee 
The Committee comprises three Independent Non-
executive Directors, Messrs Jeff Molobela, who chairs 
the Committee, Arthur Moloto and Ebrahim Seedat. 
The Managing Director attends by invitation.

The Nomination Committee meets at least twice a year. 

Additional meetings are scheduled if required.

Remuneration Committee 
The Committee comprises four Independent Non-
executive Directors, Ms Gugu Dingaan, who chairs the 
Committee, and Messrs Jeff Molobela, Arthur Moloto and 
John Biesman-Simons. The Executive Directors attend by 
invitation.

The Remuneration Committee meets at least twice per 
annum. Additional meetings are scheduled as required.

 The Remuneration Report on page 77 sets out the key 
activities of the Committee in 2018 and key focus areas.

Investment Committee 
The Committee comprises three Independent Non-
executive Directors, Messrs Arthur Moloto, who chairs the 
Committee, John Biesman-Simons and Ms Ursula Fikelepi 
(who joined the Committee on 30 October 2018), and the 
Managing Director. Ms Nontutuzelo Mbiza and Mr Ken Forbes 
(who retired as a Non-executive Director on 29 May 2018) 
remain on the Committee as non-voting members to further 
strengthen property experience on the Committee. The 
Financial Director and Asset Managers attend by invitation.

There are four scheduled meetings per year and additional 
meetings are held as required. 

Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee 
The Committee comprises the Financial Director and two 
Independent Non-executive Directors, Ms Emily Hendricks, 
who chairs the Committee and Ms Ursula Fikelepi. 
Mr Ken Forbes, retired as a Non-executive Director on 
29 May 2018, remains on the Committee as a non-voting 
member. The Managing Director attends by invitation. 

There are three scheduled meetings per year and 
additional meetings are held as required.

COMMITTEES’ FEEDBACK TO THE BOARD
Minutes of Committee meetings and written resolutions 
are included in the Board papers for information. 
Where minutes are not yet available, due to timing of 
the meeting relative to the Board meeting, the respective 
Chairpersons of the Committees verbally report to the 
Board on the proceedings of the meetings. 

The full terms of reference for each Committee can be found 
on the Group’s website at www.sacorporatefund.co.za .

BOARD MEETINGS
Four Board meetings are scheduled each year and 
additional meetings are convened as and when required. 
Meetings are scheduled well in advance, to ensure 
Directors are provided with the relevant information and 
documentation to prepare for meetings, enabling the 
Board and Committees to make well-informed decisions 
and recommendations. All Directors have unfettered 
access to Management and SA Corporate’s records, 
information and documentation.

Notes
1.	 	The	Board	or	respective	Committees	accept	a	justified	apology	from	Directors	who	were	unable	to	attend	a	meeting.
2.  The Company Secretary attends Board and Committee meetings during the year.
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Risk and opportunity management

The Board of SA Corporate assumes overall responsibility for risk management. The Risk and Compliance Committee 
(“RAC”) assists the Board in carrying out this function with input from the respective Board committees. Management are 
accountable and responsible for managing risks on a daily basis.

SA Corporate views risk management as the systematic 
process of understanding, measuring, controlling, 
mitigating and communicating risk exposure in order 
to achieve its objectives. The key risk management 
objectives are the following:

•	 	the	identification,	assessment	and	mitigation	of	risks	
on a timely basis; 

•  the provision of timely information on risk situations 
and appropriate risk responses; 

•	 	the	 identification	 of	 potential	 opportunities	 which	
would result in long-term sustainable distributions; 
and 

•   the enhancement of a culture of risk management 
throughout the SA Corporate Group.

The Board maintains an understanding of the various 
risks facing the Group and ensures that appropriate 
internal and other controls are in place to create a strong 
control environment to address key risk areas. The Board 
is	satisfied	with	the	adequacy,	accuracy	and	effectiveness	
of information distribution and reporting in the area of 
management and controls, but is continuously striving 
to	 improve	 information	 flow	 by	 further	 integrating	
its systems.

Risks are evaluated on an ongoing basis and each 
Board Committee reviews the risks within its area of 
responsibility. The consolidated risk log is reviewed by 

the RAC and the key risks are reviewed by the Board. 

Management	actions	are	 identified	 for	 follow-up.	A	 risk	

workshop is held annually and attended by Senior 

Managers, as well as members of the RAC and the Audit 

Committee. All Directors are invited to attend as well.

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY AND PLAN

The risk management policy and plan were reviewed in 

December 2018 and have been implemented throughout 

the business. The Committee also monitored compliance 

with the risk management policy and the Group has, 

in all material aspects, complied with the policy during 

the year.

RISK TOLERANCE AND RISK APPETITE

SA Corporate operates on a conservative to receptive risk 

appetite and the risk tolerance levels are assessed and 

set on an annual basis. Management, the Committees 

and the Board carefully consider the risks taken in the 

pursuit of opportunities. If the risks associated with 

an opportunity are outside the Group’s tolerance level, 

steps are taken to mitigate risks or the opportunity is 

abandoned. The Group’s appetite and tolerance for risk 

are mapped to the key risks within the business. The RAC 

reviewed the key risk appetite limits and thresholds, and 

the changes were approved and adopted by the Board in 

December 2018. At its November 2018 meeting the RAC 

agreed that risks are managed within the approved limits. 

BOARD
Risk and 

Compliance 
Committee

ManagementRisk	Officer

Board Committees
•  Audit Committee
•  Nomination Committee
•  Remuneration Committee
•  Investment Committee
•  Social, Ethics and 

Environmental Committee
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In	2018	the	top	identified	risks	included:

Key risk description and 
consequence Mitigation and opportunities

Inherent 
rating

Residual 
rating Affected stakeholders

1 Investment returns
Non-sustainable 
distribution growth (in 
comparison to the listed 
property section) could 
result in increased cost 
of capital and could 
negatively impact 
growth prospects. It also 
increases the possibility of 
a hostile takeover.

Mitigation:
•  The Board approves the strategy, which includes the 

investment strategy
•  The Board and Investment Committee oversees the 

investment strategy execution
•  Property transactions and developments are 

approved by the Executive Directors, the 
Investment Committee or the Board

•  The Investment Committee does post-acquisition 
and development reviews

•  Risk appetite and tolerance levels are reviewed and 
all transactions have to be accretive from year two 
onwards

•  Detailed viability and feasibility studies are 
undertaken

•  Portfolio performance reviews are done
•  Benchmarking against peers is done

Opportunities:
•	 	Converting	office	space	into	residual	property	offers	
an	opportunity	for	diversification	to	increase	yields

•  Converting vacant mall space into storage presents 
further	diversification	opportunities

Shareholders
Analysts
Providers of capital
Property managers
Employees
Outsourced service 
providers
Tenants
Communities

2 Cross-border transactions
Exchange	rate	fluctuations	
(the strengthening of 
US$, Rand and weakening 
of local currencies) 
resulting in reduced 
returns in income 
underpinning currency 
and increased costs.

Mitigation:
•  Yield guarantees and price adjustments
•  Interest rate swaps and hedging of currencies
•  Comprehensive due diligences

Opportunity:
•  Financing transaction in US$ or matching currencies 

at lower interest rates

Shareholders
Analysts
Providers of capital
Tenants
Outsourced service 
providers

 High risk   Medium risk

KEY RISK MATRIX

The risk register was reviewed in detail at a risk workshop held in November 2018. In addition, emerging and maturing 
risks	were	considered.	The	Board,	with	the	assistance	of	the	RAC,	has	identified	the	top	key	risks	that	could	impact	the	
ability of the Company to achieve its strategic objectives as set out below. Management is responsible for ensuring that 
these risks are managed within the appropriate appetite and tolerance levels.

INHERENT RISK RATING

LI
K
EL

IH
O

O
D

Almost 
certain

Probable Critical

Possible High

Unlikely Moderate

Rare Low

Low Minor Moderate Major Critical

IMPACT

1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10  
11 12

RESIDUAL RISK RATING

LI
K
EL

IH
O

O
D

Almost 
certain

Probable Critical

Possible High

Unlikely Moderate

Rare Low

Low Minor Moderate Major Critical

IMPACT

1

2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10  
11 12

Mitigating initiatives
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Key risk description and 
consequence Mitigation and opportunities

Inherent 
rating

Residual 
rating Affected stakeholders

3 Property market 
conditions
Increased vacancies, 
reversion and arrears, 
together with the inability 
to retain residential 
tenants, could result 
in poor performance 
compared to competitors 
and devalue assets, 
which may possibly lower 
investor returns.

Mitigation:
•  Debt collection and litigation process are followed
•  Arrears management is in place and alternate 

solutions are being investigated
•  Rehabilitation of tenants is actioned through 

payment plans
•  Tenants arrears over 60 days are handed over to 

attorneys where appropriate
•  For residential properties, community initiatives and 

engagement are planned

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Property managers
Tenants
Retail customers
JV partners

4 Property market 
conditions
Dependency on Eskom, 
municipal services 
and local governance 
might result in possible 
disruption of services to 
tenants and substandard 
property performance.

Mitigation:
•  Measurement of energy consumption
•  Expense management and benchmarking
•  Implementation of approved energy-saving strategy
•  Monitoring of cost recovery ratios
•  Installations of solar PV

Opportunities:
•  Alternative sources for water and energy offer 

the opportunity to decrease the dependency on 
parastatals over time through rain water harvesting 
and mobile generation capability 

•  More cost-effective and alternative sources of 
energy and water will also reduce the cost for 
tenants

•  Creating greater levels of greening

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Tenants
Property managers
Service providers
Employees
Retail customers

5 Capital and interest rate 
risk
Rising cost of capital and 
liquidity could affect the 
Company’s performance, 
with associated share 
price decrease.

Mitigation:
•  Maintaining relationships and communication with 

investors and lenders
•  Manage gearing and LTV ratios
•  Debt funding policy and framework implemented
•  Maximum borrowing limit may not exceed 40% as 

required by the Board
•  Bank LTV requirements were renegotiated to 50% 

on transactional level and 45% on global level

Opportunities:
•  The Domestic Medium Term Note (“DMTN”) 

programme was approved, which opens potential to 
broaden the sources of funding and create pricing 
tension

•  Possibility to venture into unsecured borrowing, 
offering	diversification	of	funds

Shareholders
Providers of capital

6 Performance of 
outsourced property 
manager
Tenant retention, 
collection and arrears, 
property maintenance and 
administration could all be 
affected.

Mitigation:
•  Performance of the outsourced property manager is 

being reported to Investment Committee and Board
•  The property management agreement (SLA) 

includes KPIs and allows for partial or complete 
cancellation in the event of poor performance

•  Structured approvals framework and delegation to 
the property manager’s roles

•  Internal Auditors conduct audit and reports to the 
Audit Committee

•  Property manager reports quarterly on their KPIs
•  Management mitigates risks unique to residential 

portfolio

Tenants
Property managers
Shareholders
Employees
Co-owners

 High risk   Medium risk
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Key risk description and 
consequence Mitigation and opportunities

Inherent 
rating

Residual 
rating Affected stakeholders

7 Human resources
The loss of key 
personnel and skills 
shortage could result 
in loss of intellectual 
property, knowledge and 
capabilities.

Mitigation:
•  A remuneration policy was implemented which 

includes business and personal scorecards as well 
as an incentive scheme

•  Personal development plans for staff including 
formal and informal training

•  Executives are all permanent employees with a 
three-month notice period

•  Management remuneration is benchmarked every 
three years

•  The Board composition is reviewed and succession 
planning is done by the Nomination Committee

Opportunities:
•  Well-motivated and trained personnel improves 

Company performance
•  Upskilling existing staff and promoting from within 

the Group increases economic transformation and 
staff motivation

Shareholders
Employees
Property managers
Tenants

8 Technology and 
information
Ineffective information 
and communication 
technology as well as 
management information 
systems could result in 
operational disruption and 
possible	financial	loss.

Mitigation:
•  Internal audit done on property manager’s IT 

control environment
•  Group’s internal data is being backed up 

to Vodacom’s datacentre in Cape Town and 
Johannesburg

•  Group is moving towards cloud-based solutions via 
the internet

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Tenants
Employees

9 Execution of investment 
strategy
Increasing complexity 
of SA Corporate’s 
business could result 
in a non-alignment of 
strategy execution, 
poor risk management 
and	inaccurate	financial	
reporting.

Mitigation:
•	 	Well-defined	and	documented	strategy
•  Governance structures and authority limits have 

been put in place
•  Comprehensive due diligence is done
•  Internal and external audits review controls and 
financial	reporting	respectively

Shareholders
Providers of capital
JV partners
Employees

10 Execution of investment 
strategy
Not realising the 
targeted return on  
(re)development 
properties and 
acquisitions, as well 
as development 
opportunities, causing 
poor investor returns 
on acquisitions and 
developments.

Mitigation:
•  Property transactions and developments are 

approved by the Executive Directors, Investment 
Committee or Board

•  Detailed viability and feasibility studies are done
•  Comprehensive due diligence is concluded to 

robustly stress test the information tabled from 
advisers and the internal assessment

•  Cost of capital is monitored carefully

Opportunity:
•  Alternative funding structures offers the opportunity 

to reduce cost and extend the term

Shareholders
Providers of capital
JV partners
Employees

11 Transformation
Business tenants lose 
rental	qualification	for	
their B-BBEE deductions, 
which could result in the 
loss of tenants.

Mitigation:
•  B-BBEE procurement has been included in the 

property manager’s KPIs
•  Monitored by the Social, Ethics and Environmental 

Committee
•  Employment equity policy and plan was developed 

and implemented

Shareholders
Property managers
Employees
Tenants

12 Compliance
Failure to comply with 
foreign investment, 
governance and 
contractual adherence 
could result in poor 
governance, breach of 
contract and possibly 
causing increased 
legal fees, as well as 
reputational damage.

Mitigation:
•  Robust agreements prepared by attorneys
•  Proper due diligence and audits are done
•  Security and guarantees are obtained from partners
•  Entering into JVs with credible partners

Shareholders
Employees
Tenants

 High risk   Medium risk
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The	RAC	also	identified	certain	factors	that	had	a	negative	
impact on the Group’s performance during the year:

•  sovereign rating downgrades;

•  weakness of the local economy;

•	 	negative	reversions	in	the	office,	retail	and	industrial	
portfolios and increase in residential vacancies;

•	 	financial	stress	of	retail	department	and	other	stores	
and drop in trading densities; and

•  political uncertainty and land invasions.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, REGULATIONS, RULES 
AND STANDARDS King IV Pr13

During	 the	 year	 under	 review	no	 significant	 fines	were	
levied for non-compliance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements,	 and	 there	 were	 no	 censures.	 No	 fines	
were levied for non-compliance with any environmental 
laws and regulations. SA Corporate was not party to any 
legal action for uncompetitive behaviour. No requests 
were received or denied for information in terms of the 
Promotion of Access to Information Act. SA Corporate has 
a complaints resolution procedure, which is available on 
its	website	and	at	its	registered	office.	

The risk of non-compliance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements	 forms	 part	 of	 the	 identified	 risks	 and	 is	
assessed and responded to on an ongoing basis. The RAC 
reviews the compliance report at every meeting and any 
areas of partial or non-compliance, if any, are reported 
to the Board. In November 2018 the RAC reviewed the 
effectiveness of the systems for monitoring compliance 
with laws and regulations, and the Committee was 
satisfied	 that	 the	 sources	of	 information	and	processes	
were adequate.

Key focus areas for the year have been to review the 
key risks, the risk tolerance and risk appetite and the 
effectiveness of the system for monitoring compliance, 
the Company’s B-BBEE rating, and provide oversight in the 
area of technology and information governance, which will 
continue in 2019.

ASSURANCES AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

The Group’s property manager, Broll, has its own internal 
audit function that conducts lease audits on client 
portfolios. The Audit Committee received the following 
written assurances from Broll for the year ended 
31 December 2018:

•  that the system of internal control within Broll has 
been designed to provide reasonable assurance that 
significant	risks	are	appropriately	managed	and	that	
the	 property	management	 and	 financial	 information	
for the Group emanating from Broll-online and other 
systems are accurate and reliable; 

•  that they have complied with the relevant laws and 
regulations relating to the property management of 
the Group; 

•	 	that	 the	 finance	 department’s	 resources	 involved	
in	 the	 management	 of	 the	 financial	 affairs	 of	 the	
Group have the necessary skills and experience to 
provide an appropriate level required of the property 
management	finance	function;	

•  that they have adequate control measures in place to 
deal effectively with fraud detection and prevention 
including an anonymous fraud hotline and that there 
had	been	no	financial	loss	to	the	Group	as	a	result	of	
fraud or theft; 

•  that there were no breaches or breakdowns in 
controls, procedures and systems during the year;

•  that, to the best of their knowledge, their staff involved 
with the property management administration of the 
Group have substantially complied with Broll’s policies 
and procedures; and

•  that all information needed by the internal and 
external Auditors was disclosed and provided to them. 

BDO	 South	 Africa	 conducted	 financial	 discipline	 and	
property management reviews at AFHCO and Broll. In all 
cases	 the	 findings	 were	 that	 current	 internal	 controls	
were adequately designed to mitigate key risks and were 
operating effectively.
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COMBINED ASSURANCE

The RAC evaluated the effectiveness of the systems 
and processes of risk management and concluded that 
these are effective. BDO South Africa provided a written 
assurance that existing internal controls at SA Corporate 
are acceptable and are therefore adequate and effective.

During the year the Group has not suffered any material 
losses and nothing has come to the Board’s attention that 

caused it to believe that the system of internal control 

applicable to the Group is not effective and that the 

internal	financial	controls	do	not	form	a	sound	basis	for	

the	preparation	of	reliable	financial	information.	

Based on the assurances provided by the RAC, Broll, 

BDO South Africa, the external Auditors and its own 

assessment, the Board believes that the system of internal 

control and risk management are adequate and effective.

SA	Corporate’s	combined	assurance	model	is	based	on	the	three	levels	of	defence	and	assurance	for	all	key	risks	identified.	

Board

First line Second line Third line

What is covered Risk management strategy

Tone at the top

Code of conduct

Risk appetite and tolerance 
levels

Management of risk

Compliant and risk-aware 
operating practices

Performance management

Clear and well-communicated 
risk policies

Effective controls and 
monitoring systems

Independent assurance and 
oversight of the effectiveness 
of risk management

Accountability MD

FD

Asset Managers 

Employees

Risk Manager and 

Compliance	Officer,	

Committees, especially 
Audit, Risk and Compliance, 
and IT Steering

Internal audit

External audit

JSE review

The	Audit	Committee	was	satisfied	that	the	combined	assurance	framework	appropriately	addresses	all	the	significant	
risks facing the Group.
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Remuneration report

The Remuneration Committee has pleasure in submitting 
its report for the year ended 31 December 2018.

BACKGROUND STATEMENT

Globally there has been increased interest by institutional 
investors and regulators in fair and responsible executive 
remuneration that is closely aligned with the interests 
of other stakeholders and equitable in relation to overall 
employee remuneration. In South Africa we have seen 
a strong movement for listed companies to adopt better 
remuneration reporting, shareholder engagement practices 
and to adopt appropriate remuneration policies that are 
well governed with clear targets and benchmarks. 

SA Corporate’s remuneration policy was approved by 
shareholders by means of a non-binding advisory vote at 
the last AGM held on 29 May 2018 on the following basis:

Approval of the remuneration policy 90.60%

Approval of the implementation report 99.94%

COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE

The Remuneration Committee (“the Committee”) consists 
of four Independent Non-executive Directors. 

As at 31 December 2018 the Committee comprised the 
following members:

Gugu Dingaan (Chairperson)

Jeff Molobela

John Biesman-Simons 

Arthur Moloto

The Committee held three meetings during the year under 
review and attendance is set out on page 67. The Managing 
Director (“MD”) and the Financial Director (“FD”) attend 
Committee meetings by invitation. The Company Secretary 
acts as Secretary to the Committee. The Executive 
Directors are requested to recuse themselves from matters 
concerning their remuneration. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The Committee operates according to formal terms 
of reference that are delegated to it by the Board of 
Directors and represents the scope of its responsibilities. 
The	 Committee	 confirms	 that	 it	 has	 discharged	 the	
functions and complied with its terms of reference for the 
year ended 31 December 2018, further details of which 
are provided in the Corporate Governance section of this 
report on pages 67 and 68.

KEY ACTIVITIES AND AREAS OF FOCUS
The key areas of focus and decisions taken by the 
Committee during 2018 were:

•  Reviewed and approved the business scorecard’s and 
personal scorecards’ scoring for the Executives for 
2017/18

•  Recommend the short-term incentive (“STI”) awards 
for the Executive Directors to the Board for approval 
and approved the STI awards for the remaining 
Executives paid in April 2018

•  Reviewed and approved the business scorecard’s 
and personal scorecards’ targets for the Executive 
Directors for 2019

•  Approved the performance measures governing the 
vesting of the FSP that were granted in June 2015

•  Approved the FSP awards of participants

•  Recommended an average salary increase of 6.5% for 
staff

•  Recommended the increase in the basis of Non-
executive Directors’ fees of 6.5% for 2018

•  Reviewed the outcome of the implementation of the 
remuneration policy and agreed that it is achieving 
the set objectives

•	 	Reviewed	the	mix	of	fixed	and	variable	pay	in	cash,	
shares and other elements, and concluded that the 
remuneration structure and range of variable incentive 
percentages for the different roles are appropriate to 
meet the Group’s needs and strategic objectives

•  Agreed that the incentive and retention schemes are 
effective in contributing to shareholder value

•  Reviewed the terms and conditions of the Executive 
Directors’ employment contracts

•  There were no changes to the remuneration policy in 
2018 other than the timing of awards

The future focus areas are:

•  Continue to ensure that there is alignment between 
remuneration of Executives and shareholders’ returns

•  Ensure that the remuneration philosophy of the Group 
rewards, attracts and retains the right calibre of talent

•  Ensure that we remain competitive with our peers 
when it comes to remuneration

•  Ensure that we continue engaging with stakeholders 
on our remuneration policies and philosophy

•  Ensuring fair and equitable remuneration for all 
employees
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OVERVIEW OF THE REMUNERATION POLICY AND 
PHILOSOPHY

The remuneration philosophy is to support the 
achievement of the Group’s strategic intent and 
objectives through attracting, developing and retaining 
talented people by ultimately aligning remuneration 
and incentives with the overall business strategy. The 
remuneration policy outlines steps to achieve this. A full 
copy of the remuneration policy is available on the 
website at www.sacorporatefund.co.za/index.php/about-
us/corporategovernance#moi-charters-policies-and-
checklists . 

The Group is committed to transparent and understandable 
policies which emphasise superior individual and team 
performance, and drive growth in distributions and share 
price which is sustainable over the long term and aligned 
with the strategy of the business.

The Group’s philosophy is to employ, effectively 
incentivise and seek to retain, through appropriate 
remuneration structures and a conducive working 
environment, the highest calibre of employees who 
form the foundation of the Group’s success. Further, 
remuneration structures should be designed to promote 
a nimble and entrepreneurial culture, which enables and 
encourages superior business performance which the 
remuneration structures are designed to reward.

Accordingly, the Group will aim to position total guaranteed 
packages initially towards the median of “the market” 
and ultimately at the median, with superior/stretch 
performance by employees enabling total remuneration 
to exceed median level. 

Remuneration of Executives and Senior Managers is 
based on a number of core principles, namely:

Sustainable value creation

•  Remuneration to Executives should be fair and 
responsible.

•  Remuneration policies and practices relating to 
Executives must be designed to create sustainable 
value for the Group over the long term, through the 
rewarding of behaviour that achieves the strategic 
objectives of the Group.

•  The payout of the majority of variable incentives 
should be dependent on sustained performance over 
the long term, measured against appropriate stretch 
targets	and	verifiable	performance	conditions	set	by	
the Remuneration Committee.

Appropriate pay mix

•  Remuneration should be delivered in the form of an 
appropriate	pay	mix	between	fixed	and	variable	pay,	
both short and long term.

•  The pay mix should take into account all relevant 
factors and represent a balanced remuneration mix 
in line with individuals’ grades and seniority, whilst 
considering	the	Group’s	financial	constraints.

•  The elements of remuneration forming the pay mix 
should take into consideration the risk tolerance of 
the Group and should not encourage behaviour which 
is contrary to the risk appetite of the Group.

•  The on-target pay mix for the MD and FD are as 
follows:

PAY MIX

36% Total guarantee pay 45%

28% Short term incentives 22%

36% Long term incentives 33%

FD  
ON-TARGET 

PAY MIX

MD  
ON-TARGET 

PAY MIX

TGP – Total guaranteed pay 
STI – Short term incentives 
LTI – Long term incentives

The	 lower	 fixed	 pay	 portion	 and	 higher	 variable	 pay	
portion introduced in 2014 drives reward for performance, 
rather than guaranteed reward, which is in line with good 
practice and local and global trends in remuneration.

Transparent alignment of remuneration

•  Remuneration should be transparently aligned with 
overall corporate strategy, pay policies for other 
employees, as well as the overall cost to shareholders.

•  Remuneration should be appropriate in terms of 
overall Group performance.

•  Regular and transparent dialogue/engagement with 
shareholders surrounding remuneration matters 
should be maintained.
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Regular annual review

•  All remuneration elements are assessed and analysed annually by the Remuneration Committee to determine that 
they remain competitive and appropriate.

•  Variable pay targets are closely considered for each allocation in terms of the short-term and long-term incentives 
and, where appropriate, the risk-based monitoring of bonus pools and long-term incentives are undertaken by the 
Remuneration Committee.

•  Short-term and long-term incentives are regularly reviewed to ensure that they continue to provide shareholder 
value and to motivate employees appropriately.

•  The quantum of Executives’ and Senior Management’s remuneration is internally benchmarked to ensure that it 
remains appropriate in terms of market comparators.

COMPONENTS OF REMUNERATION

The table below summarises the elements of Executives’ and Senior Management’s remuneration which have been applied 
since	the	first	approval	of	the	Remuneration	Policy	and	the	Forfeitable	Share	Incentive	Plan	in	December	2015.	

Elements of remuneration Purpose Description

Fixed Total guaranteed 
pay (“TGP”)

Ensures that employees 
are compensated at 
market-related values 
that form the basis of the 
Group’s ability to attract 
and retain skills and 
experience

TGP	 represents	 the	 base	 salary	 and	 all	 benefits,	
including, inter alia, medical, pension contributions, 
life	and	disability	benefit	cover.

Variable Variable annual 
short-term 
incentive (“STI”)

Creates a performance 
culture that rewards 
employees for achieving 
strong annual results 
against predetermined 
targets

All staff are eligible to receive an annual STI paid in cash, 
which is based on the achievement of predetermined 
KPAs.	The	business	scorecard	has	financial	measures	
with	a	75%	weighting	and	the	non-financial	with	25%	
weighting. Personal performance scorecards are based 
on the employees’ responsibility areas. 

STIs are calculated by multiplying an employee’s TGP 
with their on-target STI percentage multiplied by the 
business scorecard’s overall score (business multiplier) 
and personal scorecard’s overall score (personal 
multiplier). Each of the KPAs have a threshold, target 
and stretch level of performance.

The MD’s on-target STI percentage is 75% of TGP and 
that of the FD is 50% of TGP.

The STIs are capped at 200% of the on-target value.

Long-term 
incentives 
(“LTIs”)

Aligns participants 
with the interests of 
shareholders to drive 
long-term sustained 
performance and retain 
key staff

Under the forfeitable share plan (“FSP”) participants 
will annually receive an award of shares that are 
subject to forfeiture and disposal restrictions until the 
vesting date. 

An overview of the FSP is provided on page 80.
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LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
Forfeitable share plan

Participants Executives and selected Senior Management

Purpose and operation The FSP aligns participants closely with shareholders’ interests through the award of 
three types of instruments:

Performance Shares, the vesting of which are subject to predetermined performance 
metrics (“Performance Conditions”) and continued employment (“Employment 
Condition”), and which are intended to be used primarily as an incentive to participants 
to deliver the Group’s business strategy over the long term through the selection of 
appropriate and stretch Performance Conditions.

Matched Shares or Co-Investment shares (“CIPs”), the vesting of which are subject 
to the participant satisfying the holding of a minimum number of shares (“Minimum 
Shareholding Condition”) for the duration of the employment period, and which are 
aimed at encouraging Senior Executives to build up a shareholding in the Group and to 
align the real risk of Senior Executives to that of the shareholders. A participant may 
at their election dispose of the shares held under the Minimum Shareholding Condition 
at any stage before the expiry of the employment period. However, if the shares are 
disposed of the participant will forfeit their right to Matched Shares in relation to the 
shares so withdrawn.

Retention Shares, the vesting of which are subject to the Employment Condition and 
which	are	aimed	at	retention	in	specific	ad-hoc	circumstances	where	it	is	in	SA	Corporate’s	
and	shareholders’	strategic	and	financial	interests	that	a	specific	individual	is	retained.

On-target award levels In the case of the MD, the annual on-target LTI level is 100% of TGP and 75% of TGP 
for the FD.

Performance measures 
relating to Performance 
Shares

The Performance Conditions constitute:

Financial:
Growth in distributions relative to the SAPY index (50% weighting) and share price 
performance measured relative to the SAPY index (30% weighting).

Non-financial: 
Personal performance over the vesting period (20% weighting).

Performance period The Performance Conditions are measured over a three-year period, commensurate 
with	the	financial	years	of	the	Group.

Minimum shareholding 
requirement relating to 
Matched Shares

Participants will be required to invest a minimum of 50% of their TGP in shares. Provided 
participants meet the minimum holding requirement, the Group will reward holdings 
from 50% of TGP to 1.5 x TGP by one FSP for every three shares held and holdings from 
1.5 x TGP to 3 x TGP by one FSP for every two shares held.

Company and individual 
limits

The overall limit for the FSP is 3% of the issued capital. The maximum number of 
shares that may be allocated to an individual may not exceed 0.50% of the number of 
issued shares.

A full version of the rules of the forfeitable share plan is available on the Group’s website.
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EXECUTIVE EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

The Executives have permanent contracts with a three-
month notice period that does provide for balloon 
payments on termination. There are no restraint of trade 
clauses contained in executive contracts.

REMUNERATION BENCHMARKS 

Remuneration is benchmarked by independent remuneration 
consultants every three years. The next benchmarking 
exercise will be conducted during 2019. 

In selecting a comparator group for benchmarking 
exercises, companies listed on the JSE are sized according 
to the sector, EBITDA, total assets, turnover and market 
capitalisation. Companies with material foreign holdings/ 
income are excluded from the comparator group. The 
most relevant comparator peer group is the JSE Property 
Index (SAPY). 

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ FEES

Non-executive Directors’ fees comprise a combination 
of an annual retainer in recognition of their ongoing 
fiduciary	duties	and	 responsibilities,	 and	an	attendance	
fee per meeting. Directors who serve on Committees 
are paid attendance fees at approved rates. In addition, 
for additional ad-hoc meetings, Directors are paid a full 
fee if the meetings are two hours or more. Meetings 
less than two hours are paid half the attendance fee 
and for meetings less than 30 minutes no fees are paid. 
Fees for 2018 and 2019 are, according to best practice, 
based on a 50:50 split between retainer and attendance 
fees, which represents an increase in the retainer-based 
portion for 2018.

IMPLEMENTATION REPORT 
Remuneration paid
Total compensation paid to employees*

2018 
R’000

2017 
R’000

Total compensation paid 40 017 38 236

Total employees 191 194

* Excluding Executive Directors.

STIs paid to employees

2018
 R’000

2017 
R’000

Total bonuses paid 6 742 10 159

Annual bonus per employee 41 67

Executive Directors’ ratio

2018 2017

Average compensation 
paid to Executive Directors 
relative to average 
compensation paid to 
employees (excluding 
STIs and LTIs) 10.30 11.34
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BUSINESS SCORECARD

The business scorecards setting out the targeted KPIs and the Group’s performance against these targets are set out below:

For the year 2017 in support of STIs paid in 2018 For the year 2018

KPI Weighting Target
Target met/ 
exceeded Comments

Weighting 
target Comments

Financial measures 
75%

Share total return relative 
to peer group

17.5% SA Corporate’s total return against peer group (SAPY, 
excluding foreign holdings)

Partially 
achieved

Achieved the 24th percentile position 17.5% SA Corporate’s total return against peer group 
(SAPY, excluding foreign holdings)

Distribution 17.5% Comparison to approved budget Partially 
achieved

44.92 cps distribution for full year, which 
translated into 4.4% growth

17.5% Comparison to approved budget

NPI growth against peers 5% Comparison to like-for-like portfolio growth Exceeded 5.7% NPI growth for full year on like-for-like 
portfolio

5% Comparison to like-for-like portfolio growth

Recycling of capital 5% Recycle R250 million Exceeded R539 million of disposals 5% Recycle R250 million

Accretion achieved 
from acquisitions and 
developments

5% No dilution, unless approved for strategic reasons Exceeded Net accretion above target 5% No dilution, unless approved for strategic reasons

Optimal capital structure 12% Maintaining optimal gearing ratio 

Maintain appropriate hedging level compared to policy

Hedging tenor

Equity and debt raised

Exceeded Effective management of cash to optimise 
interest impact

LTV 32% at year-end

70%	of	the	debt	is	fixed

Tenor of 3.3 years

Raised R2.2 billion of new debt through a 
combination	of	equity	and	debt,	and	refinanced	
R1.15 billion expiry

12% Maintaining optimal gearing ratio 

Maintain appropriate hedging level compared to policy

Hedging tenor

Equity	and/or	debt	raised/refinanced

Vacancies 8% By GLA against peers for the traditional portfolio

By GLA against prior year for AFHCO

Exceeded 57% lower than peers on traditional portfolio  
10% lower than prior year on AFHCO portfolio

8% By GLA against peers for the traditional portfolio

By GLA against prior year for AFHCO

Arrears 5% Against arrears as a % of 12 months’ income Not achieved The arrears as a % of 12 months’ income did 
not meet the target

5% Against arrears as a % of 12 months’ income

Non-financial measures 
25%

ICT and systems 5% Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and plan Not achieved Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and 
plan is in progress

5% Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and plan

Building development 
pipeline

4% New pipeline secured with development risks and 
balance sheet exposure limited through structures and 
partnerships

Exceeded Completed and committed developments of 
R2.1 billion

4% New pipeline secured with development with 
necessary development risk mitigation

Transformation: B-BBEE 
strategy

10% Level 4 rating achieved1 Achieved Achieved Level 4 rating 10% Level 7 rating

Sustainability: Green 
strategy

2% Roll out and implement the energy-saving project plan Exceeded Energy-savings and solar plan completed and 
implemented with measurable savings

2% Roll out and implement the energy-saving project 
plan

Risk and governance 4% Achieve clean audit and compliance reports Exceeded Unqualified	audit	and	internal	audit	reports	–	no	
significant	findings

4% Achieve clean audit and compliance reports

100% 100%

1.  This was based on the old scorecard before the new property sector charter came into existence. Scoring based on 2016 with no room 
to improve as promulgated after the fact.

The overall weighted business score achieved for 2017 was 2.79 out of 5. The business multiplier and personal multiplier 
based on the business scorecard and personal scorecard respectively were used to calculate the STI awards for the 
Executive Directors, other Executives and Senior Management. These STIs were paid in April 2018. 
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BUSINESS SCORECARD

The business scorecards setting out the targeted KPIs and the Group’s performance against these targets are set out below:

For the year 2017 in support of STIs paid in 2018 For the year 2018

KPI Weighting Target
Target met/ 
exceeded Comments

Weighting 
target Comments

Financial measures 
75%

Share total return relative 
to peer group

17.5% SA Corporate’s total return against peer group (SAPY, 
excluding foreign holdings)

Partially 
achieved

Achieved the 24th percentile position 17.5% SA Corporate’s total return against peer group 
(SAPY, excluding foreign holdings)

Distribution 17.5% Comparison to approved budget Partially 
achieved

44.92 cps distribution for full year, which 
translated into 4.4% growth

17.5% Comparison to approved budget

NPI growth against peers 5% Comparison to like-for-like portfolio growth Exceeded 5.7% NPI growth for full year on like-for-like 
portfolio

5% Comparison to like-for-like portfolio growth

Recycling of capital 5% Recycle R250 million Exceeded R539 million of disposals 5% Recycle R250 million

Accretion achieved 
from acquisitions and 
developments

5% No dilution, unless approved for strategic reasons Exceeded Net accretion above target 5% No dilution, unless approved for strategic reasons

Optimal capital structure 12% Maintaining optimal gearing ratio 

Maintain appropriate hedging level compared to policy

Hedging tenor

Equity and debt raised

Exceeded Effective management of cash to optimise 
interest impact

LTV 32% at year-end

70%	of	the	debt	is	fixed

Tenor of 3.3 years

Raised R2.2 billion of new debt through a 
combination	of	equity	and	debt,	and	refinanced	
R1.15 billion expiry

12% Maintaining optimal gearing ratio 

Maintain appropriate hedging level compared to policy

Hedging tenor

Equity	and/or	debt	raised/refinanced

Vacancies 8% By GLA against peers for the traditional portfolio

By GLA against prior year for AFHCO

Exceeded 57% lower than peers on traditional portfolio  
10% lower than prior year on AFHCO portfolio

8% By GLA against peers for the traditional portfolio

By GLA against prior year for AFHCO

Arrears 5% Against arrears as a % of 12 months’ income Not achieved The arrears as a % of 12 months’ income did 
not meet the target

5% Against arrears as a % of 12 months’ income

Non-financial measures 
25%

ICT and systems 5% Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and plan Not achieved Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and 
plan is in progress

5% Roll out and implementing the ICT strategy and plan

Building development 
pipeline

4% New pipeline secured with development risks and 
balance sheet exposure limited through structures and 
partnerships

Exceeded Completed and committed developments of 
R2.1 billion

4% New pipeline secured with development with 
necessary development risk mitigation

Transformation: B-BBEE 
strategy

10% Level 4 rating achieved1 Achieved Achieved Level 4 rating 10% Level 7 rating

Sustainability: Green 
strategy

2% Roll out and implement the energy-saving project plan Exceeded Energy-savings and solar plan completed and 
implemented with measurable savings

2% Roll out and implement the energy-saving project 
plan

Risk and governance 4% Achieve clean audit and compliance reports Exceeded Unqualified	audit	and	internal	audit	reports	–	no	
significant	findings

4% Achieve clean audit and compliance reports

100% 100%

1.  This was based on the old scorecard before the new property sector charter came into existence. Scoring based on 2016 with no room 
to improve as promulgated after the fact.

The overall weighted business score achieved for 2017 was 2.79 out of 5. The business multiplier and personal multiplier 
based on the business scorecard and personal scorecard respectively were used to calculate the STI awards for the 
Executive Directors, other Executives and Senior Management. These STIs were paid in April 2018. 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

There	are	no	prescribed	officers	other	that	the	Managing	Director,	Rory	Mackey	and	Financial	Director,	Antoinette	Basson.

Remuneration for 2018

Name

Cash 
salary 
R’000

Retirement 
contributions 

R’000
STI 

R’000

FSPs 
vesting
 R’000

2018 
R’000

2017 
R’000

T R Mackey 2 293 363 1 672 2 482 6 810 9 959

A M Basson 1 761 278 1 133 1 416 4 588 5 975

Total cost to Company 4 054 641 2 805 3 898 11 398 15 934

The FSP awards vested on 18 June 2018 based on a 69.8% achievement of the performance conditions.

Summary of unvested FSP shares:

T R Mackey Grant date
Number of 

shares

Share price 
at grant date

 (Rps)

 Value at 
grant date 

R’000 

 Fair value
 as at 

31 Dec 2018* 
R’000 

 Full value
 as at 

31 Dec 2018 
at closing 

price# 
R’000 Vesting date

FSPs 17 Jun 16  759 480 4.91  3 729 1 278 2 552 16 Jun 19

FSPs 15 Jun 17  709 920 5.56  3 947 705 2 385 14 Jun 20

FSPs 18 Jun 18 944 248 4.54  4 287 314 3 173 17 Jun 21

CIPs 22 Dec 14  163 677 4.71  771 443 550 22 Dec 19

Total  2 577 325  12 734 2 740 8 660  

A M Basson Grant date
Number of

 shares
Grant price

 (Rps)

 Value at 
grant date 

R’000 

 Fair value
 as at 

31 Dec 2018* 
R’000 

 Full value
 as at 

31 Dec 2018 
at closing 

price# 
R’000 Vesting date

FSPs 17 Jun 16  436 065 4.91  2 141 734 1 465 16 Jun 19

FSPs 15 Jun 17  407 610 5.56  2 266 405 1 370 14 Jun 20

FSPs 18 Jun 18 542 153 4.54 2 461 180 1 822 17 Jun 21

CIPs 20 Jun 17  25 759 5.60  144 44 87 20 Jun 20

CIPs 20 Jun 17  25 759 5.60  144 33 87 20 Jun 21

CIPs 20 Jun 17  25 759 5.60  144 26 87 20 Jun 22

CIPs 28 Jun 18 18 506 4.32 80 11 62 28 Jun 21

CIPs 28 Jun 18 18 506 4.32 80 8 62 28 Jun 22

CIPs 28 Jun 18 18 506 4.32 80 6 62 28 Jun 23

Total   1 518 623  7 540 1 447 5 104  

*  Fair value at 31 December 2018 is based on achieving 60% of the stretched performance targets.
#  Full value at 31 December 2018 is based on complete outperformance and achieving 100% or more of the stretched performance 

targets.

No payments were made to Executives on termination of their employment other than their normal remuneration and 
accrued leave pay.
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ FEES

The fees paid for 2018 were paid on the basis recommended by the Remuneration Committee and by the Board and 
approved by shareholders at the Annual General Meeting held on 29 May 2018. There are no contractual agreements to 
compensate	for	loss	of	office.

Non-executive Directors’ fees for 2018

Board member
Board 
R’000

Audit 
R’000

RAC 
R’000

Invest-
ment 

R’000
Nomco 
R’000

Remco 
R’000

SEEC 
R’000

Other*
 R’000

Total 
2018 

R’000

Total 
2017 

R’000

J Molobela 366 72 44 4 486 634

R J Biesman-Simons 239 256 123 44 4 666 759

A Chowan 240 139 379 270

G P Dingaan 181 124 95 400 444

U Fikelepi (appointed 
30 October 2018) 61 34 12 107 –

K J Forbes (retired 
29 May 2018) 114 79 36 229 556

E M Hendricks 240 44 90 4 378 396

M A Moloto 191 238 41 44 6 520 678

E S Seedat 241 133 54 41 4 473 488

Total 1 873 652 98 474 154 227 138 22 3 638 4 225

* Ad-hoc sub-committees.

Fees for 2018 were impacted by the composition of the 50:50 split between retainers and attendance fees for meetings 
held during the year. The number of meetings and attendances are set out in the Corporate Governance section of this 
report on pages 66 and 67.

The	Committee	confirms	that	it	has	complied	with	the	remuneration	policy	for	the	year	under	review.	The	remuneration	
policy has been updated to record the measures to be taken by the Board if 25% or more of the voting rights exercised 
are against the remuneration policy and/or the implementation reports at the upcoming AGM to be held on 28 May 2019. 

I wish to thank my fellow Committee members and the Executives for their commitment and the valuable support they 
offer the Committee.

G P Dingaan
Chairperson of the Remuneration Committee
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Shareholder information

DISTRIBUTION DECLARATION 

Share code  SAC
ISIN  ZAE000203238
Distribution number  8
Distribution per share  20.52 cents
Declaration date  Tuesday, 5 March 2019
Last date to trade cum-distribution Tuesday, 2 April 2019
Shares commence trading ex-distribution  Wednesday, 3 April 2019
Record date to participate in distribution  Friday, 5 April 2019
Distribution payment date  Monday, 8 April 2019

Share	certificates	may	not	be	dematerialised	or	rematerialised	between	Wednesday,	3	April	and	Friday,	5	April	2019	both	
days inclusive.

DISTRIBUTION DETAILS

Six months ended
2018 
Cents

2017 
Cents

2016 
Cents

30 June 21.70 22.38 21.44

31 December 20.52 22.54 21.58

Total 42.22 44.92 43.02

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Cape	Town	registered	office		 Tuesday,	28	May	2019

DISTRIBUTION PLANNING DATES

for	the	financial	year	ending	31	December	2019	

Income 
distribution 
period

Distribution 
announcement

Last date to 
trade cum-
distribution

Shares will 
trade ex-
distribution

Record date to 
participate in 
distribution

Payment of 
distribution

6 months to  
30 June 2019 3 September 2019 1 October 2019 2 October 2019 4 October 2019 7 October 2019

6 months to  
31 December 2019 3 March 2020 31 March 2020 1 April 2020 3 April 2020 6 April 2020

Share	 certificates	 may	 not	 be	 dematerialised	 or	 rematerialised	 between	 Wednesday,	 2	 October	 2019	 and	 Friday,	
4 October 2019, both days inclusive.

Share	certificates	may	not	be	dematerialised	or	rematerialised	between	Wednesday,	1	April	2020	and	Friday,	3	April	2020,	
both days inclusive.

RESULTS PRESENTATIONS

Interim results presentation – Cape Town  Wednesday, 4 September 2019
 – Johannesburg  Thursday, 5 September 2019

Year-end results presentation – Cape Town  Wednesday, 4 March 2020
 – Johannesburg  Thursday, 5 March 2020
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2018 SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE AND TRADEABILITY

High CPS Low CPS Ruling CPS Shares traded
Value traded

 (Rm)

31 January 2018 502 483  502  52 825 925  260.67 

28 February 2018 518 459  468  205 823 236  1 046.73 

29 March 2018 489 468  488  135 280 489  655.27 

30 April 2018 478 468  478  101 078 607  475.86 

31 May 2018 470 420  463  91 304 639  428.72 

29 June 2018 443 430  437  111 372 795  503.89 

31 July 2018 450 445  448  81 066 873  358.48 

31 August 2018 443 435  438  149 141 337  662.27 

28 September 2018 418 409  413  128 024 375  536.86 

31 October 2018 400 390  397  86 945 888  341.78 

30 November 2018 396 378  389  61 798 758  244.47 

31 December 2018 379 335  336  72 627 351  264.72 

1 277 290 273  5 779.72 

SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE

Opening price 2 January 2018 (R) 4.85 

Closing price 31 December 2018 (R) 3.36 

Closing high for period (R) 5.40 

Closing low for period (R) 3.36 

Number of shares in issue 2 530 689 337

Volume traded during period 1 277 290 273

Ratio of volume traded to shares issued (%) 50.50

Rand value traded during the period (R) 5 779 712 128

Dividend yield as at 31 December 2018 (%) 13.17

Market capitalisation at 31 December 2018 (R) 8 503 116 172
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2018 SA CORPORATE SHARE PRICE AND TRADEABILITY

SAC value traded % volume traded
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SHAREHOLDER PROFILE

The major shareholders are set out in the table below as at 31 December 2018:

Number of 
shares

% of issued 
capital

Fund managers with a holding greater than 3% of the issued shares

Public Investment Corporation 615 332 711 24.31

Prudential Investment Managers 327 751 477 12.95

Allan Gray 273 947 463 10.83

Old Mutual Investment Group 210 436 338 8.32

Stanlib Asset Management 150 159 727 5.93

Momentum Investments 81 798 421 3.23

Total 1 659 426 137 65.57

Beneficial shareholders with a holding greater than 3% of the issued shares

Government Employees Pension Fund 588 400 324 23.25

Old Mutual Group 218 274 740 8.63

Allan Gray 210 316 621 8.31

Prudential 210 274 707 8.31

Stanlib 108 575 240 4.29

State Street (Custodian) 105 694 409 4.18

JP Morgan (Custodian) 102 633 185 4.06

Alexander Forbes Investments 98 888 921 3.91

MMI 94 357 907 3.73

Total 1 737 416 054 68.67

Analysis of shareholders by size of holding is set out in the table below as at 31 December 2018:

Shareholder spread (shares)
Number of

 shareholders
% of total

 shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of issued 

capital

1 – 1 000 1 188 18.19% 370 018 0.01

1 001 – 10 000 2 213 33.89% 10 877 033 0.43

10 001 – 100 000 2 346 35.92% 78 487 373 3.10

100 001 – 1 000 000 569 8.71% 188 232 454 7.44

Over 1 000 000 215 3.29% 2 252 722 459 89.02

Total 6 531 100.00% 2 530 689 337 100.00

Shareholder information | continued
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Analysis	of	shareholders	by	classification	is	set	out	in	the	table	below	as	at	31	December	2018:

Distribution of shareholders
Number of 

shareholders
% of total 

shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of issued 

capital

Assurance companies 52 0.80 113 125 160 4.47
Close corporations 60 0.92 5 360 507 0.21
Collective investment schemes 310 4.74 1 019 657 887 40.29
Custodians 73 1.12 274 689 963 10.86
Foundations and charitable funds 98 1.50 18 002 839 0.71
Hedge funds 2 0.03 1 025 390 0.04
Insurance companies 8 0.12 2 508 082 0.10
Investment partnerships 19 0.29 1 026 790 0.04
Managed funds 32 0.49 7 043 216 0.28
Medical aid funds 14 0.21 17 845 616 0.71
Organs of State 5 0.08 638 750 179 25.24
Private companies 143 2.19 23 453 322 0.93
Public companies 6 0.09 26 597 063 1.05
Public entities 5 0.08 1 555 155 0.06
Retail shareholders 4 745 72.65 78 756 754 3.11
Retirement	benefit	funds 206 3.15 224 692 866 8.88
Scrip lending 9 0.14 3 156 792 0.12
Share schemes 1 0.02 5 109 835 0.20
Stockbrokers and nominees 23 0.35 13 605 533 0.54
Trusts 719 11.01 54 726 332 2.16
Unclaimed scrip 1 0.02 56 0.00
Total 6 531 100.00 2 530 689 337 100.00

Analysis of shareholders by public and non-public holders is set out in the table below as at 31 December 2018:

Shareholder type
Number of

 shareholders
% of total 

shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of issued 

capital

Non-public shareholders 10 0.15 597 377 615 23.60
Directors and associates of the Company

Direct holding 5 0.08 2 226 203 0.09
Indirect holding 2 0.03 1 641 253 0.06

Share schemes
SA Corporate Real Estate Fund Managers 1 0.02 5 109 835 0.20

Holders holding more than 10%
Government Employees Pension Fund 2 0.02 588 400 324 23.25

Public shareholders 6 521 99.85 1 933 311 722 76.40
Total 6 531 100.00 2 530 689 337 100.00
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Glossary

AFHCO/AFHCO Group
AFHCO Holdings Proprietary Limited and its subsidiaries acquired 
by SA Corporate on 1 July 2014.

Antecedent distribution
When shares are issued part way through a distribution 
period, those shares are entitled to the full distribution on 
payment date. In order not to dilute existing shareholders’ 
distributions, new shares issued during a period are therefore 
required to contribute a pro rata amount towards the upcoming 
distribution, which they effectively receive back on payment of 
the distribution.

B-BBEE
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, No. 53 of 2003, 
as amended by Act No. 46 of 2013.

(BEE Black economic empowerment).

Bps 
Basis points expressed as a hundredth of a percentage.

Broll
Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited, SA Corporate’s property 
manager for its traditional portfolio.

CAGR
Compound annual growth rate.

Capital return
Movement in the share price expressed as a percentage of the 
opening share price.

Capitalisation (“cap”) rates
The interest rate or yield at which the annual net income from an 
investment is capitalised to ascertain its capital value at a given 
date.

CISP
Collective Investment Scheme in Property.

Closed period
A	closed	period	is	defined	in	the	JSE	Listings	Requirements	as:

•  the	date	 from	 the	financial	 year-end	up	 to	 the	date	 of	 the	
earliest publication of the preliminary report, abridged report 
or provisional report;

•  the	date	from	the	expiration	of	the	first	six-month	period	of	
a	financial	year	up	to	the	date	of	publication	of	the	 interim	
results;

•  the date from the expiration of the second six-month period 
of	 the	 financial	 year	 up	 to	 the	 date	 of	 publication	 of	 the	
second	 interim	 results,	 in	 cases	where	 the	 financial	 period	
covers more than 12 months; and

•  any period when an issuer, or any listed major subsidiary 
thereof, or any of their listed securities, are either dealing 
with, or executing actions, which in terms of the JSE Listings 
Requirements are considered to be price sensitive.

Corporate REIT
A Real Estate Investment Trust that is a company with shares 
listed on the JSE, and in the case of a conversion means the 
company that acquired the assets and liabilities of the CISP.

Cps
Cents per share.

Discount rates
A rate of return used to convert a monetary sum, payable or 
receivable in the future, into a present value.

Distributable earnings
Net income that arises from the core business of the Group, i.e. 
net rental income after expenses, including net interest expenses, 
but excluding all items of a capital nature.

Distribution
The distributable earnings of the Group as distributed to 
shareholders. The Company does not pay any taxation on its 
distributions and shareholders receive pre-tax rentals, interest 
and dividends on a conduit principle. Distributions are paid six 
monthly in April and October for the periods ending 31 December 
and 30 June respectively.

Exit yield
Income for the following 12 months divided by the sale price, 
expressed as a percentage.

GDP
Gross Domestic Product, being the total value of goods and 
services	produced	over	a	specific	period.

GLA
Gross lettable area.

Gross property expenses
The sum of property administration fees and property expenses.

H1 
First	half	of	the	financial	year.

H2 
Second	half	of	the	financial	year.

IFRS 
International Financial Reporting Standards.

Income (distribution) yield
Distributions for the previous 12 months divided by the opening 
share price for the year, expressed as a percentage.

Initial (forward) yield
Expected income for the following 12 months divided by a current 
value/price, expressed as a percentage.

Interest cover
Interest cover is calculated as the number of times that 
distributable earnings, before net interest and taxation, covers 
interest paid.

Internalisation
The economic internalisation of the ManCo of the Fund which 
resulted in the ManCo taking over the asset management function 
from Old Mutual Property.

JSE 
JSE Limited.

JV 
Joint venture in 50% of three Zambian properties.

King IV
King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa, 2016.

KPA
Key performance area.
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KPI
Key performance indicator.

Like-for-like portfolio
Properties in the portfolio that have been held for the full current 
year and the comparable 12 months in the prior year. Acquisitions, 
developments and disposals in either the current or prior year are 
excluded from the like-for-like portfolio.

LTV
Loan to value. Loan value expressed as a percentage of direct 
and indirect property investments (excluding straight-line rental 
adjustment).

ManCo
SA Corporate Real Estate Fund Managers Proprietary Limited. 

MSCI
An	 international	 investment	 research	firm	 that	provides	as	one	
of its products the listed SA property index, also known as the 
Investment Property Databank (“IPD”), used for benchmarking 
fundamental property performance.

Net asset value (“NAV”)
The NAV of the Group, expressed in cents per share, is the net 
assets of the Company divided by the shares in issue at the end 
of the year.

Net cost to income ratio
Net property expense (property expense net of recovery) divided 
by revenue (excluding recoveries).

Net property expenses
Gross property expenses less recovery of property expenses.

Net property income (“NPI”)
Rental income and recoveries less expense attributable to 
investment properties.

Nomco
Nomination Committee.

Non-controlling interest (“NCI”)
NCI is the portion of equity in a subsidiary not attributable to 
SA Corporate, who has a controlling interest and consolidates the 
subsidiaries’	financial	results	with	its	own.

OMP
Old Mutual Property Proprietary Limited.

Premium/(discount) to net asset value
The difference between the price at which the shares are trading 
and the NAV, divided by the NAV. A discount means that the 
shares are trading at a price below the asset value and a premium 
that they are trading above the asset value.

Property portfolio
Properties	identified	in	the	property	portfolio	on	pages	76	to	81	
of the Annual Financial Statements. The properties are held by 
the subsidiaries of the Group. The property portfolio comprises:

•  Investment property at valuation 

•  Property under development 

•  Properties	classified	as	held	for	disposal

Property Sector Charter (“PSC”)
A transformation charter, published in the Government Gazette 
in June 2012 in terms of section 9(1) of the Broad-Based Black 
Economic Empowerment Act, No. 53 of 2003 was replaced by the 
Amended Property Sector Code, published on 7 June 2017.

Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4
The	four	quarters	of	the	financial	year.

RAC
Risk and Compliance Committee.

REIT
Real Estate Investment Trust, which is an investment vehicle that 
invests	in,	and	derives	income	from,	real	estate	properties.	Profits	
are taxed in the hands of investors.

Remco
Remuneration Committee.

SA Corporate or the Group
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited or the Company and its 
subsidiaries and prior to the REIT conversion, SA Corporate Real 
Estate Fund (“the Fund”) and its subsidiaries.

SAPY/J253
JSE SA Property Index.

SEEC
Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee.

Straight-line rental adjustment
An accounting adjustment required in terms of IFRS to smooth 
fixed	escalated	rental	income	over	the	period	of	the	lease/debt.	
For example, if a lease is subject to an 8% annual escalation 
clause	 of	 five	 years,	 the	 cumulative	 accrued	 rental	 income	
over	the	five-year	period	 is	divided	by	five	years	to	determine	
the annual straight-line amount. Distributable earnings 
are calculated by excluding the straight-line adjustment. 
Distributable earnings are calculated using the accrued rentals 
as opposed to a smoothed rental.

Tenant retention (renewal) rate %
The retention rate is calculated as the total square metres 
renewed expressed as a percentage of the total square metres 
expired during the same period.

The Company
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited, registration number 
2015/015578/06, listed on the JSE Limited with effect from 
1	July	2015	as	a	diversified	REIT.	

Total investment portfolio
The property portfolio and other property-related investment.

Total returns
Total returns are calculated as the income yield plus the capital 
return, assuming that the distributions are reinvested into shares.

Vacancy as percentage of lettable space
Unoccupied space (excluding unoccupied space in development 
buildings) in square metres divided by total lettable space.

Vacancy as percentage of total income
Lost rental from unoccupied space (excluding unoccupied space in 
development buildings) divided by total rentals.
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Administration

REGISTERED OFFICE AND COMPANY SECRETARY
South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Postnet Suite 1051
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446
Tel: +27 21 529 8410
Fax: +27 21 529 8450
E-mail: info@sacorp.co.za 
Website: www.sacorporatefund.co.za

AFHCO HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
AFHCO Corner 
1st Floor
64 Siemert Road
New Doornfontein 2094
Tel: +27 11 224 2400
E-mail: info@afhco.co.za
Website: www.afhco.co.za

PROPERTY MANAGER
Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited
61 Katherine Street
Sandown Ext. 54
Sandton 2196
PO Box 1455
Saxonwold 2132
Tel: +27 11 441 4000
Fax: +27 11 441 4203
E-mail: info@broll.co.za

AUDITORS
Deloitte & Touche
1st Floor, The Square
Cape Quarter
27 Somerset Road
Green Point
Cape Town 8005
Tel: +27 21 427 5300
Fax: +27 21 674 3076

TRANSFER SECRETARIES 
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited 
Rosebank Towers 
15 Biermann Avenue 
Rosebank 2196 
PO Box 61051 
Marshalltown 2107 
Tel: +27 11 370 5000 
Fax: +27 11 688 5218

SPONSORS 
Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking, a division of 
Nedbank Limited 
3rd Floor, Corporate Place 
Nedbank Sandton 
135 Rivonia Road 
Sandown 2196 
PO Box 1144 
Johannesburg 2000

BANKERS 
First National Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited 
Global Transactional Services – Cape Town 
24th Floor Portside 
5 Buitengracht Street 
Cape Town 8001 
PO Box 367 
Cape Town 8000 
Tel: +27 87 736 5538

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Share Code: SAC
ISIN: ZAE000203238
Registration number: 2015/015578/06
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